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THE SENATE

CONGRESS OF MICRONESIA

CAPITOL HILL * SAIPAN, MARlANA ISLANDS 96950

Februaq 19”13

The Honorable Tosiwo Nakayzuna

President of the Senate

Fifth Congress of Micronesia

First Regular Session, 1973

and

The Honorable Bethwel Henry

Speaker, House of Representatives

Fifth Congress of Micronesia

First Regular Session,

Dear Mr. President and

It is a distinct honor

1973

Mr. Speaker:

to transmit to you by means of this

letter a report by your Special Joint Committee Concerning

Rongelap and Utirik Atolls. Your Committee, as created by

Public Law No. 4c-33, has worked faithfully and diligently

to fulfill its obligations under the mandates of the law,

During its work, your Committee has been confronted with

the technical nature of subject areas, which have in part

produced perplexing problems connected with the well-being

of the people involved. This report attempts to deal with

and explain these, and does make recommendations which it

feels are both practical and necessary.

While the Committee is certain that this is the most com-

prehensive and extensive investigation ever made concerning

this matter, it wishes to state that the report is by no
means as exhaustive as it could be. Had every medical

aspect of this subject been explored, the length of the

report would have been increased by half, or doubled.

Furthermore, it was a determination of your Committee that

5olo24q



2.

the area of compensation needs further inquiry and deserves

to be the subject of a subsequent report. For these reasons,

and others, this report represents the Committee’s final
determinations in the light of present evidence. It should
be noted that your Committee i$ submitting its report in com-

pliance with P.L. NO. 4C-33, even though additional info&a-

tion was being received after the report was written. Con-
sequently, the Committee wishes to reserve the right to include

additional information concerning the medical aspects in its

subsequent report on compensation. Your Committee feels that

this is right and proper, considering the nature of and the

circumstances surrounding this subject.

Respectfully submitted,

,f=-Ji&i&~iof
Chairman

_)(r I ~~>

—-----= -.,.”.

ReDLesentative Hans Wiliander
Me&er

._a &“&
Representative Timothy Olkeriil I concur:
Member Representative Ataji Bales

Interpreter/informant

.-r”. 5010250
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Special Camnittee shall cease to exist.

Section 6. Appropriation. There is hereby appropriatedout

or the General Fund of the Congress of Micronesiathe sum of

$10,000, or so much thereofas maybe necessary,to defray the

expenses of the Special Committee. The sum herein appropriated

shall be expended at the request, direction,and upon the ap-

proval.of the Chairman of the Special Ccmmitteeto accomplish

the purposes of this act. The Special Committee is hereby au-

thorized to hire such consultantsand other staff members as it

feels are necessary. All

which are not expended or

15, 1973, shall revert to

Micronesia.

funds appropriatedunder thts Section

obligated for expenditureby January

the General Fund of the Congress of

Section 7. EffectiveDate. This act shall take effect

upon the approval of the High Commissioner,or upon its becoming

law without such approval.

, 1972

Edward E. Johnston
High Commissioner
Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands



FOURTH CONGRESS OF MICRONESIA

SECOND SPECIAL SESSION, 1972 P.L. 4C-95
(S.B. No. 261, S.D.1, H.D.1)

AN A(X

To appropriate the sum of ten thousand dollars ($10,000)to cover
the cost and contingentexpenses of the Special Joint Committee on
Rongelap and Utirik Atolls, and for other purposes.

BE IT ENACTED BY THE CONGRJ2SSOF MICRflJ’ESIA:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

Section 1. The sum often thousand dollars ($10,000),or so

much thereof as may

General Fund of the

contingentexpenses

Rongelap and Utirik

be necessary, is hereby appropriatedfrom the

Congress of Micronesiato defray the cost and

of the Special Joint Committee Concerning

Atolls as created under Public Law No. 4C-33.

The sun herein appropriatedshall be expended at the request,

direction, and approval of the Chairman of the said Comnittee to

accomplish the purposes of Public Law 4C-33. The Special Comaittee

is hereby authorizedto him such consultantsand other staff

meubers as it feels are neussary. All funds appropriatedunder

this Section which are.not expended or obligated for expenditure

before January 1, 1974, shall revert to the

Congress of Micronesia.

section 2. l%is act shall take effect

High Commissioner,or upon its becoming law

General Fund of the

upon approvalby the

without such approval.

—J-

EJward E.‘Johnsten-
(Kf- I,Z;High Commissioner

/~ Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands

,-, 50”10252
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Section 3. Duties of Special Ccanmittee.The Special Ccm-

initteeshall investigatethe results of irradiationon the people

of Rongelap and Utirlk Atolls in the Marshall Islands District,

shall attempt to secure any and all medical assistanceand aid

for the people of Rongelap and Utirik Atolls fran whatever

sources possible, and shall attempt to obtain compensationfor

the people of Rongelap and Utirik Atolls for the injuriesvhich

they suffered due to exposure to irradiation.

Section 4. Powers of Special Camnittee. The Special Com-

mittee shall have the power to conduct hearingsand investigations,

issue subpoen& requiringthe attendanceof witnesses and the

productionof books, documents and other evidence and bring suits

in any court of

its own name to

powers provided

Trust Territory

Section 5.

the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands in

enforce such powers, in additionto all of the

in Subchapter IV, Chapter 5 of Title 2 of the

Code.

Report of Special Committee. The Special Com-

mittee shall submit an interim report to the President of the

Senate and the Speaker of the House of Representativeson or be-

fore MW 25, 1972. After said interimreport is presentedto

the President and the Speaker, the Special.Committeeshall con-

tinue its vork until the members thereof feel that their mission

has been completed. The Special Committeeshall submit a final

report to the Congress of Micronesia during the First Regular

Session, Fifth Congress ofliicronesia,after which date the

‘5010253



FoURTH CONGRESS OF MICRONESIA

SECOND REGULAR SESSION, 1972
Public Law No. 4C-33
(H.B. No.199; H.D.1)

AN ACT

To create a Special Joint (!~ittee concerningRongelap and Utirik
Atolls, to appropriatemon>y therefor and for other purposes.

BE IT ENACTELDBY THE CONGRESS OF MICRONESIA:

1 Section 1. Statement of Intent. During the period from

2 1945 to 1958 the United States of America exploded atanic wea-

3 pens on Bikini and Eniwetok Atolls in the Marshall Islands Dis-

4 trict. As a result of more explosions,the people of Rongelap

5 and Utirik Atolls in the Marshall Islands District vere exposed

6 to irradiationand have been and are suffering serious 111 ef-

7 fects and medical disorders. It is the sense of the Congress

8 of Micronesia that these people should receive the best medical

9 treatment availableand that these people should also receive

10 compensationfor the injurieswhich they have suffered. To in-

11 sure that the people of Rongelap and Utirik Atolls receive such

12 treatment and compensation,the Congressof Micronesia is creat-

13 ing a special joint committeeto investigatethis situation.

14 Section 2. Creation of Special Committee. There is hereby

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

created a special joint cammitteeof the Congress of Micronesia

to be known as the Special Joint Committee ConcerningRongelap

and Utirik Atolls hereinafterreferred to as the Special Committee.

The Special Cdttee shall be ccmposedof three members, to be

appointedby the President of the Senate and the Speaker of the

House of Representatives. Such appointmentsshall be mqde on or

before March 25, 1972. At the first meeting the Special Commit-

tee shall select a Chairman.

5010254



“History shows that these hypotheses

nature of things are valuable even when,

experience reveals, they are false. Man

about the

as later

approaches

the unattainable truth through a succession of errors.”

---A.ldous Huxley, Collected Essays

. ... . d
. 5010255



FOREWORD BY THE COMMITTEE

As mentioned in the letter of transmittal, had the Committee covered all

the aspects of its assigned subject, this report would have been considerably

longer than it is at present. Thousands of books and other materials dealing

w~th radiation have been published. Thousands

and researchers are studying radiation ai!d its

People there are! even today, varying o~inions

of scientists, technicians

effects today. Among these

as to the benefits and liabilities

of radiation as it is used tiy and on man. Despite all the scientific inquiry

and discussion the field of radiation and its many aspects is a relatively

new one. This is especially true in regards to how radiation affects human

beings and will continue to be so since ethics and morality forbid man to

experiment upon his fellow human beings, Because of these factors, this report

is by no means to be considered either final or comprehensive. There never

will be a “l~t word”’ on the subject. The Committee does believe, however,

is perhaps the most extensive treatment ever given to the subject area, for

that it

not

only does it consider strictly technical medical aspects of the problem, but

includes other related topics such as nuclear weapons, experiences in other

countries, the personal feelings of the exposed persons themselves, psychological

and cultural aspects, and the effects and influences of human judgment, time,

circumstance and, if you will, fate. The Committee believes that such a

holistic approach-- as opposed to an atomistic approach--is the correct one to

follow concerning this topic, It is an approach similaw to the concept in

medicine of treating the whole man, rather than just t<eatincj an illness or

disease as a single, isolated event unconnected with the complex interrelationships

of the total functioning organism.

As mentioned, the Report is not as complete as it could be. By the same

token, it is not perfect; there may be errors, flaws, or faultY assumptions

contained in it. If there are, they will be noted by those persons who are more

~o10251)



experienced in the subject areas of the report, or, who have had available to

them information or facts not available to the Committee. If there be such

errors, or flaws, however, the Committee does not apologize for them, but rather

asks the

area and

believes

to it

which

lives

reader to accept them as being inherent to the technical nature of the

the difficulty in collecting information concerning it. The Committee

that it has done the best possible job with the resources available

and considering the formidable constraints of time and space of an event

occurred over eighteen years ago, but which is still affecting the daily

of the people involved, and may affect those of their descendants.

Some readers may object to the narrative fo~ of the section dealing with

the detonation Of “Bravot’ and subsequent events that occurred. The Committee

feels that the approach to this section is justified, however, since in combining

known facts, with recollections of the pepple tilere-creation of the event itself

brings into relief certain facts and circumstances and their relationships

which could be missed by the casual reader in looking at charts or tables connected

with the event. The Committee also believes that this approach also makes what

could be a dull ‘and uninteresting section in an already cumbersome report on a

highly specialized topic somewhat more interesting for the reader. For instance,

the personification of “Bravo” as a “sleeping giant” whose radioactive cloud behaved

as if influenced by “trickster ghosts” may be considered repugnant or perhaps

improper by some scientists. Be this as it may, no one can deny--not even the

most prominent scientists--that the radioactive legacy of such an event has

continued to “live” until this day both in a purely physical and biological sense

and

the

in a psychological sense.

In writing this rep~rt, the Committee has attempted to popularize and simplify

subject of radiation and its effects.

The very subject of radiation is a very complex and large one, a fact which

is indicated by the remark of one scientist in talking about radioactive

.,.“’ 5ofo251



In all

‘bewisilecl.

information

instarlces it v;as :Iotpossi!)le to cx~.lain ever:,.ti)ir):Jas J:cll.as cc)uld

[)esi.itetiiis, the Comrlrittcefeels t!lat there is enoug;l !>asic

in l~lain language and plain ideas to give the reader sufficient

krrowlccigeto r,;akethe report aIId it,: reconvnrnclakions 1“.lei+ninqful.‘rileaccurac:J

and appro~lriatcrless contained in tile introductory section dcalinq witil radiation

in aeneral is },rimarily due to the efforts of the Cixmittee’s consultants--es!xciall!

to Dr. ‘Jilliam S. Cole, Dr. E. Eric Poci]in, al~clDr. Tosijiyuki Kumatori. T!]eir

assistance in editing this section has been irlvaluabl.e.

Relative to tl]is, it ~!)ould be cl,l!.ilasizedthat tino consulta]~ts to the

Committcf2 shoulcl in no “,qa,;j)e connected ‘liitllt!]eVilliJity C)f the re~mrt, its

assum1:tion3, conclusions, oj;inions or recommendations. Under no circumstances

should an~y :>art or this reoort--..~itllt}~e excel)tion of the consultants ‘ rel:orts

LO tileCommittee--t}(: t.a};er,to rc};resent the vie,..z:;of thr: consult,lnts,

or(janizati.ons ir,vlliclithey worl: or with which they arc’ conl]ectc~ci,o~-

resycctivc govcrnnents.

In commcntinq U!,on its o~;n report in this fore~wrd, tt-ieCommittee woul,d also

like to bring to tl]e attentio[] of LIIcredder what it consickrs to l]e some

rather i::tcre..uinqcircurnstanccst w!]ich Iflafyor ma~,fnot have bcarinq on the

report itself.

(Me of these, mcrrtioned later on, involves t!lc lack of information received

from the Atolnic t;nerclyCommission and tl]e [)epartnler,tof I.)efense. ‘1’hi5informatic)n

was recluestcd nearly one

follow-up letters by the

iS a S(21f-cvid~nt fact.

t))c

their

$year ac]o. No res)>onse has I:een forthcoming--des]>itc

Committee. ‘r}]cColtunitteerjelieves this points out what

‘1’hernan(!dtcsof tllr:Committee l>”{law are ))asically inimjcal



to the interests of the Administering Authority. Yet the basic information

needed by the Committee must by necessity come from that very same source.

Coupled with this are the contradictory natures of Micronesia and American

interests embodied in the Trusteeship Agreement which are manifested in the

daily operations of the Trust Territory Government. In short, the Committee,

in carrying out the wishes of the elective legislature of Micronesia, has had

to deal with an incident caused by the United States, In trying to investigate

the matter, it has had to request information from U.S. agencies and departments.

This situation was further exacerbated by the events which transpired in

December, 1971, and January and March of 1972. The issue of the medical treatment

of the Rongelapese and Utirikese had beome a “hot potato” politically (a fact

which is discussed in the report) . As a consequence, a somewhat highly charged

emotional atmosphere has pervaded the Committee’s work and investigations since

its inception. This is clearly evidenced by the pointed absence of an enacting

signature on the law which created the Committee. The law and the Committee

were passively allowed to come into existence through mechanisms of law, rather

than with

about the

continued

should be

official approval of the Administering Authority. This apprehension

Committee and its work has, in some quarters, been lessened as it has

its work. The Committee has always taken the approach that its studies

serious, well-considered, careful and conducted in a mature and

professional manner. This has resulted in developing excellent rapport and

cooperation with the executive branch of the Trust Territory Government, although

the same cannot be “said to hold true at certai]~ other levels. This has been

evidenced at various times by several occurrences described below.

First, the Committee was pleasantly surprised by the fortuitous appearance

of Dr. Darling of the ABCC and Dr. Steinfeld of the U.S. Public Healt}l Servic@

while on Saipan. They appeared in a deus ex machina fashion as in Greek plays—.

---- v , 501025~



of old. Dr. Darling offered the assistance of his

the resources of the Public Health Service. Vlhile

Commission, and Dr. Steinfeld

the Committee has no reasons

to suspect the intent and motivation behind their offers,

these visitations were more than just coincidental.

Second, the Cormnittee’s reception in Tokyo, Japan,by

and the United States Embassy, while cordial, appeared

which contrasted immensely with the reception accorded

Nagasaki. The Committee has compared notes with other

it does believe that

both that government

somehow to be unenthusiastic,

it in Hiroshima and

committees of this Congress

and has found that receptions by representatives of both the United States

and Japanese governments for cominittees concerned with status or resources

development were far and away more enthusiastic than that of this select

committee dealing with the irradiation of Micronesia citizens.

Third, this Committee became aware at the conclusion of the September, 1972,

survey of a somewhat amazing fact. As early as March of 1572, even before

Public Law No. 4C-33 was allowed to become law, and before the Committee’s interim

repOrt, one of its consultants was approached by a representative of the Atomic

Energy Commission and informed that he mightlaterbeasked to participate in

the annual examination of the Rongelapese in order to give credence to the

correctness of the surveys. That tl~is came to pass, is again,

more than just simple coincidence.

Fourth, reference is made to lack of cooperation

The Committee finds this most interesting, especially

from the

since it

the result of

AEC and DOD.

is aware that the

AEc , at least, is

if requested from

refer to a letter

not unable or unprepared to offer such information or assistance

the proper sources. Specifically, the Committee wishes to

from Representative 13alos to Senator Henry M. Jackson of the

U.S. Congress, which he sent the Senator during the session of the Congress

held in Palau in 1972, concerning the plight of the Rongelapese and Utirikese.

sO102bll



Senator Jackson, in turn, referreti the letter to the Atomic Energy Commission.

The AEC then sent to the Senatoi . kwelve-page report from the General Manager.

This report included some information requested by the Committee; however, the

Committee only came into possession of it indirectly and not in response to

its request.

What the Committee wishes to prove by mentioning these incidents is not

that it has developed a pathologically paranoid attitude wherein i; believes that

information is being consciously and intentionally withheld from it, but rather

that there are perhaps larger, unseen forces at work of which the Committee is

for the most part totally unaware, but which it believes exist

to the conflicting nature of its mandates which could possibly

certain interests of the Administering Authority.

nonetheless, due

conflict with

One final word should be mentioned concerning this report: how to read it.

As readers will discover, it has been written in an inductive fashion; that is,

evidence is presented, studied and evaluated, which forms the basis for later

conclusions. The report at the same time also goes from the general to the

specific, an example of which is the early broad sections on radiation in

general which help explain discussion of specific radiation effects later on.

The Committee began its study with no assumptions, but has formed opinions and

conclusions as information has developed. The report is written to reflect this.

Lastly, one word of advice, for those who wish to merely read the

recommendations because of the length of the report. The Committee would. advise

against this. This report is structured so that evidence and information build

continuously to the concluding recommendations. Thus the recommendations are

not easily understandable without reading the whole report. We, the members of the

Committee, suggest that those ,who only want to read the recommendations, stop

reading the report at this point.

UH02111



!1 . . . A dead youth is a blasphemy against the God of Life.

NO one desires war, but a fool or a madman, and there is no

longer room in the world for madmen or fools. We deny the

infallibility of the atom bomb; we affirm the infallibility of

the brotherhood of man the world over.”

--Sean O’Casey

,,...

50102b2 . ,,u.-



DEDICATION

First and foremost, this report is dedicated to the memory cf a

Young Marshallese man, Lekoj Anjain, who was one year old when the

world’s greatest nuclear explosion was detonated one–hundred miles

from his home on March 1, 1954 and who was nineteen years old when he

died during treatment for acute myelo,genous

room at the National institute of Health at

November 15, 19’j’2. It is also dedicated to

of Rongelap and Utirik, who were exposed to

leukemia in a small hospital

Bethesda, Maryland on

his parents and the people

radiation from the 1954 tests

and to their descendants.

Also, by inference, this report is also dedicated, not only to

those Japanese and Americans exposed to the effects of nuclear weapons

from the Hiroshima, Nagasaki, and Bravo bombs, but to those scieutisks

who willingly or in~dvertently sacrificed their health or life in order

to gain new knowledge about the little-understood phenomenon of radio–

activity. Finally, it is 61s0 dedicated to those unknown and unnamed

people now, and in the future, who may suffer or die from the effects

of weapons-testing conducted by the nuclear powers of the world in the

name of national security or through the misuse or real-application of

radioactive materials and instruments. It is hoped that this report

will contribute to the understanding of s complex, subtle, and important

subject and will serve as a warning to its readers thnt man must increase

knowledge of himself and his neighbors in order to better control forces

of nature at his disposal lest those very forces end up controlling and

destroying man.
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“They were deliberating smong themselves as to how they could

give wings to death so that it could in a moment penetrate

everywhere both near and far.”

-–The Labyrinth of the World in Czech, 1623
Jan Amos Komenscky,

Comenium, Last” Bishop of Unitas Fratrum Bohemorum.
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INTRODUCTION

RADIATION IN GENERAL

Man lives in a naturally radioactive environment. He is surrounded

by radioactivity much as he is by the great ocean of air which envelops

the world. Like air, we cannot see radioactivity with the naked eye, but

we know it is there because its effects can be

can be measured with special instruments.

If we could give color to the radioactive

observed and its presence

rays which are naturally

present in our environment, we would behold a wondrous display of activity.

We would see these rays emanating from the wood of our houses, the rocks

and soil of land, from living plants and trees, and from cement buildings

and metal structures.

In addition to this, we would see radiation and other rays passing

through the air from television sets, power plants, wristwatches, paint,

canned foods, the milk we drink, and from the X-ray and other ray-producing

machines in doctors’ and dentists’ offices and in hospitals and research

institutes--not to mention facilities which produce radioactive materials

and facilities which use them, like

We could see them shooting out

fresh-water lakes, fish, birds, and

from deep in space stabbing through

atomic power plants.

from the sand of a beach, the ocean,

animals. We would also see cosmic rays”

the atmosphere and ~ctually passing

throuqh our bodies, and other matter.* Finally, if we could see inside our

bodies , we would also see rays emanating from different areas--the result of

certain radioactive elements, such as ]?otassium, which are possessed naturally

*Some cosmic rays are so powerful, in fact, that they have been recorded

in mines over a quarter of a mile (1320 feet) below the earth’s surface- (46)

*A..,
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by us and which form a part of the total amount of radiation

are expose(l to during our lives.

Radiation has undoubtedly been present in the world and

since its creation and has resulted in the natural radiation

the universe

background

which surrounds us today. Radiation, the sending out of particles, or

invisible “bullets” from an atom can be both natural, meaning it can be

found occurring in certain rocks anclminerals, or it can be created by

man. The atom, then, is the basis of this radioactivity, and a brief

discussion of the atom and its relation to man and to radioactivity will

be undertaken to help lay the foundation for the understanding

sections in the report to follow.

If we look at ourselves and at other objects, we see that

of the

these

things appear to be more or less solid. Yet scientists also know that all

matter is made u[)of smaller F/arts or components. Thus , while we can look

at a beach as a whole, we also know that this physical thing we call a

“beach” is also composed of millions of tiny bits of sand. F’urtller

investigation will show that the sane] itself is made up of many different

kinds of minerals, t}~eseminerals are made u;)of smaller parts called molcules,

and the molecules made up of atoms, which are, for the practical Purposes

of this report, the smallest particles of matter which we s)tall dj.~cus~.

‘l’heatom, we might compare to a solar system like our own. In a solar

system, the sun at the center has, revolving around it, a number of planets.

An atom is similar in structure. Around the center, or nucleus, revolve’

a number of electrons. ‘1’henucleus, l~owever{ is not cjenerally of one

substance, but several, like a handful of marbles tightly bound together

by an electrical charge, which is also involved like gravity in a solar

system in keepin(3 the electrons operating in their regular positions close

2
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to the nucleus. This is, perhaps, an over-simplified description of the atom,

but one which will have to suffice for our purposes. There arc a few

hundred different atoms and their difference is indicateci by the number of

neutrons (neutrally charged) and protons (positively charged) “marbles” in

their nuclei. ~ element is defined as an atom with a given number of protons

in

in

be

its nucleus. Isotopes of an element have different numbers of neutrons

their individual nuclei,

Two other qualities of atoms and their relation to radioactivity should

mentioned. Atoms may emit different types of particles of different

energies. A second fact is that the number and arrangement of

determines the chemical factors of an element. While many are

there can also be atoms with the same number of electrons and,

electrons

different,

consequently,

the same number of positively-charged (protons) particles in ti]enucleus.

since they are the same i]) this respect, they are like chemical brothers.

‘Yhey

only

can form the same larger units like molecules.

There are five types of emitted energies mentioned in this report but

three will be used frequently. The five are:

1. Neutrons

2. X-rays

3. Gamma rays

4. Alpha particles

5. l?eta particles

~leutrons: ‘1’heseparticles arc emitted during

which takes place during a nuclear ex])losion Of all

the chain reaction

atoln or hydrogen bomlJ.

A neutron has a}.)outthe same mass as a proton JJut is uncharged. It is

highly penetrating in all materials except t}lose of mass near that of its

own.

,. a-m--- .
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X-rays and gamma rays: ‘1’heseare electromagnetic waves of relatively

high energy and therefore l]avinq relatively high penetrability through

matter. They may be emitted

electron rearrangements outs

Alpha particles: These

nucleus of radioactive atoms.

from a nucleus, a gamma ray, or produced by

de of the nucleus, X-rays.

are helium nuclei and arc emitted from the

These particles have a low penetrability

and, when they are emitted from an atom+ inside the body, they may produce

substantial local damage.

Beta particles: ‘1’Ileseare low to high speed electrons given off by

a radioactive material. Their penetrability in matter is between that of

alpha particles and X-ra,;,c.

!ialf-Life

The rate of e]nission of a given type of particle from a sample Of

radioactive material decreases with time. i(l~enthis decrease is rapid the

isotope is said to !>e sllort-lived and lihen it is long the isotope is zaicl

to L)e long-lived. i’he time

of its initial value is cal

for Lhc rate of emission to reduce to one-half

cd its half-life. Fjalf- ives of from a small

been observed for dif-fraction of a second to reallyti]ousand~ of ycarz have

ferent radionuclides. ‘rhc half-life for plutonium 239 is about 24,000 years.

‘rhus, after 24,000 years it will have emitted )lalf of that remaining, and so

on . It is as though we started out wjth $100 and after one Ilalf-life we have

$50, after ano~hcr half-life ~rc are down to $2L, another one leaves $12.

and so on Until nothing is left and the element has returned to its ori9

stai>le form. ~,uzjv is one of the longest-lived elements. Strontium 90

0,

nal

and cesium 137 have ]I<alf-livesof a!)out 30 !;ears. Other isotopes have half-

lives of a few months, days, minutes, or seconfis.

.A
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Connected with this physical half-life of the isotope is another kind

of half-life called the “biological half-life” which is tileamount of time

it takes for one-half of the radioisotope to be removed from the body, through

elimination of waste matter. A further aspect of radiation t?lat is of interest

in the present context is that charged particles lose energy alonq their path

to t}lemediums they are penetrating. This energy may break UJ>rmlccules or

even produce radioactivity. For the energetic particles of interest here,

thousands of molecules may be affected along the track of the particle.

Because of the positive-negative electrical cl~arges, these particles can

tear electrons Erom atoms t}ley strike. It takes anywhere from ten to one

!]undrcd electron volts of energy to tear an electron

the radiation energy of particles is measurecl in the

volts -- kev) or millions (million electron volts --

from an atorll. Usually

thousands (kilo electron

mev) . Consequently,

particles in the kcv or mev can disrupt or ionize thousands of other atoms

before their energy is used up and they stop.

Measurement

The amou]]t of radiation may he measured in a number of different ways.

Of }>articular interest here are measures that inclicate tileinteract-ion of

the radiation with various ty~,cs of material.

The “R.oentqen” is a unit for exposure: tfl]icnindicates the ability c>fthe

X or gamma radiation tO J>roduce 10niZa~iOll i[lair.

‘l’]le “Rad” is a unit of absori>ecldose which indicates the amount of energy

absor]>cd in a material per

Tllc “JWm” is the unit

unit mass of material .

of

radiation protection pllr!)~scs

comi)inecleffects of cliffcrent

dose equivalent. l’he dose equivalent is for

and proviclcs a common franc for assessirlq the

kinds of radiatior] on tl]ehuman body. For

—.,
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external radiation, the dose equivalent is obtained by multiplying the absorbed

dose of a given type of radiation by the quality factor for that radiation

and summing these products for all radiations incident at a given point in

the body. The quality factor is defined in terms of the energy deposition

per unit path length of the charged particles at the point of interest in the

htiman body.

The ‘Relative Biological Effectiveness” (RBE) is the ratio of the absorbed

dose of two radiations producing the same biological effect. One of these

radiations, called the reference radiation, is frequently moderate energy X-

or gamma rays. This term is most often used in reporting the results of

biological experiments and the reference radiation is often moderate energy,

Zor gamma rays. Thus , if the absorbed dose of the reference radiation is 20

times larger than the absorbed dose of the radiation of interest to produce

the same effect, one would say that the RBE of the ot)~er radiation is 20.

Lethal Dose: The LD-50 (LD ec[uals lethal dose) is the absorbed dose

that will kill 50 percent of the organisms exposed. This term is usually

used when the radiatitin is administered acutely. One needs also to indicate

the time span over which the observations are made following the irradiation.

Also, it is usually used when the absorbed dose is more or less consistent

throughout the organism and t}~emagnitude is given for no pre- or post-

treatment

This is a

report on

of the organism. The LD-50 in 30 days for man is about 300 rads.

numerical value stated in the Langham National Academy of Science

space travel.

Treatment for Acute Effects

There are no methods of treatment which will cure the immediate effects

of severe doses of radiation -- only treatment for the different kinds of

—
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illness it produces. Thus , liquids should be given to replace dehydration

and loss of body fluids from vomiting} skin burns s]]ould be &reated as normal

burns to aid the healing process; and, most importantly, antibiotics should

be administered. There are other measures which may be taken, but for the

most part they are unproved. These are:

Protective Measures. These are designed to counteract, or moderate,

the effe’ct of radiation. Most of the information available deals with animal

experimentation. The measures generally involve injecting animals with certain

chemicals before they are exposed. These chemically will generally increase

the animal’s chance of ’surviving what normally would be a lethal dose. There

are no human experiments of this type.

Recovery Agents. These are used to treat immediate damage and to prevent

or minimize damaging results later

for acute treatment, these include

on. Other than the usual methods described

blood tramfusionsr druqs to control

bleeding, and bone marrow injections. The evidence for bone marrow injections,

which help the marrow of the affected person produce blood cells until the

patient’s marrow recovers, is not clear. Testimony on blood transfusions

from Dr, George B. Darling, former

in Japan, who met with the Special

to their effectiveness.

head of the Atomic 130mb Casualty Commission

Joint Committee, is somewhat neqative as

Removal Agents, This is one method which has had mixed success in the

administration of chemicals to the exposed person. The patient drinks

is injected with the material, which helps to carry away from the bocly

greater than

treatment is

the internal

normal quantities of the radioactive material. This kind

usually only effective if administered almost immediately

exposure has taken place.

ur

of

after
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SOME KNOWN INCIDENTS INVOLVING IRRADIATION OF FEOPLE

The following examples give an inclination of the range of acute doses

of radiation received by human beings and the treatment given:

Los A~amos - During 1945 ten persons were. accidentally exposed to

radiation during two accidents. One person received 2,000 r’s and died in

nine days! another received about 600 r’s and died in twenty-six days, and

a third developed cataracts in both eyes after three years. ‘rhe seven other

people apparently recovered.

Windscale - On October

radioactive matter (I131, on

10,

the

1957, a British nuclear reactor sprayed

nearby countryside. Later, milk in that

area was found to be slightly radioactive. No injuries were reported

according to the source of information.

Oak Ridge - On June 16, 1958, an accident happened at a plant which

makes radioactive material. It was determined that five men received 236

to 365 P.ADS arid three men from 25 to 100 RADS. They suffcrccl acute symptoms,

but apparently returned to normal health.

Yugoslavia - An atomic reactor accident near Belgrade, in 1958, exposed

six men to very high qarmna and neutron radiation. They suffered acute effects

of the radiation and one of them, who received the highest exyosure (the

figure is not available), was qiven bone marrow injections but later died.

Four others, who received less, were also given the injections which helped

until their own bone marrow bec~ae active again. The sixth person recovered

without injections. Expert opinion is divided as to whether bone marrow

injections can help recovery from high exposure.

-) ‘8
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NUCLEAR WEAPONS AND MAN

The year of 1938 was not particularly auspicious, historically perhaps,

with one exception.”

In 1938 the United States was struggling upward out of a worldwide

depression which had been triggered in 1929. It was not a particularly

notable year for movies, fashions, or politics; isolationism characterized

the international mood of the American people.

In the Marshall Islands in 1938, sixteen-year-old John Anjain was

probably contemplating his daily chores, the possibility of going fishing,

and

the

al 1

the increasing presence of Japanese military personnel in his islands,

A singular event, however, did take place that year which would affect

future lives of Japanese, Americans, and Marshallese alike--in fact,

the people of the world. It was the autumn of that year that German

scientists at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute in Berlin split an atom of

Uranium 235 (U235) (54 pg. 9). While it had been theoretically considered

possible, this was the first time that it had been actually accomplished.

Splitting of this atom meant that a chain reaction was possible and creaticn

ancl control of a chain reaction meant that man had, wit})in his qraspr

control of a basic force of nature and the universe. How this power was to

be used would startle the world.

In May of 1942, the President of the United

a simple “OK, !?DR” notation, made a decision that

States of America, with

the United States would

make an all-out, massive effort to develop the first atomic bombs before

Germanv could (54, p, 13), The successful operation of an atomic pile by

Dr. Enrico l~ermi and the “Chicago Group” on December 2, 1942, at 3:25 a.m.

(54, p. 88) proved that the controlled chain reaction, necessary to

produce plutonium for an atomic bomb, was possible. Later, processes were

t_..
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developed to procluce both uranium and plutonium, each of which would provide

the critical. material for the atomic bombs developed hy the [Jnited States.

The process of the splittinq of the atom, or “fission,” iS nearly

impossil>le to imagine, understand, or explain. Atoms, which we cannot see,

smell, touch, or

potential energy

bomb , is capable

of square miles;

more millions in

In effect,

hear because they are so small, have a fantastic amount of

which, when released in the

of flattening buildings and

of killing and maiming mill

the near and distant future

however, the basic power of

form of an explosion of a single

scorching earth over hundreds

ons of people immediately, and

the atomic bomb comes from two

things: the force which binds the atom together and a chain reaction, Even

though atoms are very tiny, the amount of force binding the atom and its

parts together is very great for its size, When a neutron strikes a

fissionable atom, the atom may split, ancl following the splitting, may

produce additional neutrons. In turn, these neutrons mav produce splitting

of nearly fissionable atoms. A chain reaction is said to exist when the

splitting of one atom produces on an average the splitting of more than one

nearby atom. An example of a “chain reaction” is l,;herea ball is tossed

into a room in which the floor is covered by mou~e traps set with !>ing pong

balls. The ball trips one mouse trap, wl~ich in turn sets off its neighbors,

which in turn set off still more, until all have been sprung. When this chain

reaction is slow and controlled, it can be used for electricity-generating

atomic power plants. The reaction heats water and turns it into steam, which

drives turbines connected to generators , which produce electricity.

When, however, this reaction is “uncontrolled,” it results in an atomic

explosion. The tremendous relative energy contained by fissionable material

as opposed to regular sources of energy might be illustrated this way: the

Ig
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fission of one pound of uranium bomb material is equivalent to 9,000 tons

(18,000,000 lbS.) of TNT.

On May 7, 1944, the United States detonated 100 tons of TNT at its

Alamago test site in order to approximate --at scale--the possible effects

of the test of a plutonium bomb in July. On July 16, 1944, at 5:29 a.m.,

“Trinity,” the first test of an atomic bomb, took place and was supposedly

equivalent to 5,000 tons of TNT. This was 50 times as powerful as the May

test, but only one-quarter the yield of the Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombs.

The “fusion bombf” or better known as the “hydrogen bomb,” works on a

somewhat different principle, although it uses the basic nuclear force of the

atom as well as a chain reaction. In fusion, instead of splitting atoms

apartf they are fused, or welded together to produce a chain reaction. To

do this requires a huge amount of heat-- something in the order of 100 million

degrees. Since this high temperature can practically only be reached by

detonation of an atomic bomb, the atomic bomb and fusion process provide

the “trigger” for the fusion process. The fusion process,

hydrogen atoms, results in even a higher energy yield than

1 pound of fusjon material is equal to 11,000 tons of TNT.

which utilizes

t}]atof fission:

(49 p. 15)

Scientists also discovered that the fusion bomb “wastec]” radioactive material

‘ in that it produced a lot of extra neutrons. They solved this problem with

the addition of another uranium element which the fusion process would use.

Simply put, the fission process triggers a fusion process, which in turn

triggers a final fission process. This was the basis of the BRAVO device

to be tested at Bikini in March 1954.

In millionths of a second, the fission--or fusion process--is completed

and in thousands of a second a fireball is formed and is generating heat

and shock waves, that will produce destruction in all directions. Regardless

11
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of whether a surface or air burst, the fireball will spread upi.’ardfrom

100 to 300 miles per hour at the beginning, and slowinq as it approaches

peak altitude. If the ex}>losion occurred on the ground, the fireball will

suck u? with it qreat quantities of soil and incinerated materials, carrying

the lighter ones to its highest altitude. Local fallout of this material will

be heavy and only the liqhtest particles will ascend to thousands of feet.

If, however, an air ]>urst, t?le ]leat and s]~ock waves will be maximized, but

little material drawn up into the cloud with the fireball; consequently,

there will be little local fallout. Great amounts of radioactivity are sent

out cluring the gaseous firel>alls’ formation and as it rises. However, if it is

an air shot ,little radioactivity will be dispersed locally since little

material has been uplifted, and since the majority of the some 200 radioactive

products arc so short-lived that many of them have gone through one or two

half-lives before the cloud has peaked. Essentially, in an air burst the

main radioactive elements are from t}~ematerial itself, water vapor in the

air, and the metal bomb parts tl~emselves, which have become mixed with the

fireball. A nominal 20 kilotron (20,000 tons of TNT) burst will rise to about

20 or 30,000 feet. A one megaton bomb (1 million tons of TNT) will rise within

10 minuies to a height of roughly 100,000 feet, If it was a ground burst, it

will have pulled UP wit]l it tremendous amounts of matter and made it radioactive.

The cap of the cloud will have poked itself into the stratosphere w]lere high

winds will begin dispersing it worldwide. The rest of the cloud column

will be torn about by lower winds which will carry the radioactive debris with

it. The heavier particles fall OLlt first, and lighter ones fall hack down

later upon the earth below, in a desiqn created by the wind,

12



RADIATION AND MAN

External Exposure

While mankind has lived for probably millions of years in a naturally

radioactive environment, it has only been since the creation of artificial

sources of radioactivity such as X-raymachines, atomic reactors, and nuclear

bombs that man-made radioactivity

or on a mass basis to man.

As discussed in this report,

has ~resented an “increased danger individually

external exposure from nuclear devices

or fallout from

effects are the

overexposures,

their explosion will be mainly considered, although the

same whether from bombs, reactor accidents, or medical

As mentioned before, one peculiar quality of radiation is its ability

to “ionize,” that is, the ability of a particle to pass through material

and disrupt the atom arrangements. Particularly dangerous in the area

of external exposure are neutrons and gamma rays, since they are very penetrating

and can actually pass through the human body, leaving in their path ionized

atoms. In effect, the thousands of these particles which pass through the

human body may disrupt hundreds or thousands of atoms comprising the molecules

of the body’s cells-- its basic building blocks,

In regard

is known. Most

up to thousands

to low exposure to whole-body (total body) radiation, little

data about such exposure is limited to that of from 50 rads

of rads.

From 50 to about 300 rad.swould be considered a sublethal dose within

30 days, althouqh at the upper end -it approaches the LD-50 range. This is also

dependent upon available treatment. This means that it is not likely for

death to occur; however, within this range a number of “acute” or ~cvere effects,

13
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having a sudden

he noticed.

T]?e ranqe

beginninq-- a sharp rise and a more or less short course woulcl

of acute effects ,.]ithinthis dosaqe include nausea, vomiting,

diarrhea, itchinq and hurnjnq of the s};in and mucous menl>ranes, loss of hair,

skin burns, and a lowerinrj, or depression, of various kinds of blood cells

due to the hone marro~.~(the material within our bones which makes blood)

“I;einq affected.

At shout 500 rads (depending uf~on individual response, health, aqe, etc.)

.ajsnent ioned before, norc than 50 percent of the }Ieoplc exposed would be

expected to die.

As the amount of exposure increases, fewer !>eople would he expected

to live until at abut the S00 rad level generally 100 percent of the exposed

persons would be expected to die.

Higher doses above 1,000 rads w~lole-body irradiation would produce what

is called “gastro-intestinal death.” The radiation results in destroying

the lining of the small intestine and causes nausea, vomiting ,ind diarrhea.

Deatl~ WOUIC1 occur within a few claysor a week.
\

Central nervous system death would occur at doses over 3,000 xads.

This size of dose causes extreme excitability, trou!>le with breathinq,

lack of balance and coordination, and convulsions. Death may be immediate or

after a fe”+rhours.

%oU ld , somehow, a person survive these extreme close symptoms, he

would undoubtedly die from hemonoietic depression, where severe disorders

of the bone marro,~, which ,produce blood cells, lead to internal bleeding,

anemia, and lack of resistance to infection. This effect can also be seen

at the sublethal to lethal range. (94, p. 937)

),[anyof the above types of disorders would be brought about by direct

exposure to the original explosion of the nuclear blast. Those people WI]O
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were not close enough to be destroyed by the thermal flash (heat) or blast

wave (pressure) would probably be bombarded wit}l neutrons, gamma rays, and

possibly alpha particles at a rate that would decrease with the increase

of their distance from the center of the explosion, The alpha particles are

Of biological importance only when they are emitted from inhaled

material. Neither are of importance for irradiation b] external

following nuclear explosions.

These same effects, however , would also be experienced by a

or ingested

sources

person

being in, or going into, an area where there is heavy radioactive fallout.

In SUCh an area, he would be exposed to gamma radiation and beta radiation

from the fallout material. In terms of external exposure the qamma radiation,

because it is able to penetrate or pass throuqh the body, would be the most

harmful. The beta radiation, which has lower energy, would mainly be

dangerous externally if the material fellon the hair or uncovered skin

of the person. Wile beta particles are not deeply penetrating (qenerally

only the upper layer or layers Of the skin) they can--in sufficient quantity

and if of enough strength-- cause loss of hair and skin “burns” in several

degrees( from light to severe, “Beta burns,” then, are danqerous in the

sense that if a person received a gamma dose high enougl~ to lower blood cell

counts and thus resistance to infection, and a beta skin burn became seriously

infected, the person could. die as a result.

Internal Exposure

As has been described, human beings can he exposed directly to radiation

either through closeness to the oriqinal explosion of a nuclear weapon (or

source of radiation) or through exposure to radioactive fallout. A seconcl

;
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way of being exposed to radiation i? through internal exposure, or internal

contamination. This can happen through two ways: direct contamination or

indirect contamination.

It s}lould be recalled that a nuclear explosion results in the creation

of a,pproximatelv 200 radioactive elements, or isotopes, Many of these are

222
or P084) which has a half-life of 3.0short-lived, such a.spolonium (Po

or astatine (At218 or At*s) with a half-life of 2.0 seconds (~RP, p. 55)minutes,

and actually become ineffective or return to their stable forms before they

can reach the ground. However, longer-lived isotopes like strontiun (Sr90,

and ce~ium (CS137) have half-lives of shout 30 years, Radioactive iodine

(1131) has a half-life of shout eight days. It is these three elements

v}hic}lare ~ona the most dangerous to man in terms of fallout, or the material

which returns to earth after being lifteti il~to high altitudes by the explosion.

This fallout material may result in exposure of human beings (and.animals

and fish) should they fall into their source of drinking water, onto food,

or if they are inhaled. Or, as happened in a few cases where the fallout

material landed on or near the people, curiosity compelled them to pick

up a flake of material and taste it to determine what it was. All of these

result in the radioactive material, ~!hich emits both gamma and beta radiation,

being deposited internally into the human body.

A second way man may be exposed to radioactivity internally is what might

be called “indirect”

the processes of his

The em!.>hasison

exposure. It is through a more complicated mechanism:

own environment.

ecology and environmental protection cluring the past

few years helps clarify how a person can become radioactively contaminated

internally from a nuclear explosion which occurred thousands of miles away

and years aqo. The present emphasis on protection of our environment from

pollution has made the general public aware of the interrelationships between

16
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man, ‘ 1animals, P antsp and nature’s processes. We now know that to continually

dump sewage or chemicals into a body of water such as a lake may kill certain

small organisms, or animals, which provide food and oxygen for larger

animals, and eventually fish, which a person might depend upon for his food

or business. It is through examples like this we see that there are

“ecological chains” which, if broken, may result in the destruction of the

whole chain, Nature, we have observed, “likes” order and balance, Within

nature are many “chains” which complement or supplement ecological patterns.

While the first example was how a chain could be disrupted by pollution, or

contamination, such a chain can also transmit contamination. In some areas,

factories produce a waste chemical of mercury. This waste is discharged into

a fresh water lake, The mercury is absorbed into the tissues of the smaller

organisms and thus transmitted through the food chain until it reaches man.

If the concentrations or amounts of this chemical are large enough, the man

may become ‘ill from mercury poisoning, The same

with radioactive contamination or “pollution. “

At this point, ik would he well to stop for

sort of thing can happen

a moment and recall what

happens when a nuclear explosion--especially a hydrogen

If on the surface, the burst will lift up an incredible

into the atmosphere, The gassy inferno fireball shoots

bomb ex~losion--occurs,

tonnage of material

upward surrounded by

vapor and particles which roll and boil around it in a maelstrom of radio-

activity and turbulence at the cap of the “mushroom cloud.”

The lower part of the cloud, or column, contains the heavier particles

of material (soil, water vapor, rock) which have been made radioactive. This

part will be carried away by the winds in the lower atmosphere (the Tropo-

sphere or zone in which is found most of our weather) . The heaviest particles



will fall first, near t}]e explosion. Lighter ones will he carried on winds,

hundre(ls or perhaps thousands or miles, before settlin~! to the ground

naturally from the

in a weather front

~encrally referred

and lands ,witb.ina

force of qravitvr or more rapidly should they become mixed

and !>@broug!lt dovm in a rainfall.. TIlis is what is

to as “local fallout.” It is heavily radioactive in nature

few }lcnlrs,or days. It contains “mixed fissjon products”--

that is, isoto~~es of many

c~ivinq off beta and qamma

local fallout can be seen

}:incls,i.e., strontium, cesium, iodine, zinc, cobalt,

radiations of dj.fferent enerqies. Generally this

in a ciqar-shaped pattern, with the lightest

activity at the outer edges and the heaviest toward the center.

Not all of the fallout, !lowcverr comes down in the first fw hours or

days . This is t!~ematerial which has )>eeninjected into the stratos~’here

(a zone Iwainninq at about 40,000 feet). ‘The particles v’hich IIave ascendccl

to this heiq}~t and aljove in the towerinq cloud arc very fine and liq}lt, li}:e

partic].es of smoke. T]l(lseradj.~actj-ve ~nartiC]cS wj].1 )TC circulated about

in t!~e stratosphere --w!].i,clirarely has C1OIIC1Sancl in o~l~i.chthe temperature

is rel.ativel.jz

naterial .S.lill

surface, ‘i’he

constant--until it has spread out all over the earth. Tl]is

take months ancl years before it has returned to the earth’s

radioactivity, which may bc spread thro~lqlloutthe t.~orlclmore

or 10ss uniformlv, l.~illreturn to the earth in tl~e sane n~anner, altho(lgb it

is possible t!~at some areas of the world will receive heavier amounts Of this

fallout than others.

How this ra{lioactivity, once it has returned to the earth, comes to !IC

consumed an:l retained hv man is due to one of the unit.ue I)rnperties Of

radioactive rnaterjals.

-
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%st poisons are chemicals which--if cliluted hy

substances-- also )Jecomc ineffective or harmless. If

had the sane quali.t.iesrdecontamination of a fallout

easier-- the rt~aterialcould simply be washed clown and

,.,ateror other h.tlrmless

radioactive isotones

zone would l)cnllcb

the major danqer would

be elirtlinated. Persons who accidentally ingested the material could drink

Quantities of water and literally wash the radioactivity out of their systems.

Unfortunately this

m~n.tioned earlier-,

are like “chemical

is usually not true with radioactive substances. tAs

the electron structure of the atop. of many kinds of isotopes

brothers” of other stable elements, or elements naturally

found in our bodies. Our naturally-anpearirrq elements like calcium, and

90
potassium have their “counterfeit” counterparts like Sr and Cs137. As

pointed out by Dr. William F. ?Ieuman in the United States Congressional

hearinqs on “The ~~ature of Fallout and Its Effects on llan”: (94 p. 71(-))

“Just as a dispensirr~ machine can be made to operate with a slug havinq

a shave, weight, and }>roperties similar to a qenuine coin, so also car,

the body be ‘fooled’ when presented I?ith a chemical counterfeit.

“lJatural strontium 1s the chemical counterfeit of calcium, an alkaline

earth which is reo,uired for the maintenance of ?:ealth and well

. . . like calcium abut 99 percent of the strontium is found

Thus it is that thr?sc counterfeit chemicals which cJck into man

locate themselves where their brothers are normally found. Calcium

important component in our l:oncs and thus strontium resid~s there.

being
n the !mne.”

is an

Potassium

is found in our muscle tissue and so i,scesium. Iodine if;irn,portantin the

operation of the th,yroi.clqlanil and so we fincl its r<aclioactivebrother there, too.

I]OW tl~esc elencnts qet there ii~volves t]~e food chain. If the fallout

lands on the ocean, it is taken L];>hv microscoj)ic organisms, like plan!:ton.

Plankton, in turn, s~rves as food for small fish and other sea life which,

in turn, are food for ot}ler, larger fish. Eventually, at th~ end of the

chain, man catches a fish ‘which l~as keen contaminate(l as a result of the

oriqi.nal fallout, cats, it, and l’cconlescontar,linatcdhimself. If the fallout
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is on land,

is takerl uv

manufacture

it qoe.s throuqh a.similar process. Strontium.]

by plants and grass. The qrass is t}ien eaten

rrilk.containing strontium. tiuman heinas then

90, for example,

by cows, ,)hich

drink the milk

ant? consequently some of this contamination I/ill reside

bodies.

This state of affairs would be cxtrenel;{ dangerous

not for one factor, which Dr. !/euman also mentioned:

!!l~ocounterfeit is perfect, however, and there are

20

in the bones of their

to man if it were

slight differences

in properties l)ctween”strontium ancl calcium !\lhichpermit our regulating

systems to select calcium preferentially, or to discriminate aqainst
the legs desirable strontium.” (p. 710)

The same is true for ~>lants, animals, and fish. For example, if we

startecl out with $100 worth of strontium fallout on tllcqround in a small

area around a ~lant, the plant might absorb $60 worth. ‘?I]cmilk from the
/

cow that ‘ate the plant would onl\/ contain $20 worth of the strontium. The

man who drinks the milk !rould, per})aps, retain at the end only $5 worth of the

oriqinal $100 worth of strontium. [f}lilet}:earoportions are not real and only

Used as an examnle, they illustrate what is called the: “discrimination

fact@r”-- a factor {\lhichneans that part of the counterlcit chemical is

rejected all alonq the route of the food chain. Despite this rejection

factor, howevert worldwide stratospheric fallout and local fallout still

present considerable threats to the health of the averaqe person and future

qencrations.

sr90 gives off ?>eta particles. Although these particles are hiqh-

speed in nature, they are also relatively snail in mass, or size ancl ~weight;

cannot travel far thrcmqh mntter; and can be sto,pped easily by a layer of

clothinq or the upper layers of tl~e skin. However, when they enter the

body and reside in the lmne close to the marrow, they can, in sufficient

quantities, do great damage.

,.- .
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In The Effects of P!uclear !?eapons, it is notecl that:

11
. . . internal sources of . . . beta parti.clcs, or soft (lo~~-enerq>’)

gamma-ray emitters can dissipate the].r entire energy within a small,
posoihly sensitive, volume of body tissue thus causing considerable
damaqe.” (51 p. 604-5)

The implication of the above statement denotes an area about which

there was much controversy during the discussion about radioactive fallout

and its effects in the United. States. Many scientists described dosage and

exposure in terms of averaqes, e.q. , the maximum permissible concentration

(14PC)of strontium 90 allowable in the body of a v}orker in atomic industries.

This is 1000 “Sunshine Units” which is 1000 micromicrocuries (abbreviated

as UUC --one millionth of a millionth of a curie, a small unit of radioactivity)

per total weight of calcium in a person’s body. Since the averaqe person has

1000 grams of calcium in his body, it

maximum permissible concentration for

V:orliinyin atomic inclustr:~)is

There arc also other YPC’S for

does not indicate, however, is

l/loth

equals 1 UUC per qram. The equivalent

the general population (those not

of that, or 1.00 “Sunshine Units.”

other radionuclides. \~!latthis averaqjnq

the fact that strontium, like other isotoP~s,

not onlv selectively concentrates in certain tis.sues or crgans, l~ut that

its distribution in tllcsc areas is nol> alrla:rsuniform. This means that

it is possible for a vorker to have a total concentration in !Iis Imdy or

an orqan of Icss t!~an, or equal to the 14PC of ~trontium, l>lltthat !~ccause

jt is unevenlv denosited, h~ may have high concentrations or “not snots”

wher? the ‘4PC*Of 1 micromicrr)curie (or 1/10 of .amicromicrocurie) for each

gram of calcium

Thug gamma

*The term MPC

is exceeded.

90
and lxta-ernjttcrs l..ikeSr , CS137 and T131 wtljch selectively

since that time has been changed to Recommenclcd Pcrmissi.ble
concentration (RPC) .
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concentrate in certain areas (hones, muscle) or organs (thyroid} are

greatly fearecl, despite the fact that the body does not take rp all ~f

the material available and that it also slowly eliminates some of the

retained material little l>!zlittle, T!ledanqer, of course, is due to t}~e

ionizina aspect of the beta and gamma ,particles. While even today the way

by which these particles influence bodily or cellular changes, it is

known that continuous ex~>osure to sufficient quantities can produce bone

tumors and leukemia in the case of strontium; cancer and tumors in

the case of cesium; and tumors and cancer in the ciise of iodine.

HOW these effects “are initiated by

be outlined briefly, before considering

22
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BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF RADIATION

Chromosomes, Genes, and DNA

Like the whole beach we mentioned that is composed of tiny grains

of sand and smaller particles, our bodies are composed of tiny cells.

These cells, which have different functions and different shapes, all

have nuclei, or centers. Within these centers are string-like materials

called chromosomes, which are in turn made up of genes. The genes are

also composed of a number of chemicals, the most important of which is

DNA, short for deoxyribonucleic acid. All of these things are composed

of molecules and, their smaller parts, atoms. These chromosomes, which

are a series of long and short worm-like or thread-like shapes, deter-

mine the workings and divisions of the cell. The genes, which are like

different bands of color or segments on a thread, each serve a function

in making up the form of the chromosome. The DI!A and other chemicals

form the genes. These chemicals contain codes, or chemical signals

which regulate the shape, form, and life of the genes. The genes then

determine the shape and form of the chromosome, and the chromosome the

shape and function of the cell. The cells ultimately control the shape

and form of our bodies.

Almost all the cells in our body are continuously producing new cells,

some slower, some faster. It is easier to understand if we consider

that when we cut our hair, or fingernails, they grow again. If we get

a cut or burn, the blood lost will be replaced, or the skin ckmaged

will be replaced. This is done by the cells reproducing, or duplicating

themselves, and it is the basic process which allows us to grow to
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maturity, and to maintain our health. Billions of cells in our bodies

are constantly “dividing” or making exact copies of themselves to produce

new cells. Basic to this copying process is the chromosome, which insures

that each new cell of its kind is an exact copy. If it is not, it may

die, or it may produce an altered form of the cell which is not useful,

or possibly harmful, to the other cells and ultimately the body. Perhaps

trillions of these divisions, or duplications, go on in our body during

our lifetime -- and despite the near perfect accuracy with which it is

usually done -- sometimes there are “mistakes” made, or defects. “Breaks”

may occur during the division and one cell may end Up with an imperfect

chromosome. This cell may be utiable to duplicate itself and die, or may

duplicate the new defective form.

?fiile these abnormal cells may be produced normally through “mistakes,”

they may also be produced by ionizing radiation. Gamma and beta rays,

neutrons, and alpha particles passing through the atomic structures of

the DNA chemicals can distrupt their physical structures. The chemical

changes that can be made by these electrons and other particles can cause

defects in the DNA and genes, and in turn the chromosome, and thus the cell.

In large doses, these effects to cell duplication are easily seen.

Damage by gamma particles to the cells which line the small intestine

cause nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea. Beta damage to the skin and hair

results in skin burns and

The long term effect

doses, is another matter.

partial or complete 10SS of hair (depilation).
.

of doses which do not prove fatal, and of low

Long Term Effects

SO far we have seen how man can be exposed to radiation and what

acute effects he can suffer, ranging from mild itching and burning

of the skin to convulsions and a miserable death. These effects are
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bad enough in themselves, especially since there is no known radiation-

specific medication which can alleviate the effects. What is perhaps

even more insidious than these effects are the long-range consequences

of irradiation, both external and internal,

Here, it would be well to make an important point about long-range

effects of irradiation: the diseases and effects (with possible exception

of genetic effects) caused by radiation are not special “radiation”

diseases which did not exist before the explosion of A-and H-bombs. Rather,

it appears that exposure to certain amounts of kinds of radiation may

encourage the development of, or actually cause a person to have an

‘:ordinary” disease which he might not have had if he were not exposed

to radiation. This has been proven in Japan where there was a higher

than normal incidence of leukemia in exposed persons at the peak incidence

than those not exposed. QSO, in the %arshall Islands, nearly all the

people exposed on Rongelap to fallout at less than ten years of age have

developed nodules (benign tumors) of the thYroid. ,

Just as there is no special “radiation disease,” there also is no

special treatment for persons who develop disease because of radiation.

Treatment for radiation-induced leukemia is the same as for leukemia not

induced by radiation. The treatment for thyroid nodules or cancer induced

by radiation is the s~<e for such diseases not induced by radiation.

Exposure, as will be I>ointed out, apparently “disturbs” certain processes

in the body’s cb.emical syster, and, while after a lon~ time there are no

traces of radiation in the body, it may develop diseases because of a one-

time exposure, or exposure over a period of months or years. Thus a

person may develop lung cancer because of his irradiation; the c~ncer

itself is not radioactive, and the treatment is the same as for “normal”
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lunE cancer; it mi[<ht be slo’wed clown by s?eci?.1 clru~s, removed by surr,ery,

or “burned out” by X-rays.

Czr<c~Y

A neoplasm is any new or abnormal [Lrc-..r~./~in the body. l?xanples of

r
such Rrowths are ~7arts, moles, cysts, and certain tumors. There are

-generally two kinds of neoplasms, One kind is benign (not harmful),

The other is malignant (harmful). host harmful growths are celled

cancers. What makes these growths harmful is the fact that cell. produc-

tion in them is uncontrolled; it is as thou~h the cell growth has gone

wild. Cancer cells duplicate themselves faster than their normal neiRhbors.

They do not serve the body’s needs, but use up the chemicals needed by

other cells. The normal course of cancer is usually fatal. If the cancer

is in a local area, it may be removed by surgery or hy X-ray treatment and

a cure results. However, if only a few cancerous cells are left, the

cancer will be~in to

tumor or tumors in a

mali~nant tumor such

reproduce itself again. Cancer may develop as a

sin@e or~an, such as the lung or liver, or as a

as a mole or wart not in an organ, or in the blood,

or it may spread throughout the body (metastasis).

As a result of the atomic bombs dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki,

perhaps the most well-known long-range effect of radiation of human

beings is the increase of leukemia.

It is a condition in which there is

kind of blood cell the leukocyte.

(having a short course, or life) or

Leukemia is a cancer of the blood.

an abnormal increase in a certain

The disease can be either acute

chronic, (having a long course, or

life) . While leukemia cannot be cured, it can be arrested, or retardecl.



The use of certain powerful chemicals can stop acute leukemia from

causing immediate death, or cause c!wonic leukemia to disappear for

some time. The end result of leukemia, however, no matter what kind,

is ultimately fatal.

Another disorder related to

survivors is thyroid cancer, and

cancer noted from Japa~ese A-bomb

thyroid “nodules” or tumors, which

has also been found in the exposed Rongelapese even though the exposures

were different. Reports of the Atomic Eomb Casualty Commission (ABCC)

and scientific studies on animals and human beings treated with radia-

tion for therapeutic reasons indicate that irradiation generally results

in

as

to

as

an increase of tumors and of cancer in general.

In the early days of radiation studies, it was thou~ht that it took

much as 1000 roentgens of absorbed radiation to cause cancer. According

one source, however, “FJow it has been found (this, by the British) that

little as three to five roentgens received by the unborn child in its

last two months before birth has been responsible for cancer of all types

appearin~ a few years later.” (9~i,p. 12611) This finding was supported

by the 1964 report of the l.1~1Scientific Committee on the “Effects of At~ic

Radiation” speaking of in utero irradiation which said, “These studies have

provided the important suKEestion that under certain conditions low radia-

tion doses, of the order of a few rads, can induce malignancy.” (95> p. 7)

Life-Shortening

Mainly through animal studies, it is generally agreed among scientists

that exposure to radiation, depending upon age at time of exposure and

amount of dose, may result in shortening the life of an exposed person by



a few days,

hi~h doses,

irradiation

months , or years. This appears to be true especially with

although evidence from low doses with animals indica~es that

may, indeed, lengthen life somewhat, although at the same

time the life span of the group is not increased. Since life-span studies

involve long periods of time (20-1+0years), results so far have proved

inconclusive; however, it is generally accepted by scientists that high

doses of radiation more than likely lead to shortening of the life span,

through the production of malignant tumors. Whether or not life may be

shortened from nonvlali~nant causes is still in doubt.

Stillbirths, Miscarriages, Fertility

It has previously been thought that irradiation of the fetus, as it

is growing inside the mother, may cause birth of a dend child (still-

birth), or early delivery of the fetus (miscarriage). Loss of fertility

(temporary sterility) of the mother or father can also be caused by radia-

tion. Evidence is still unclear in regard to most of these effects.

Kumatori’s stutiJ of Japanese fishermen exposed to the Bravo fallout did,

however, indicate 10SS of fertility of the men throu~h depressed, or

greatly reduced, production of sperm cells (75, p. 262), which would

indicate that irradiation does indeed arfect human fertility. While

findings on miscarria~es and stillbirths are inconclusive, there are

other effects on the developing child (fetus) irradiated inside the

mother which were discussed previously or Trill be discussed later.

Growth and Development

Children irradiated before birth have been studied in both Japan and

the }larshall Islands. In both instances it has been found that such

children show reduced height and wei.@t and growth retardation, ranging

from sli’qht to severe. More detailed discussion of these findings will

be included in the relevant chanters to follow.

2s
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Blood Cell Aberrations

As mentioned earlier in the section dealing with early or acute

effects, moderate to heavy doses of radiation will result in the decrease

of the production of certain kinds of blood cells. One of the late

effects noted is the production of aberrations, or unusual forms of

certain ce].ls through a change in the chromosomes which make up the

reproductive part of the cell.

ill cells in the body are able to reproduce themselves, that is,

they are able to gO through a process of division, wherein one cell will

split into two cells with each such cell having the same number and

kind of chromosomes, thus enabling them to reproduce themselves again.

This basic biologic feature allows our

to maintain certain necessary chemical

can heal and the skin be replaced with

bodies to repair themselves, or

balances. Thus, a cut or scratch

new tissues; we can manufacture

new blood should we be seriously injured or if we donate a pint to a

blood bank; or certain organs or tissues of the body, which are damaged.,

can complete a,repairing process which will enable us to function normall~f

again.

Again, we must recall the unique effect

active materials or sources -- the fact that

of the rays emitted by raclio-

they can ionize along their

paths through tissues or substances. In passing through the blood or the

areas which manufacture the blood (bone marrow), these particles may

disturb the nucleus (center) or the chromosomes and produce unusual or

aberrant forms. This may result in cells which are unable to divide and

reproduce themselves, or in cells which reproduce themselves in an aberrant

form. These aberrations can be seen many months or years after exposure

?-l
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either because the types of cells affected are long-living and may not

reproduce themselves for a long period, or because shorter-lived cells

keep reproducing their aberrant or unusual forms.

Man normally has aberrant cells in his blood, which may have reached

him through the genetic material given to him by his parents, or through

the exposure to certain nonradioactive chemicals, or from other sources.

Radiation has been found to cause aberrant forms since people irradiated

have more aberrations than nonexposed. The effect or influence of these

unusual cells has been and is being thoroughly studied, although just

exactly what relation they may have to the development of cancer, including

leukemia, has not been definitely proven. The UN report of 1961+ stated

that :

“4. The mechanisms of carcinogenesis in general are not well

understood. However, the evidence is that the neoplastic chance
occurs at the cellular level and is frequently associated with
observable modifications in cell structure (particularly chro–

mosomal constitution) and function.” (95, p. 181)

Simply put, this means that how cancer develops (mechanisms) is not

clear. Evidence shows that neoplastic change (the formation of new cells --

in this case referring to those of cancer) begins at the cell as a result

of chan~es produced in the cell, especially in the arrangements of chromo-

somes . In short, the scientists, like detectives, have a lot of “circum-

stantial evidence” that radiation causes cancer. They have found that it

causes aberrations. They have found that persons irradiated develop more

cancer than those not irradiated. They do not know exactly how this happens.

They can only strongly suspect that the “accused” radiation is really the

“guilty party.”

5010294
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In the previous

or other body cells,

Heredity and Genetic Effects

section, the effects of radiation on r,ormal blood,

was discussed. Part of this discussion involved

how the cells gO through division in order ta reproduce somatic, or cells

of the body. The sex cells of the body also are composed of chromosomes,

made up of smaller parts called genes, which are composed of special

chemicals (and chemicals, we will recall, are composed of molucules and

atoms ). These also go through a kind of “division” or reduction process,

While there are some similarities, normal somatic cell duplication

process and the process which creates sex cells, there are two major

and important differences. The first is that the chromosome and genetic

material in a somatic cell are responsible for duplicating another cell.

A sex cell (spermor ovum), however, is responsible for creating an entire

human bein~, including all the billions of somatic cells. The second

difference is in the duplicating process. A somatic cell can duplicate

itself. The cell produced (daughter cell) and the original cell (parent)

can again both duplicate new cells. Sex cells, however, are unique in the

fact that there are “parent” cells in the testes and ovaries which. reserve

the .zbility to produce immature cells, which then go through a subsequent

process of division and are transformed into mature cells. If immature

cells are irradiated, those affected may pass on mutations. This, however,

is affected by the fact that other normal cells will be competing with them

in the fertilization process and also that they have a certain life span.

However, if the “parent” cells which produce immature cells

and mutated, this will result in the constant production of

immature and mature cells. (JJ6,p. 93)

are irradiated

mutated
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Mutation of somatic cells then only affects the “host” or human

within which they occur; mutation of “sex” cells may result in muta-

tion of the newly created human, in early or late death, or in the

transmission of these mutations to later generations resulting in ill-

ness, feebleness, or death.

When the male sex cell (spermatozoa) is united with the female sex

cell (ovu.m),the chromosomes and genetic material begin going through

a uniting and dividing process which insures that every cell in our

bodies contains half of our mother’s and half of our father’s chromo-

somes . If, however, the genetic material is damaged, for instance by

ionizing particles, then, instead of reproducing themselves perfectly,

they

from

will produce defective cells which result in mutations, or changes,

the originally intended form.

Mutation is no stranger to mankind. It is responsible for what is

called individual variation. This is shown by differences in size and

weight, color of hair and skin, and shape of nose, mouth, ears, eyes,

etc . If there were no such thing as mutation, all human beings would

look alike. But because small defects occurred, or “mistakes” (changes)

were made during the replication processes, we find a great variety

of variation within the human race, Man today, then, is the end product

of millions of

it may be said

has benefitted

people. What ,

most mutations

years of genetic change and mutation and in this sense

that the genetic pool of the present population as a whole

from mutation even though it represents the deaths of many

however, we are generally not aware of is that many if not

are generally harmful to those who carry them and generally

result in the death or the elimination of the recipient. Hemophilia
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(bleeder’s disease) is where

normally would stop a person

or missing. This means that

certain elements in the blood, which

from bleeding to death, are inadequate

his blood will not clot or thicken and

harden at the site

from a simple cut.

How mutation works
\

of a wound. A person with this disease may die

Diabetes is another disease with genetic origins.

was explained by Dr. James F. Crow, Professor of

Genetics and Biology at the University of Wisconsin, before the U. S.

Congressional hearings on fallout:

“Let me answer Senator Bricker’s question.

“The implication of your question is that if I say the great

majority of mutants that occur are harmful, why is it that the

great majority of genes that now exist in the population are
beneficial?

“The reason for this is natural selection. The mutant genes
that have occurred in the past have been weeded out by the
process of natural selection so that the genes which now are

part of the normal population are those which have been retained

by this process of natural selection. Therefore, even though
the great majority of mutants at the ,time they occur are such
as to cause harmful effects to the descendants, the ones which

cause the most harmful effects are eliminated by natural selec-

tion. The genes left in the population are the beneficial
ones . . . .

“A mutant that causes a great deal of harm is eliminated in a
few generations. But one that causes only a small amount of

harm will persist much longer, and thus affect a correspondingly

larger number of persons. On the average the larger number
affected by a mild mutation roughly compensates for the lesser

effect on the individual . . . .

“The total harm to the population, as measured by effects on
future generations, is strictly proportional to the total

amount of radiation received by the reproductive cells of the

population.” (94, p. 1012-3)

This illustrates the basic difference between irradiation of normal

somatic cells (like blood cells)

be dangerous; however, damage to

and of the reproductive cells. Both can

somatic cells can be repaired -- and at



the wor6t will only result in the death of one person. Genetic damage,

however, cannot be repaired and may only show up and transmit itself

t&?ough many generations, resulting in the deaths of one, a few, to

hundreds of persons depending upon the number of people affected. The

amount of radiation needed to produce such effects will be the subject

of the next chapter.

,—
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LINEAR VS THRESHOLD: THE GREAT DEBATE

On July 2, 1958 an American-owned, Hiroshima-built yacht sailed

into the test zone near Bikini Atoll in the l~arshall Islands District.

On it were Dr. Earle Reynolds, his wife and children, and a Japanese

citizen born in Hiroshima. About 12 hours after e~tering the latitude

and” longitude of the zone, the Phoenix was bounded by the U.S. Coast

Guard and ordered to Kwa~alein. Their entry into the zone was inten-

tional, the res~t of a moral decision to protest the testing by the

United States of nuclear weapons. The adventure of this sole sailboat

in the waters of the ~.farshallIslands was representative of a great

worldwide concern by many people at that time with the effects of radio-

active fallout on man as a resul,t of nuclear testing.

The world’s first “superbomb” perhaps better known as a thermonuclear

or H-(Hydrogen) bomb was detonated by the lJnited States on Eugelab Island

of Eniwetok Atoll on October 31, 1$)5’2at 1915 (GCT). A little over one

Year later, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics detonated its first

H-bomb device on December 12, 1953. The United Kingdom followed with its

first H-bomb explosion on May 15, 1957 (lINW). The international anxiety

which developed over the effects of these tests and their fallout was due

to the fact, discussed earlier, that thermonuclear explosions in the megaton

range reached heights of 90,000 feet or more. A-bomb explosions normally

left their fallout in the troposphere which soon returned to earth. H-bomb

detonations, however had begun to “load” the stratosphere with fallout that ‘

would disperse all over the world and only gradually fall out over a perid

of months Qr years.

35
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Public concern generated by stories in magazines and newspapers

resulted in the holding of hearings by the Special Subcommittee on

Radiation of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy of the Congress of

t’he United States. The hearings, with the title “The Nature of Radio-

active Fallout and Its Effects on Man,” were published as three volumes

totaling 2,216 printed pages. Unlike the hearings of some Congressional

Committees concerning activities of a~encies of the U.S. Government,

these were generally “harmonious,” as one writer put it.,marked by only

one or two sharp exchanges of opinion between members of Congress and

those testifying before the Subcommittee. Most importantly, perhaps

was the public airing of many facts about nuclear weapons and fallout.

Of special interest to this report, was the discussion of the effects of

doses of radiation, particularly as to whether or not there is a !Ithresholdi!,

or minimum amount of exposure which can cause damage below which there is

no effect, or if, indeed, the effects of radiation are “linear”, meaning

that any radiation exposure, no matter how small a dose, has a damaging

effect.

Many scientists and experts, both from the Atomic Energy Commission

and from independent universities and institutes gave testimony supporting

both theories. Those who proposed that the fallout from then current

testing was harmless posited that evidence indicated that there was a

threshold dose for most somatic mutations, and that there was no evidence
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to support the linear theory.* Proponents of the linear theorv, however,

pointed out that evidence for threshold response was not sufficient to

definitely prove there was such a thing.

Much of the debata over the linear versus threshold theories results

from the establishment of Maximum Permissible Concentration (MPC) as

mentioned in the Internal Exposure section. The MPC for human beings is

established on a basic assumption:

for radiation; that is, there is an

background radiation which human be.

that there exists a threshold effect

amount of radiation above normal

nqs can absorb and w!)ich will not cause

harmful effects (or effects so small as to be able to be tolerated).

Dr. tl,J,.Friedell, of the School of Medicine at lJestern Reserve

University, testified before the U.S. Congressional Subcommittee thusly:

“At the very low levels w!~ere the levels begin to ap,~roach the natural

levels ve are facing, I think there is grave uncertainty. This, of

*An interestinqr entertaining tour de force diatribe against the linear
theory by one Alden Potter appears on pages 1987 to 1996. !4r, Potter
attacks ~,any commonly held scientific concepts in biology, genetics,

statistics and mathematics to allege that there is indeed no linear experience
in nature. h simplication of his reasoning is that we see threshold
relationships all throu~hout nature; nature is ordered by certain basic,
unc}]angeal.lc laws and thus radiation effect must, too, be of a threshold

nature. He states as an example:

(uBut if ~ensorY equipment has its thresholds? living conditions

are also narrowly restricted to those prevailing in the so-called
biosp}lere, Some heat is essential; much more or less, is lethal.
It’s a case of not crossing a threshold and qetting too much of

the good things of life; including life itself . . . ,
.—

Then there

are the trace elements, essential to plant growth, an excess of
which is toxic. In short, there is no suc}~ thing as a ‘linear’

relation between life and the elemental forms of matter and energy.

2. threshold is the very essence of life.”

What this reasoning does not take into account is: 1. [{uman tolerance

to tl]e effects of radiation r.la~~he possibl!y so low Imt for all practical
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course, is concerned wit}l the ~.~})oleconcept of whether the effects will be
occurrinq at low levels in the same rate that they are occurring at high

levels, and whether there is sucl~ a thing as thresholcl. In otl~er words,

is there some level below w!lich notl~ing will happen?

“Pqain,

is very
I would

this is very difficult to establish. The evidence, as I see it,

inconclusive in this direction, ald if I had to choose, . . .
hesitate to accel:t this conce]>t that a thre.sl~olddoes not exist.”

Dr. Shields Karren, a former Director of the Division of Rioloqy and

Medicine of the Atomic Energy commission indicated he favored a threshold effect.

“With acute or chronic radiation there is V!hat is called a threshold

effect in body cells. In other words, because many cells can continue
to function even though irradiated and many cells in the body call he

repaired even though damaged, we find that at low levels of radiation
there is no observable effect . . . .

“I have favored the concept of a threshold for most carcinogenic agents
for a number of reasons. First, that in our experiments with carcinogenic
hydrocarbons, which are known to be derived from such substances as coal

tar, we find that a threshold exists for them. We find that, !iith many

of the medicines’ that are commonly used for one or another effect on cells,

there is a threshold effect to these medicines. We know, by analogy with

simple things in physics there is a thresi~old effect. For example, I can

push very liqhtly aqainst this stand of the microphone, and it will not
move until I reach the threshold of where that push is greater t}~an tl~e

friction which tencls to hold it still.”

purposes there is no threshold. Thus he is attempting to prove a generality
with a qenerali.ty. 2. AISCI overlooked in Potter’s exposition is the
unalterable fact that radioactive substances are unioue in nature and neither

behave like nor have the same effect as stable elements. For example, it is
possible that the inqestion of certain chemicals (like some pesticides, or
other poisons, like cyanide) may cause chemical and thus qenetic damage within
the body’s somatic cells. It has not been proven, however, that such ingestion
will cause hereditary damage in sex cells lasting for generations, as does

radiation.

Potter goes on to state:

“Linear projections or extrapolations

originating in the Euclidean concepts
are a semantic fiction
that arose in the days when

the earth was callecl flat and everything in qeometry was worked
out in terms of rectilinear and rectangular frames of reference,

a state of affairs that still plagues the problems of solid state
physics.”

Potter’s assertion here is not entirely clear. It may be that he is

playinq a semantic game himself with the word “linear” or with the method of
expressing effects in terms of a two-dimensional chart using a straight line.

Could he just as effectively apply the inappropriateness of the word “proportionality”

‘NmKH12
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In testimony before the Subcommittee, there were a greater number of

scientists who doubted that a threshold existed, and were inclined to accept

the theory of “linear” effect until it could be disproven. ‘The following is

a sampling of some of their statements:

Dr. Hardin Jones, University of California Radiation Laboratory:

“I t}lin~life-span effects do exist. I have no reason to doubt this
at all. I have some reason to believe that wc should look with caution
that a threshold effect exists, although we cannot be absolutely certain

that a threshold effect might not exist. But as far as my opinion is

concerned, on the basis of having examined all the facts at my disposal,
I do not believe a threshold effect is very likelv to exist . . .“

Dr. Ernest Pollard, Biophysics Department, Yale University:

“I think the linear line is rational. I would like to see policy
momentarily at least based on it. If later on it seems there is

a threshold then we are not too badly off. But if there is not a

threshold and we het there is one, we are in trouble.”

Those who supported the then existinq !lPC and by consequence, the

continuance of testinq often used such arguments that the additional amount

of exposure from worldwide fallout was probably less harmful than smoking one

instead of “linear”? What he is apl>arently attacking here is representing
the interaction of three-dimensional matter in a two-dimensional form.

F!on-lTuclifleanqeonetry is an even newer f.ielc?than that of radiation. It
may be that in the future such geometry wiil prove applicable to the study

of radiation and its effects. }Ioweverr it should be remembered that all

current data relevant to the study of radiation has been presented in terms

of conventional geometry and mathematics, and we are thus forced to base

our conclusions of these clatat and cannot disregard then simply because
“The meaning of symbols, such as the linear representations of Euclidean
geometry, is at stake,” as Potter states. If, indeed, his quarrel is with

usinq two-dimensional representations for three-dimensional states, then he

brings into question the validity of constructing, with two-dimensional

symbols, concepts in non-Euclidean geometry. Thus, by his reasoninq one

should be suspicious of the validity of his thoughts as represented on the

two-dimensional plane of the page on which it was written, and by the same

token, this page which you are reading now. It should also be noted that

while Potter attacks the deceptiveness of metaphysical meaning, he also thus

brings attention to his own use of metaphysical language. Lastly, it should

be noted that Mr. potter’s critique appears to be oriented policy- and

philosophy-wise to the support of continued testing in the fact of continuing

Russian tests. Despite its faults, it contains some intriguing and fresh
approaches to certain scientific philosophies
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package of cigarettes a day, or being overweight--that such a small number of

persons miqht }>e affected or die as a direct result was so small as to be

worth the risk. Those who did not support the MPC, or who believed in t!le

linear dose indicated that the argument reqardinq the cigarette smoker was

not a,pplicahle, since he had a choice whether or not to smoke, whereas general

populations have no choice in the amount of radiation uptake. Additionally they

pointed out that from a moral viewpoint, even one additional death, or a limited

amount of mutations was too hi.q”ha price to pay for such testinq.

~he whole debate over MPC

related to testinq was perhaps

Selove, Department of Physics,

and linear versus threshold effect as it

best summed up by the testimony of Dr. Walter

University of Pennsylvania, who quoted from

a report by a committee on radiation hazards of the Federation of American

Scientists:

“The committee study of the available scientific facts has led to
two conclusions:

“First: The added radiation hazard from continued nuclear weapons
testing at the present rate is no greater than that from other
radiation normally encountered . . .

“Second: This small added radiation, from whatever sources, will cause
many deaths.

“The committee believes that both conclusions are scientifically
correct, and in no way contradict each other.

“Unfortunately, those who believe that we should continue testin~ . , ,
often ew.phasizc the first conclusion and ignore the seconcl, Similarly
those who believe that a test ban is desirable . . . often emphasize ‘

the second and iqnore t?)e first. The Committee I)elieves that both
statements must he taken together since either alone is misleading.”

Whether or not low doses of radiation have a

has not yet been proven. The “jury,” in a sense,

still not enough evidence to show that one or tile

thresl)old or linear effect,

i.sstill out. There is

other of the theories

is correct for somatic damage. However, for the hereditary effects or

4(I
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irradiation of the qonads, or “sex” cells, there was nearly complete

agreement amonq all t!le scientists that there was no threshold, and that

any amount of radiation over normal background levels could induce genetic

damage, and thus cause mutations.

Although the reason. for the debate centered primarily over the effects

of testing, it is included here because it is necessary for the reader

to understand certain conclusions and recommendations which will follow in

this report. The committee would like to state that it is biased in favor

of the linear theory, for the reasons which Dr. Pollard and others mentioned.

It draws .strenTth in this stand from the statement of Dr. Lauriston S, Taylor,

Chief of the Atomic and Radiation Physics Division of the National Bureau

Of Standards who testified before the U.S. Congressional Subcommittee:

!1. . . I frequently feel compelled to say that this question
of radiation safety and premissible dosaqe standards is not a subject
for which there is a clean and simple anker. The whole question of ,

setting radiation exposure limits depends on physics and bioloqy,

It depends enormously on ethics and morality, and on an enormous
amount good [sic] judgment ~,nd q~od wisdom on the part of the people

who are responsil>le for setting them. It is by no means a clean-cut
quantitative physical problcm.”

The Committee t]lus has made a -judgmental decision based on scientific

opinion and evidence and morality, It is in basic agreement with Dr. Karl Z.

F,forqanof the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, who in an article “Standard Man

--Standard patient” in “Medical Radionuclides: Radiation Dose and Effects,”

a symposium sponsored by the AF.C and the U.S. Public Health Service, said:

“I believe the prudent assumption in administering a radionuclide to

the patiertt is that all ionizinq radiation to the patient is harmful,
and therefore the physician should carefully weigh the need for a
radioisotope diagnostic procedure or radiation treatment and evaluate the

expected usefulness of the diagnosis or therapy against the possible

radiation damage . . .“ (emphasis added) (94, p, 100)
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Thus the Committee supports the theory that all radiation exposure

background levels is harmful and that the effect--until disprdven--is

above

roughly proportional to the dose. As for hereditary damage, the Committee

notes with considerable interest and dismay that it is a proven fact that

all penetrating radiation delivered to the “sex” cells, or gonads, is

definitely harmful both in the short and long run.

The Special Joint Committee thus finds

with the intent and purposes of House Joint

passed durinq the Second Special Session of

itself also in complete accord

Resolution No. 105, 11.D. 1,

the Fourth Congress which condemns

the Republic of France for testing H-bomb devices in the South Pacific.

It is clear to the Committee after ,its studies that the testing of nuclear

weapons --whether in space, the atmosphere, in and on the sea, or underground--

has no beneficial use for mankind. The intent of such testing is infamous

in the first place, and the testing itself is detrimental to all mankind in

the long run. NO nation on the earth as the right--in the name of selfish

national pride and self-interest--to endanger the lives of innocent

generations of children all over the world,
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“In some crude sense, which no vulgarity, no humor,

no overstatement can quite extinguish, the physicists have

known sin and this is a knowledge which they cannot lose.”

--J. Robert Oppenheimer, nuclear scientist

in a lecture, November 25, 1947

Give me water!

Oh: Give me water to drink!
Let me have some!

I want rather to die---

To die!
Help me, O, help me!

Water!

A bit of water!
I beg you!

‘Won’t anyone! ...

The

The

heaven split;
The streets are gone;

River,

The river flowing on! ...

Night!
Night coming on

To these eyes parched and sere;
To these lips inflamed

Ah! the moaning of a man

Of a man

Reeling,
Whose face is

Scorched, smarting;

This ruined face of a man!”

--Tamiki Hara, Hiroshima writer-poet

(1905-1951), a suicide
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HIROSHIMA AND NAGASAKI

By August of 1945 the United States

Germany to develop atomic bombs. Germany

had won the “race” with

had not developed a

bomb and had already capitulated to Allied Forces. Japan,

however, was still considered an intransigent belligerent.

While U.S. Forces were fighting their way up from the Solomons

and New Guine~ they were also making a devastating drive across

the Pacific through the Ryukyu Islands and through the Carolines,

Marianas and Marshall Islands , all with the intent of launching a

massive invasion of the Japanese

missions on civilian populations

been carried out by U.S. planes.

heartland. Incendiary bombing

of Japanese cities had already

It was clear to both sides that

the current of war was running strongly against the Japanese and

the end was near. One writer has even suggested that Japan was

only waiting for the appropriate moment to capitulate. Whether or

not this is true may never be known.

In August 1945, two American B-29’s would lift off into the

skies for Japan carrying what was in essence the end result of

three years of the most intensively planned and coordinated,

massive industrial efforts in the history of mandkind -- just to

produce a few pounds of fissionable material. This material, weighing

less than 50 pounds, had cost more than three billion dollars

*
($3,000,000,000), or $6,000,000 per pound.

*this of course does not include the plutonium used in the

Trinity test, nor does it consider the cost of facilities, being

spread out over their usable lifetime for production of subsequent
material.
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“I am a little world, made cunningly

of elements and an angelic sprite.”

---John Donne, Holy Sonnets

“Thoygh in many of its aspects this visible

world seems formed in love, the invisible

sp!~ercs were formed in fright.”

---:lerman Melville, ?loby Dick
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Thus, while tile“Atcm:ic l\~e”, in terms of military US(?, ‘-ccl’.I>~-

~ ~lj

Culij’ “U?~cLl “-’i ..L ~~i~ ‘-u Sc o:’ fi plutonium (Pu ) bomb at AlamaCorclo,

;lew;Iexico on July 16, 1945, it was officially and publicly bey.un

in AuRust whe.n,in the first use of atomic devices against civilian

populations ,

100,000 men,

at IIiroshima

At 2:45

Gay lumbered

roughly 50 pounds of fissionable material killed over

women and children and injureci another 100,000 more

and Nagasaki in just a few minutes.

a.m. local time on ALJXUSL 5, 1945 the !3-29 Enola

off the runway on the ?Iicronesian island of Tinian,

now a part of the Xariana Islands District of the Trust Territory

of the Pacific Islands. In the cold, metal belly of the plane

was the “Little

smaller size in

plutonium bomb.

was cleceptivel.y

gun barrel. AC

235

(U ). At El)c

e.stimatecito

“bullet” and

Rut when the

235

be

Boy,” uranium bomb, so called

comparison to the lar~er size

The firing mechanism of this

because of its

of the “Fat P[an”

“Little Coy” bomb

simple. The heart of the device was a sp~:cial

one end was a “bullet” made of refined uraniun

235

the “target” remaineci

bullet was fired into

or 11 pounds. As lon~ as tl~e

apart, notl~inficoulcl happen.

the target, the amount of

u occupyin~ the same place hccame critical and the terribly

destructive cner~y of the tiny atom was unleashed.

At 08:15 on that.clay over l!iroshima, the Enola Gay’s bomb

*;’Critical” means that the amount of material was lar~c cnou~h

to automatically cause a violent chain reaction. This is one of the

unique qualities of radioactive material. SLIC\)rC?aCtiOllSC~I)rIOt

take place in nature in unrefined uranium ore, but after refinement,
are possible.



bay doors yawned open and the boml> and its parachute plummeted

clov7nwarcl.The plane turned and sped away at full power. The

parachute opened, and tl~ebomb clriftcclslowly clown over the bustl.in~

city ant!, at about one quarter of a mile above [Iiroshir.]a’s

Industrial Promotion Hall, it exploded.

It is in the description of such events that the limits

of lan~uage are approached; even pictures, while more descriptive,

ultimately rmst fail in conveying tileultimate ferocity and

of an atomic explosion over a populated city.

In millionths of a second, a hu~,e radioactive fireball

existed where there was once blue sky. In the next instant

some 19,663 builclin~s witl]in one kilometer of the hypocenter

horror

were

destroyed in the gigantic thunderclap. ?[ore than 60,000 people

[,,ereilnmedi.atelyburned to (]eat]lby the tl]errnalwave or crushecl

to death by the PrE!SSIJre wave. Thousands of others were pene-

trated by

tllcn sped

up bel~ind

l>uildinxs

powerful neutron and ficlrmmrays. The cxpanclin~:fireball

uP~Jard toward the }leavens from whence it cane, pullinp

it the ash and smoke of tl]eincinerated people and

until it finally sl.o~lcr!and peaked at the livits

troposphere, nud~ins Uhe base of the stratosphere. ‘rhirty

feet below, the city of llirosl~imawas the scene of a fiery

t!~ebuildin~s i~nitcd wiLhin a r.lileof’ the

nir rushed in to follow tt]chot fireball.’s

40 miles per hour fanned the flames of tllc

center bexan to

of the

thousand

holocnust;

burn as

ascent . !Jinds of 3f! to

already blistere{l and
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burning city. Ultimately it was estimated that 76,327 buildings

were completely destroyed, and 70,147 partially destroyed, or

nearly 92% of all the structures in the city of I{iroshima. A

census taken five years later indicated that some 200,000 men,

women and children may have been killed from the one bomb. (64, p. 4)

NAGASAKI

On the morning of August 9, 1945, the B-29 “Bock’s Car”

lifted off the Tinian airstrip and headed for Japan to drop the

second atomic bomb, this one using plutonium. The primary target

for this drop was Kokura, but poor visibility forced the plane

to head for its secondary target, Nagasaki. At exactlY

10:58 a.m. local time, the bomb fell away and later the parachute

opened.

The A-bomb which floated donward from the heavens on its

parachute over Nagasaki was called the “Fat Man”, because of its

egg-like shape. It contained approximately 30 pounds of plutonium.

The firing mechanism was unlike that of the “Little Boy”. It was

based on a new concept called “implosion”. Normally in an

explosion the force of the blast is directed outward. In implosion,

the force is directed into a point. In this bomb, however,

there was a shaped charge which surrounded a hallow sphere of

plutonium, like the meat surrounding the seed of a mango. As long
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aa the plutonium remained in

However, when the explosi~s

pressed the plutonium into a

this form, it could

were detonated, the

not become critical.

blast’s force com-

solid critical. mass , thus causing a chain

reaction and releasing its destructive force.

“Fat Man” exploded about 1500 feet over Nagasaki , but was about

two miles off target when released. (JIC - P.55). Despite this fact ,

the explosion leveled the city in an instant and killed nearly 40,000

people. One interesting incident different from Hiroshima’ s experience,

was the fact that the Nishiyama District near to Nagasaki that was

sp<red direct radiation from the explosion , was exposed to an estimated

33 rads of radiation from fallout which drifted into that area. The

people still living in that area have been studied since 1945 and are

the subject of a new report still unpublished at the time of the writing

of this report.

JAPAN : COMMITTEE FINDINGS

As outlined in its Interim Report of May 16, 1972, the Special. Joint

Committee Concerning Rongel~p

on June 16, 1972.

The Committee included:

and Utirik Atolls traveled to Tokyo, Japan

Senator Olympio T. Borja, Chairman and

members Representative HarIs Wiliander and Timothy Olkerill; informant/

interpreter Representative Ataji Bales ; Acting Legislative Counsel

Mamoru Nakamura (now Deputy Attorney General) , the committee’s staff

member, and Dr. Masao Kumangai , Deputy Director of Health Services (now

Director) who acted as liaison from the Executive Branch. The Committee

first made contact with the U.S. Embassy and held a meeting with

officials of t!~eHealth and Welfare Hini.stry of the .Japanese

,-

.,
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Govemrnent. These included Mr. Mamoru Tsunashima, Director of

the International A’ffai.rsDivision; Dr. Tomokazu Kat~ who heads

the Planning Section of the Bureau of Public

Ministry; Mr. Sapuro Ishikwa, legal counsel;

Health of the

Mr. Tosikawa

Takeuchi, Assistant Chief of the Seamen’s Section;

Wa”tanabe, who acted as interpreter. The Committee

1965 English version copy of the 1957 national law

for medical care of A-bomb survivors.

and Mr.

received

which provides

Specific treatment for Japanese radiation victims is

provided under this law and subsequent amendment or interpretation

by executive Ministerial orders. This law defines who is to be

classed as a victim (survivor, or “sufferer” is another term

frequently used) and entitled to free medical treatment and, in

some cases, compensation. There are generally two classes of

these survivors, determined by distance from the bomb at time of

explosion or other factors determined by a medical consultation

board. The first group is composed of persons exposed within a 2,000

meter radius of the hypocenter. The second group is composed

of people who were exposed at a distance of 2,500 meters or more

from the hypocenter or who entered the city within two weeks after

the explosion. These people are entitled to free annual examina-

tions at medical welfare centers in Hiroshima and Nagasaki. If

disease is found, then they are asked to return for another,

detailed examination. The Medical Center, while it does maintain
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records and keeps statistics has the primary function of identifying

or diagnosing cases from examinations. If it is decided that a

person requires a specific treatment (other than prescribed

medic ines which can be gotten from the center) he is sent to

the Red Cross A-bomb Hospital where he can be “treated” (ie:

surgery, x-ray therapy, administration of drugs, etc) , or placed

on an outpatient care basis. Each of the two classes of survivors

holdbooks, color-coded for their class and while the annual

examination is sufficient, should one of these people become

sick, he can go to the center to be examined. If he is in the

second group and his illness is found to be related to radiation,

then his costs are paid for by the government and he receives a

new book, placing him in the first class. If his illness is not

related, then either his own national health insurance or that

of his company pays for the examination and treatment. A third

area related to treatment is

vors of the A-bomb. In both

people. To qualify, it must

cannot support them, or that

the care provided for elderly survi-

cities there are homes for such

be shown that they or their families

such support is a hardship, or that

the bomb killed all members of their family.

As to financing of such facilities as A-bomb Hospitals and

Old Age Survivors’ Homes,

donation (similar to fund

in the United States) but

this has been done mostly by public

drives by the Red Cross

their operations are

or Community Chest

., 50 I 03 [ 5
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financed largely through city, prefecture and central government

appropriations. The research institutes, of course, are govern-

ment financed and the ABCC facilities are primarily supported

from money which indirectly comes from the U.S. Atomic Energy

Commission. It was ex~lained by Dr. Kato that those people

who were in the highest areas of radiation are able to

receive one to four examinations per year. One examination is

adequate, he said, if no disease is found and that most people

usually came in for only one examination. The examinations are

“free” the Committee was told, in the sense that they are part of

the national medical programs to which all people contribute. They

wem conducted in the 840 Health Centers throughout the 47 pre-

fectures (states). Other matters of concern were discussed --

primarily related to compensation, which will be discussed in a

subsequent report.

Before departing Tokyo for Hiroshima, the Committee met

with Dr. Tosiyuki Kumatori, who heads the Division of Radiation

Health in the National Institute of Radiological Sciences in Chiba-shi.

Dr. Kumatori has been responsible for conducting annual medical

examinations of the Japanese fishermen who were irradiated by

fallout from the March 1, 1954 H-bomb test which also affected

Marshallese and Americans. After conferring with the Committee

Dr. Kumatori indicated that, if it were interested, he would be

willing to try to bring one of the Lucky Dragon survivors to

,—
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Tokyoto ket with the CO~ttee on its ‘et-” The Committee

then departed for Hiroshima on Friday, June 23, 1972.

HIROSHIMA TWENTY-SEVEN YEARS AFTER

Hiroshima today is no less a miraculous transformation

from its burned and tortured self to ~ modern metropolitan city

than is the fabled legend of the phoenix, a mythical Egyptian bird

which was consumed by fire and yet again rose out of its own

ashes in youthful freshness.

While the Committee’s busy schedule of visiting official

facilities permitted little time to explore the city extensively,

the impression is very strong

a Preserved monument--remains

the city, unless it be in the

that no physical trace--except for

today of the past destruction of

deeper recesses of the hearts and

minds of the people who witnessed thq explosion and survived.

The Committee paid courtesy calls to the Honorable Itsuo

Nagano, Governor of Hiroshima Prefecture and to the Honorable

Setsuo Yamade, Mayor of the city of Hiroshima. During its

official work in Hiroshima it was aided invaluably by Mayor Yamadats

I?orei.gnAffairs Chief, Mr. Kaoru Ogura who acted as guide and

interpreter. The various facilites seen by the Committee are

described below in the order visited,
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ATOMIC BOMB CASUALTY COMMISSION (ABCC)

The largest operation and headquarters

in Hiroshima. It was founded in 1947 with

of this Commission are

the primary purpose of

studying athe A-bomb victims and their children. The ABCC is

funded mainly (90%) through United States Atomic Eneivg ,

Commission money channeled through the U.S. ,,ational Academy of

Sciences-National Research Council and partly through the Japa-

nese National Institute of Health. The Committee had met June 9

with the Director, Dr. George B. Darling on Saipan and he

indicated that while he would not be in Japan during the Connnitte’s

visit, he would write to the staff to inform them in advance.

The Committee thus met with Dr. LeRoy Allen, Jr. , Deputy Director,

and his staff.

It was explained that originally the ABCC was established to

study the acute effects of radiation exposure, but later the emphasis

was changed to long-range studies of radiation effects. During its

early years the A13CC treated, as well as exdned, radiation victims;

but today this agency’s work is strictly based on examination and

the gathering and evaluation of statistics. Patients who need medical

treatment are referred to public medical centers and private clinics

or physicians.

It was explained that

into three areas:

(1) A life-span

the Commission’s main work

study which is designed to

was divided

determine
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whether or not the length of a survivor’s life will be shortened

by exposure. There are 100,000 people in the

both Hiroshima and Nagasaki.

(2) An adult health study composed

people of the 100,000 in the life-span group.

to study what effects irradiation may have on

such as certain kind,s of cancer, cataracts of

group studied in

of a group of 20,000

The purpose here is

the exposed persons,

the eye, or growth

retardation. About 10,000 persons are examined annually and thus it

requires two years to complete the survey of the whole group.

(3) A pathology study involving the examination of those

survivors who die. This is done in order to find out if there are

effects of the radiation which cannot be

examinations.

The ABCC’S major finding up to 1972

thyroid cancer. It was also stated that

found in the ordinary annual

were increased leukemia and

cancer in general seemed to

be increased, including that of the salivary gland, lung, and breast.

This was apparently developing in children who were 10 years old at

the time of the bomb and who received 100 rads or more. The incidence

of leukemia peaked in 1952, but is still not normal and the incidence

of thyroid cancer has not yet peaked. It was also explained that

children born after the bomb have so far not shown any increase in

cancer or early death.

Additional comments by the ABCC doctors indicated that they were

still finding new things. The children who were less than 10 years
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old in 1945 are now coming to the age when persons would normally

start developing cancer and they are beginning to find more cases

in the exposed. As to leukemia, it

threshold dose appeared to be from

there appeared to be no threshold.

MEDICAL WELFARE CLINIC

At 9:00 a.m. Saturday morning,

was stated that in Nagasaki the

50 to 100 rads,while for Hiroshima

the Committee traveled to the

Hiroshima Medical Welfare Center and met with Dr. Yutaka Nizuno, Chief

of the Counte~easure Section. Dr. Mizuno explained that the Center’s

three areas of work are health control, research, and treatment. He

explained that there are about 95,000 survivors in the Hiroshima area

and that this Center cares for about 80% of them. Most of their work

is concerned with health control, and they cooperate with the

Hiroshima University Research I~stitute for the research portion, and

with the A-bomb hospital for treatment. As to health control,

main work, he said that this is carried out in two ways: 1.

ral examination in which health teams are organized to canvass

by school district and 2. “close” or detailed

who , the general examination indicates, should

clinical checkup.

examinations of

their

a gene-

areas

persons

undergo a more thorough

RESEARCH INSTITUTE FOR NUCLEAR MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY, HIROSHIMA UNIVERSITY

An adjunct of Hiroshima University, this Institute is headed by

Dr. Shunzo Okajima. He explained that the Institute’s work is
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different from that of the ABCC and that they concentrate mainly

on statistics snd social aspects. Occasionally , he said, they

provide consultants to the ABCC. In answer to a question, he stated

that the Institute’ s findings generally agree with those of the

ABCC, with minor differences. One member of the staff of tie Insti-

tute also present at the meeting was Dr. Haruo Ezaki , a professor

and surgeon who specializes in woi.k with the thyroid. Dr. Ezski

accompanied snoth~r doctor and some other Japanese to the Marshall

Islands in December of 1971, at the request of Representative Balos, in

an unsuccessti attempt to examine the people of Rongelap and Utirik.

Dr. Oksmoto wss asked about the possibility of Dr. Ezski accompanying

the Brookhann National Laboratory team (commonly known as the “AEC”)

team) to complete the annual survey which was stopped in March, 1972.

Dr. Okamoto indicated that the Board of Directors of the Institute would

have to make the decision on such a matter and that advance notice

would have to be given.

THE OLD AGE A-BOMB SURVIVORS HOME

This facility is an impressive, three-story, concrete structure

with a solsrium and meeting room as a small fourth story. The Home

cares for two classes of survivors: 1. elderly persons who, while

they msy have families, are not able to be adequately cared for

2. those older persons whose families were wiped out by the bomb, or

are no longer living today. The Home has accommodations for 150

persons, 50 on each floor. The first floor is devoted to those
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persons no longerable to work and the other two floors for those who

can walk. ‘The Vice -director of the Home ex?lained that this is not

a hospital, but a home like their own home. ‘Ihey do, however, have

one doctor and three nurses on the staff and if any treutment needs to

be done, there is a hospital. right next door. Employees take care of

the maintenance and the many social activities, clubs, ‘etc. , as well a.s

television and areas to make handicrafts. ‘lhe ambulatory residents are

allowed to go shopping by themselves, but must return for their meals.

The Vice-Director also related that there are about 60 people on

a waiting list in the city office and that they expect to have another

100 rooms’ sometime in JUIY of 1972. The majority of the people in the

home were those with no home or those who had been living with a family

in a home that was too small. i’hequestion was asked about persons under

60 who are healthy but have no family. “Younger people can work for

themselves,” the Committee was told,

The Committee noted that one of the reasons the building was im-

r,re~:ive, was that it was new--uuilt in 1970. Previous to that year

there were several smaller homes throughout the city. ‘This new faci-

lity cost 200,uO0,000 yen (about $700,000 at that time). ‘ihe central

government provides 80% of the operational funds, while the prefecture

and city split the remaining 20%. Costs per patient on the first floor

run about $160 a month, and about $86 a month for those on the other two

floors.

. .
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THE A-BOMB MUSEUM, IIIROSHI,MAMEMORIAL PEACE PARK

This facility, run by Director Kazuharu Mamasaki contains

photographs, scale-model reproductions and artifacts relating to

the air burst which destroyed Hiroshima. It is as though that

instant of destruction still exists today; for as a visitor enters

the museumhe is thrust backward in time to 8:15 on the morning of

August 6, 1945: uead clocks record the time; pictures show charred,

scarred and blistered bodies mutely frozen forever in obscene poses

of death; there are bottles and coins which were melted like wax.

figures under a too hot sun; one photo shows a man’s outline

burned into a ghostly silhouette on a building, a glass case holds

the charred remains of a schoolboy’s uniform, and a painting depicts

the dirty, grey, rnu.shroomcloud hanging over the city.

THE RED CROSS A-BOMB HOSPITAL

The Committee was introduced to Dr. Fumio Shigeto, Director.

Dr. Shigeto is one of the A-bomb survivors and has worked in Hiroshima

since the bomb and with the hospital since it was built in 1956.

Funding for the Hospital came from the sale of Easter Seal-type

stamps. It has a160-bed capacity and the patients receive free mdicsl

care. Operational costs are divided equally by the central, prefectural

and municipal governments. I’heyoungest patient is 38, but persons as

young as 27 or 2B can be a~tted (in utero exposure).

.,-
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Some of the common diseases treated are breast cancer, cata-

racts , and leukemia. Some &3 patients die annually , or about 50 per-

cent of the hospital’ s capacity,

Dr. Shigeto told the Committee that there is a difference

A-bomb and regular patients . They feel. different in that they

between

are

more uneasy snd uncertain about their futures . i’hisuneasiness ,

explained, is doubled that of those who may think that a

may have been caused by the A-bomb. All survivors there

ing, according to the doctor. Many who survived have no

reKular

he

disease

have this feel-

one to care

for them. “It is a very uneasy feeling” , I]esaid. “If patients re-

cover” , he related, “they can go home, but may have to come back again. “

‘ihe doctor then took the Committee members on a tour of the hospital

where they saw many survivors , some of them still showed the scars from

the burns they suffered nearly thirty years Ego.

NAGASAKI TWENTY-SEVEN YEARS AFTER

The Committee arrived by train in ?iag~aki OR the evening of June 26,

1972, and that evening held a brief meeting with city officials to plan

a schedule. The next morning the members met with the Honorable Soichi

Urabe , Deputy Mayor of the city of Nagasaki. After that, a brief press

conference was held. “l’heCommittee then visited facilities similar to

the ones visited in }{iroshima; for the sake of brevity, only that infor-

mation which differs from what has already been related will be included.
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The Committee was told that of those who take the annual general

examination about 30 percent need further examination. In the Nishiyama

District (which was the only one to receive fallout) some 320 of the 832

survivors

The kinds

Committee

there are recognized by the go’rsrnment as having been affected,

of illnesses found include leukemia and t?~roiii c:ncer. The

was told that, in general, the examinations did not bother the

people, except perhaps for the younger generation.

ATOMIC BOMB CASUALTY COMMISSION

The Committee met Dr. Sadihisa Kawamoto of the Department of Medicine,

in place of the Director, Dr. Ngai, who was ill. He said that their exami-

nation group is about 6,OOO (of the 20,000 total) and that they examine about

4,UO0 people per year.

briefly about findings

have been estimated to

All 200 of their employees are Japanese. He talked

in the Nishiyama area and said that about 80 persons

have received 30 rads during their life-span and

that these ere in the highest exposure group,

Dr. Kawcum$to said he felt it very important to continue pediatric studies,

since it is hard to tell whether leukemia is induced by radiation or not.

He said that the leukemia rate in Nagasaki was much higher for exposed persons.

He said that he thought a once-a-year examination was sufficient in screening

cases for leukemia and thyroid cancer. He also stressed that the ABCC takes

great pains to note the X-ray history of persons examined, since that might

be a factor in the occurrence of disease later.
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or , Kawamutn then informed the Committee that Dr. Oka,jima

of Nagasaki University was working on a new study of the Nishiyama

area which would be out after several months. The Committee then

toured the facility.

A-BOMB HOSPITAL

This was built in 1958 with donations from the central, pre-

fectural and

patients, 70

municipal governments. It has 36o beds, and about 330

percent of whom are A-oomb survivors.

THE OLD-AGE A-BOMB SURVIVORS HOME

After the August 6th bomb at

feared the same fate would befall

Hiroshima, many people

them, and so many were

a Place in the mountains above the city. After the bomb

of Nagasaki

evacuated to

on the 9th,

they returned to the city to help. Since these people were saved,

they felt that the same place would be a good one on which to build a

survivors home. Another factor considered was that the land in the

area was fertile and good for farming. The Japanese Catholic Sister,

who is the director of the Home, explained its great distance from

the city. The Sister is a survivor, herself.

The facility, the residents and the staff of the

deep impression on the Committee. When they arrived,

Home made a

the chairman de-

livered a speech in Japanese to the gathered residents and staff, which

was reciprocated by one of the residents. The residents, wearing

. black and gold kimonos, performed two dances for the Committee

,-.,, ~
---
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and two members of the Committee reciprocated by singing

chanting in their own languages. The Committee was then

a tour of the Old-Age Home and found it to be one of the

or

taken on

best such

facilities it had visited. It was new and airy, the rooms and corridors

were sunny and the accommodations were clean and comfortable. Parti-

cularly, because of its location, it was also quiet and restful.

The Sister explained that 80$ of the cost of the Home is from the

central government and the rest from donations. They had accommodations

for 150, with 50 on the waiting list and 100 beds planned. The tour

included visiting the living quarters , therapy rooms , ilandicraft work

areas , auditorium, and cafeteria. At the end of the tour, the residents

and staff sang a song for the Committee as it boarded the bus for the

return trip to Nagasaki.

/~-BOMB MUSEUM

As in Hiroshima, it is difficult to imagine today that Nagasaki

once reeled under the blows of an atomic bomb. A seaport city,

Nagasaki is modern and picturesque. ‘There are great shipways within

the city’s limits and the sight of half of a 300,000-ton tanker sliding

down the ways into the sea was eloquent testimony to the rebirth of

Nagasaki from its own ~hes. As in Hiroshima, ilowever, there are still

reminders.

ticated within

Museum contains the

and death caused by

view of the hypocenter, the Nagasaki A-Bomb ‘

same terrible evidence of the terrible destruction

the bomb; particularly poignant and ironic were

(>1
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the remains and pictures of St. Ilary in Cricf, of St. .John and of the

images of an~els at Urakami Cathedral blaclcened ant!disfi:urcd by

the heat, radiation and shock of tileblast.

ATO)lIC DISEASE INSTITUTE, NAGASAKI UNIVERSITY

The Committee met with Dr. Shunzo okajima, ?)irector of the

Institute. lle explained that of an estimated population of 9,000 in

the Xishiyama District, about 500 people had been affected by fall-

out. Three hundred of these hacl been Stuclieclin order to Eet I’rom them a groun

of 80 to study. [Ie said that, there is little radiation remainin~ in

the soil that low, although significant amounts of radiation could

still be found in the study group. Ke indicated that this Sroup

showed a higher frequency of chromosome aberrations than a comparison

group. Although not exposecl to direct radiation from the bomb, maxi-

mum exposure was estimated to be about 30 rads. IIesaid that the

people don’t seem to mind the tests and that-–relatively speaking--

body burden counts were hi~h, they were very small, in the order of

l/2000th of threshold. Ileindicated that his institute is preparin~

a study entitled “Radioactivity and Fallout Effect Survey, )!ishiyama

Residents and Comparison Subjects, Nap,asaki,” which would be pul)lishecl

within the next several months.

TOKYO

The Special Joint Committee clepartcd from Nagasaki for Tokyo on

Ucdnesday, June 28, 1.972. After arrivinR, ic contacted Dr. Kumatori
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and, as he had promised, he had contacted one of the Lucky Dragon

survivors , and arrangements were made to meet him that evening. On

the late afternoon of June 29, the Committee members met with

Dr. Kumatori and Mr. :latashigi Oshi. During the meeting Mr. Oshi

discussed his experience, Ilis compensation, and his health , and

Dr. K~atori presented the Cotittee with some ~ticles dealing with

studies of the Lucky Dragon fishermen as published in several

scientific journals. After the meeting the Committee hosted a dinner

for its two guests. un June 30, 1972, the Committee departed from Japan

for the Trust Territory.

JAPAN : sl.JMMAR’f

In Japa there are well-defined and regulated facilities to take

care of t,hose people exposed to the bomb in 1945, The programs which

produced these facilities came about nearly 12 years after the bomb,

through the passage of a national public law. ‘Ibis long delay was

due , in part, LO the fact that Japan was an occupied country until

about 1955. It is clear that the main support of these programs comes from

the local and central governments of Japan. Examination, treatment and

care for the victims are up-to-date, efficient, and comprehensive. The

Committee noted that the medic~ equipment (an automatic multi-channel

blood analyzer) in most of the facilities, matched or exceeded in sophisti-

cation, that found in most,
+

if not all of the Trust Territory district

hospitals. At the same time, as daily medical care is carried out,
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extensive long-range research studies are being continued by

both the Japanese Government ancl tl~eA!!CC on s(lrvivors of the

A-bomb, while tileNational Research Institute carries on annual

studies of the

annual medical

vivors because

Lucky Dragon survivors. It is obvious that an

examination is sufficient for Japanese A-bomb sur-

of the multiplicity of facilities available and the

relative ease with which the patients can get to them. A compre-

hensive compensation program is also in existence and will be

discussed in a later report of the Committee.

()’]
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Some ten knots west and somewhat north of 11° 09’ nortl~ latitude,

166° 54’ east longitude, in the deep blue and purple waters of the

western Pacific ocean, a 100-ton dragon lay wallowing in the sea. The

longline tuna fishing vessel Die&o Fukuyu Naru, or Lucky Dragon No. 5

was riding easily witil the early morning swells as its crew began to

figl]t off tile gilosts of sleep. Sea birds which had nested for tileni#]t,

began liftin~ skyward to begin tileendless hunt for foofl. In like

maniler, tuna and oti~er fisl~beneath the surface would begin seelcing small

oait fisil near the surface. Letween ttle tuna and the birds waited t!le

Lucky Dragon, also preparinz to join t!lehunt.

Tile Lucky Dragon’s journey had begun January 22, from its home port

of Yaizu City. Ship’s captain liisakichi Tsuitsui had at first headed

i~isvessel toward tne fishin~ grounds near liawaii and llidway. When

these grounds proved unproductive, l~el~eaded the Dragon and its 23 man
*

crew south, toward the ilarshall Islands. ((l:!,p. 170). The captain,

and the fisl~ing master i;oshio ilisaki, apparently disappointed and

anxious about ttleir small catch, decided to fish near Bikini Atoll, the

site of the first postwar atomic bomb tests--despite the fact they risked

being caugilt by the U.S. Savy for fisnin~ in Trust Territory waters.

Perhaps also nagging at tileback of ti~eir minds was the knowleclse that

Bikini ilad been the site of nuclear tests--but tl~at had been nearly

eight years ago. Tile lure of a final big catcil to fill their holds must

have outweighed any SUCII anxiety as they pushed closer to Bikini. It

was, after all, nearly a matter of now or never, since an accidentally

cut line and dwindling fuel reserves would soon force them to

return ilome. The Dragon’s luck l~aclnot been good this voyage and,
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unknown to tilermr.foers Of the crew , it was ~oing to get much worse,

for, on t;~eirlorningof .!arch 1, 1954, the sun rose twice.

At 11° 09 ‘ 1lorth latitude and 166° 548’ east lon,qitudc, lies an

atoll known at one time by tl~ename of the great Russian composer

“Rims!:i-lcorsakoff,“ known to the Japanese as “liongorappu To”, but best

known to its il}ilaoitantsas Ron~elalappelap, F.onjlap, Ronge lappelap, or,

simply--F.ongelap.

scattered islands

s{luare m.iics, tile

387 square lmiles.

;.), 11!1(.,1(37 !g ~\rnj.c~Lof m(3.n,,iitC)llS. Composed of!61

along its necklace-li’ke rim, wl~iciltotal only 647

Ureat bowl of Ronzelap J..a&oonitself covers l:lorct~]an

[Jililethe LUCiCy Dragon fishermen still dozed Ilalfway between sleep

‘anti.a~..7al-erle.ss, the 64 ne~~, women an~lcililclrenof ~on~clap--like most

island iJCOp~C--~rCse early to start the day. l’l~cwo~en ~)ould llavc ki.rrdlcd

,,
fires to coo!: pal]:lanusor arro’.~rootfor tllcday’s meals al~clto recook

fis;l, if :l:ly,left over from t!leni~:titbefore, ,;~lli].ec!~i]dren I:ould still

tie(Irot?sirl;;,ancltilemen (IOUICI bc star tinu to rep:lir fi.slling,r,ear or canoes

for a fis!lin~ trip or planninu ul~erc they would l)e~in collectin~ and

iluskill~clrieclcoconuts to rmk.e copra for tile field trip vessel’s next call.

We particular person on t~~is island on this mornin: ild reason to be

contemplative. :Iewas Joitllf\njain, tile:i}afiistrate.i!2ny tllouqhts must

;Iave crossed [Iis consciousness Ei)atmornin~: tileneeds of his wife--

especially Cilat of his new son, Lekoj who was one year old--tl)c island

work to bc done, council !oeetin$js,land and personal c!isputcs I)hic[loften

come ti~cway oE tileina[;istrate. lIcwas probably wonclerinz when the 18

~people on ,A,ilinpin Cae,some 20 miles to the soutilwest, would he returning

to i{ongelap from their fis~)in~ and copra-makinx party.
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Perl)aps he was a bit more apprehensive and anxious these days

than ile nad been in tilepast, not only because he was 32 years old--

rather youn~ by llicronesian standards to carry the responsibility of

magistrate--but also because i~ehad been told a disturbing thing by

tilel,awaiian field trip officer on tilemost recent field trip ship.

‘1’neofficer, indicating the last segment of his finger with his thumb,

had told

him why

were not

orders.”

John that,” Your life line is about that long.” John asked

if they knew there was some kind of danger to the people--they

removed from the island. The officer replied, “\/ehave no

But it was unlikely that at tl)is time on this morning John

consciously remembered the remark, as he would recall it later. As on

every day, there were many tl~ings to do. Besides, it was hard to

conceive of a threat to

disaster like a typhoon

phenomenon. A sense of

of btirik many miles to

anyone’s safety unless it would be from a natural

and the weather signs indicated no such pending

calmness and peace must have pervaded the Island

the east, yet they, coo,soon would snare a

common, unfortunate bond with their neighbors to tilewest. It was, in

fact, Ilard to imagine anything threatening on tilat tranquil morning in

t“hePacific. Rongelap was home. Rongelap was security. Rongelap, as a

traditional part of tileKalik or western chain, was stability. ‘1’Ilesun

always rose on the “Ratak” or eastern chain of islands wl]ictlincluded

Utirik Atoll, and set in the “Ralik” or western chain where Rongelap

lay. Tt]at morning, however, the sun would first rise in the west.

Some 30 miles east of RonSelap on that morning, twenty-three white

and five black ‘U.S. servicemen stirred uneasily in their RadSafe aluminum

-... 5010333
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building as ti~ey prepared to take observations in connection witn tl]e

testing of the inost powerful explosive device ever to be detonated by

man. They stayed on Rongerik as a Radiation Safety team connected

witn Joint Task Force Seven. ‘iley were the only inl)abitants of the

island aside from rats, flies, and coconut crabs. ‘1’heirquarters,

While spartan, were well stocked with canned food, and water and they

Ilad a refrigerator to keep food and dril.ks cold. kven early in t~le

morning they must have begun to perspire--not because of the i~cat, but

from tileintense klumidity of tl]eisland. The feelings of boredom and

anxiety, of frustration and excitement must ilavc permeated most of tilem

co varying degrees. TO some it was a job, to otilers an interesting

experience-- to some it was probably drudgery. ‘Me paradisical Pacific

islands were not always pl}ysically and psycilologically kind to trans-

plants from tilemainland, “i’l~erewere no girls and no bars, no steak

and no movies --at least on the island. on tilesi]ips, tllcmcn farecl

better. Despite Cl)is, ]]owever, it was a well--known practice for enlisted

men, weary of the duty, to slip radiation badges into ti~eir shoes and

thus receive their maximum dose of radioactivity rapidly from tile

relatively “hot” decks of tileTask Force si)ips so t~]at ti~eymig!~t be

transferred. (9~~)

tiut tl)ere was little cnance of t~lison tileisland, since tl~e test

would be more tilan one hundered miles away. ‘The men checked their small

radio unit, over whicil ti)eywould i~~~r of tllc“EhinEs” detonation, their

badges and tile radiation monitoring device. “i’ilecilecking and rechecking

of familiar objects was a coli)fortin itself. ‘rllerewas no reason to

(,/;
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worry --if there were, the men would not be on the island. Anyway,

the test was so far away.

At about 11° 33’ north latitude and 165° 32’ east longitude was

the island of Bikini, tiikini Atoll, some 229.42 square miles of

turquoise waters surrounded by a reef sporting 36 islands or islets.

On one of those islets sat a device surrounded by steel and concrete

and costing millions of dollars. The device represented the culmina-

tion of the efforts of the German scientists at the Kaiser Will~elm

Institute in 1938, Enrico Fermi and his Chicago Group in 19[+2, the

?4anhattan Project which developed the first atomic bombs, and postwar

efforts by sucil renowned scientists as Dr. Edward Teller, together

with tne testing at the Pacific Proving Grounds of bikini and Lnewetolc.

Cold, inorganic and impersonal--it was just tl~ere. Composed of 200

pounds of uranium 235, 200 pcuncls of liti]ium deuteride, and more than a

ton of uranium 238, complicated mechanisms and electronic circuitry to

insure it would go off, and go off at the proper time upon a radio

c:xunand. ‘1’hedevice was there, and its sensory apparatus awaited tl]e

human signal to order it to transform itself illto a living, terrifyin~

giant–-a giant whici] would live and in its living destroy itself and

everything witl~in its reach. Cold, efficient, and unfeeling, it sat on

the island, oblivious to tilemuffled roar of the surf on tile reef.

k.ouglllyti)irty miles east of the device and seventy ]i]i.l~s~)est of

kon~elap, snips of Joint Task Force Seven l~eavecland fell a5ainst the

swells . Aboard tl]edull, grey .sIlipswere five basic groups compri:;in~

tilew,lule force: 7.1 scientific and tec!lnical personnel; 7.2 the Army;
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1.3 tilei:avy, 7.4 tnc :\ir i:orce, and 7.5 tile coll~ractors (primarily

from t~le firm of !lolmes aL~d;iarver) and l)Ci)artl!leiltof Defense people.

T:lc Joil~t Task Force concept ,,/asone originatca for ti~eAble and Uakcr

tests at Di!cini Atoll in 194b and was continued thereafter

Deen prove]] t!lemost effective ZM]d efficient way of combin:

kaow–i]ow, military and security interests and an equitable

it !7CICI

n; tecilnical

snaring of

tileknowledge resulting from sucil tests. Upon the shoulders of tile

‘1’asi:r’orce Cor,uilallcier,and tileheads of t!~e five se~;nents of tile l:orce

rested tilercsponsil)ility for tilesafety of all personnel and tile

successful execution of tl]e tests. sOllletin)(+ill~lle _arl~ lllOrniIl~llOUrS

o~ :larci)1, 1954, information was reccivcd concerning the Statlls of tile

SiliijS, personnel and security surroui~ding 50,000 square Iililczone wllicil

extended frolill(JO 1~’ Lo 12° L5’ norti~ latitude and from 160° 35’ LO

lbb” 10’ east longitude. Also received was nwteorolop,ical il~formation

collccrll~:~<winu a[~uweatllcr condltiolls.. l\fter all data !.~asreceived

and evaluated, tileclccisiollwas Made to co ailead witl] tile first test 0[

ttle “castle” scrlcs. ‘i~lccode name for tileslcc~>in}~Giant bottled u~

in its steel anti concrete WO1!;Uwas “Uravo. ‘1

At o~leminute) or even a few seconds before 06:4S hilo (local) time

011.,arcil1, 19s4, C;le tra~ic events wllici)would Collow “llravo’s”

dcconation could ilave been prevetlted, but incredibly, tiledccisi.on t~as

ill~ldeLO ,+0aill?ad, cl~spitc an i[lcomplete and sowewl]at alarmins report

conccr~ling tilei/il)USauove l~ii<ini.~ i:or “klike’::~l]oton iinewctoi{in 1952

availaule wi]~u information SI)OTJCC]lJinds lleadi:l~to tile~~est from sea

‘{See apllelldixfor “i[ilcc”al~d “llravo” wind direction cl]arts.

‘?()
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level LO 9U,UULI feet, witi) no data for winds at ‘j5,UU0, l(JJ,000,

and ldj,ud~ feet, and data for winds at llU,UUU, l15,UUU,’and

12U,U(_lilfeet inclicatin~ they ~~ere flo,~ing to the east, or toward

“bikini. h’or the “tiravo” si~ot, t~owever, winds from sea level to t!lc

end of tl~e troposphere at 55,(XJU feet were generally l~eading east,

or llr.)rtlleast,ill tilegeneral uirection of l{on~;elap,l(on~erik and

Utirik. From lij,ijU() feet to 91J,UUG feet tl]r2wi[lds ;~ere $;encra].ly

Ileading to CIIUwest. Abov12 Vd,ubu feet, there was no data ava~ lable.

~lad tne sl~ot been delayed 24 l~ours, wind conditions mi~ht i~ave

ci~anged, wllicl]would I)ave ,Iltered t“ncfallout of tl}eexplosion and t;)e

enra:ecl iluclcar j;iant woulcl ,)ave only expe[~ded its eller~y and visited

i~s curse upon ti)e f~ora and fauoa of tl)euni~~i~ai)itedspits of sand in

,
t,le l’aciiic. ~[lfortunaLe]y, sucn was not to ijc.

‘1’~]edecision to #,Kot,tii~twas made sometime early that morning

would produce Il]ucilconfusion a[ld coIlflict, sufferin~, and suspicion.

It would result in a controversy ti]at is ul~resolved to t!)is day, and

an allxicty-riducn and uncertain future for nearly t;~ree !Iul]dredl~umall

ueil~gs and tilcir descendants.

‘1’ncdecision I]ad been made. “uravo” lived and died.

in July of 1946 operation Crossroads--the rlctonation of two

“nominal”: yield atomic bomiis---tooicplace at tiikini. ‘1’ilefirst test,

coded “Able’”, involvecl an air drop of a bomb wnicil burst at 500 feet

ovc’r a fleet of dilapidated American and Japanese naval vessels. The

second test was tile first underwater sl)ot ever conducted. It involved

t[le detonation of an atomic bomb suspended about 90 feet--or halfway
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between the surface and the floor of the Bikini lagoon--below an LS}l

around which were arrayed the reranants of the fleet from the first

test. The magnitude of the explosion and its effects were stunning:

a huge bubble thrust upward from the quiet lagoon and then burst into

a tumult of spray; within seconds a tremendous column of water, hollow

in the center, rose one mile into the air. The Arkansas, a 26,000

ton battleship was upended like a toy and then plunged to the bottom.

The column, which was estimated to carry 10,000,000 tons (twenty billion

pounds) of water, also carried with it sludge and sediment which the

rising fireball had scooped from a circular half-mile area of the

lagoon’s floor. Waves, 80 and 100 f?et high, were sent out as the

water fell bac”K into the lagoon. The psychological trauma of the blast

itself was so tremendous that some Operation Crossroads personnel,

observing the event on ships more than 10 miles away, began vomiting

over the side.

If the effects of “Baker” were stunning, then those of the “Mike”

shot in the “Ivy” series of tests at lIne~etok were astounding. “Mike”

was the name for the very first thermonuclear, or H-bomb, device ever

exploded by man. It utilized liquid hydrogen cooled to almost absolute

zero (-273.16° centigrade). It was a “device” and not a c.leli.~erable

bomb, since the cooling apparatus involved weighed some 65 tons [62,

p. 15). The cooling mecl~anisms and the fission and fusion material

were located in a building on Elugelab Island of Enewetok Atoll. Nhen

“Nike” was detonated, not only did the island disappear, it was

vaporized into calcium oxide and sucked up with the cloud, but the blast
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also gouged a hole one mile in diameter and 175 feet deep in the

reef. “Probably more than 100 million tons of material were disloged

and thrown into t“he air,” (94, p. 170), great waves were sent out

that rolled over nearby islands, and a huge mushroom cloud rose to

“a height of 130,000 feet (25 miles) in just 15 minutes. “Mike” was

indeed a superdevice, estimated to have a yield of about 5 megatons or

the equivalent of 250 (Hiroshima-type) atomic bombs.

“Bravo,” the slumbering nuclear giant, was “born” at 06:45 a.m.

on March 1, 1954. It burst forth from its “womb” in a blinding rage

of light, with boiling and blistering heat and radioactivity, a

cataclysmic, thunderous roar accompanied by a mighty shock and pressure

wave which shook the earth, sea, and sky.

In millionths of a second the chain reaction occurred and the

bomb and its housing simply disappeared--vaporized by the intense heat

somewhere in the neighborhood of tens of millions of degrees. In a one

megaton (one million tons of TNT) blast the fireball, looking like half

of a giant, luminous bubble, and consisting of vaporized bomb particles,

air, water and soil, would have expanded to more than 7,000 feet in

diameter after 10 seconds. “Bravo,” however, according to conservative

estimates was 15 megatons in yield (although it may have been larger).

It was of a magnitude to stagger the imagination.* Undoubtedly the

diameter of the fireball and its surrounding hemisphere of burning gases,

thermal and shock fronts was from three to five

area in which no living organism could survive.

*

,

1 lul-l-. .

miles in diameter, an

In the first few

In the early 1960’s Russia boasted of detonating a 50 megaton device,
and of having the capability of detonating a 100 megaton monster bomb.

Such a bomb would be the equivalent of 5,000 Hiroshima or Nagasaki-

type-bombs.
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seconds of its life, it would shoot upward at a rate of about 300

miles per hour, rising in one minute to an altitude of 5 miles. The

bomb’s energy would be spent in four different areas. The first area

would be that of thermal radiation accounting for about 35 percent of

the total energy yield. The initial thermal pulse of the blast was of

heat and X-rays which heat the air near the explosion. The light from

this process was visible more than 50 miles away and was brighter than

the sun. The fireball momentarily cooled, and then a second thermal

pulse was generated lasting for several seconds which vaporized the

ocean’s surface waters, and seared and scorched, blistered and burned

the nearby fauna and soil of the neighboring islands. This immense heat

or thermal radiation was so strong that it probably could be felt 100

miles away.

In addition to all this, tens of square miles around the blast

cenrer would be riddled by 5 percent of the blast’s energy in neutron

and gamma rays.

At least half of the energy of this titantic bomb was expended in

a high-pressure blast, or shock wave. The shock front caused by the

fantastically fast-expanding fireball cracked outward; like a near-

solid wall of tightly compressed air, it initially sped outward miles

ahead of the fireball, at more than 2,000 miles per hour, and even more

than a doze~ miles from the center it was still travelinE faster than

the speed of sound. Ac its beginnings, it exerted pressures of several

million pounds per square inch, gradually weakening as it traveled

outward to more than twice the normal atmospheric pressure at several
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miles distant. Trees swayed and snapped violently as the wave

thundered over the desolate islands--sand, rocks and dust would have

literally “jumped” into the air. Following the shock wave came

unearthly winds several hundred miles per hour near the center and

70 to 100 miles per hour several miles away which stirred the lagoon’s

waters into a froth and stinging spray like that during a full scale

typhoon, blowing away sand and soil cover of the islands and flinging

waves breaking on the reef back into the sea. Some time after the

fireball had risen, these winds ceased and “afterwinds” began flowing

toward the forming mushroom cloud, following the path of the rising

superheaded air. Within minutes these “afterwinds” would increase to

near gale velocity, some distance from the center, and the remaining

trees on the islands would be bent toward the explosion. The lagoon

once. again was whipped into a frenzy by the freakish wind. At the same time

awesome waves towering more than 100 feet high would have rolled out,

which--even though diminished by distance--would be large enough to

completely wash over whole islands on Bikini’s rim.

During its origins, “Bravo” would have also pulverized and lifted

into the sky an immense portion of the Bikini reef, along with seawater

vaporized by the blast. Since “Bravo” was roughly three times more

powerful than Mike, it undoubtedly lifted several hundred million tons

of matter into the air immediately, or through the action of the

“aftewinds” which sucked matter up through the base of the column.

During the period of the fireball’s rise, the final 10 percent of the

bomb’s energy was expended in residual radiation which was deposited
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upon the uplifted calcium oxide (coral) and water vapor.

By 06:55 a.m., ’’Bravo’s” giant nuclear cloud stood 21.6 miles

tall. Half of “Bravo” extended through the troposphere, and the

upper half rose nearly 60,000 feet into the stratosphere. Within a

few minutes the winds began tearing the giant form apart; heavier

particles of uplifted material began falling back into the sea;

lighter particles, however, would be carried along with the dismembered

cloud by the winds. It was at this point that the first indications

became apparent that something was horribly, irrevocably wrong.

JTF-7

By design, the human beings nearest the bomb’s detonation were

the inter-service, inter-agency personnel

Iioknown “accidents” had ever occurred in

of Joint Task

the course of

Force Seven.

America’s

previous 43 tests involving nuclear weapons. Ships of the Task Force

were arrayed at what was expected to be an upwind position some 30

miles from the blast. “Bravo,” as explained earlier, was the first

hydrogen device to use the fission-fusion-fission process in order to

make m&imum use of neutron emission and was the reason for the addition

238 to the mechanism.of several thousand pounds of U This would produce

an exceptionally powerful explosion, and one which would be exceptionally

dirty in terms of radioactive fission products. While meticulous

safety precautions had sufficed before, what can only be regarded as tin

underestimate of the unknown potential strength of this bomb, resulted

in placing the JTF fleet perilously close to ground zero. The officers,
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crews, observers and scientists aboard their ships must have been

both shocked and amazed by the blast as they felt the heat of the

thermal

roar of

by time

In

radiation and pressure of the blast wave, heard the thunderous

the fireball ascending and felt the blast winds, now reduced

and space to a light breeze.

fact, had “Bravo” been a medium altitude air burst, there

undoubtedly would have been some casualties among the Task Force

personnel, since a 10 megaton burst can produce second-degree burns *

up to 25 miles away from the explosion.

More insidious and frightening than the effects experienced by

the Task Force, were the aspects of the white cloud’s height and the

direction in which it began to drift away and downward. As though

inhabited by the trickster ghosts rampant in Micronesia legends, the

dead form of the cloud began heading almost directly for the fleet, as

though in its final paroxysms, “Bravo” intended to play a last

impractical, and very deadly joke upon its creators. Inherent to the

fallout was the legacy of “Bravo’s” processes of fission and fusion,

a boiling mass of harmless-looking clouds containing tens of t~ands

of deadly rads of gamma and beta activity.

Within minutes after the cloud began breaking up, everyone’s

worst fears were realized; RadSafe staff members had already noted the

unexpected movement of the cloud and soon thereafter Geiger counters on

some of tile sl~ips began to record a steady increase over normal back-

ground radioactivity. Orders were given. All personnel were ordered

below decks, hatches and watertight doors were dogged down and, while
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there is no record of it, the Commander of JTF-7 must have ordered

all ships to proceed due south at the flank speed of its slowest

vessel in order to escape “Bravo’s” radioactive curse. While the

ships hared away from the danger zone,, RadSafe planes crisscrossed

the area, like typhoon hunters, to determine the extent and direction

of the fallout and its intensity. In their frantic search, they must

have missed a curious and chilling sight; a small Japanese tuna vessel

rolling peacefully in the sea--unaware of the fate about to befall it.

Thus it was, as the ships ploughed southward, and a gentle “snowfall”

of radioactive particles began dri?ting toward the ocean and three

inhabited islands, a second misbegotten decision was made, one which

would cause incalculable misery and suffering during many years to come.

THE LUCKY DRAGON

A lone fisherman, Shinzo Suzuki, stood on the deck of the Lucky

Dragon on the morning of March lst, bracing himself against the gentle

roll and pitch of the ship and listening to the familiar creaking sounds

of the working of the wooden-hulled vessel and the steady thump of the

diesel engine. The sky was beginning to lighten in the east as he

became aware of a strange phenomenon --it appzared that the sun was also

rising in the west, for a huge yellow glow filled the horizon in that

direction. Excited, he rushed into the crews quarters to awaken his

shipmates. His amazed companions then were able to witness the second

rising of the sun, which was later accompanied by a “deafening explosion”

(62, p. 170) and a huge cloud

their later reports, after an

rising in the western sky. According to

hour and a half, a white, gritty ash began
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to fall on the ship, its gear, and crew members. Puzzled by this

strange snowfall, some of the crew actually tasted the radioactive

flakes in an attempt to ascertain just what they were. During the

. fallout which lasted some 5 hours (77, 2/454) several of the men

suggested they had witnessed a nuclear test--none of them, however,

immediately connected the snowfall with the test.

These peculiar and unnerving events were enough to convince the

captain that it was time to abandon any hope of returning with a full

catch. They had poor catches, lost some of their fishing gear, were

low on fuel--and now this. He headed the Lucky Dragon northward for

home. Three days later all of the members of the crew would suffer

the acute effects of their exposure, itching of the skin and mucous

membranes , nausea and

would arrive in their

vomiting. Two weeks after their exposure they

port city of Yaizu and discovery of their

experience would result in an international controversy and fear and

panic in Japan.

Unknown to the Joint Task Force, the little ship started its

journey l~orneward;the radio operator, who would later die, sent no mes-

sages to Japan or to other ships telling then of their experience.

RONGERIK

Upon receiving word of the cloud’s erratic behavior, the RadSafe

crew on Rongeri\c must have intensified their observations. Information

indicated that it might be heading their way and they sent in readings

from their instruments and findings of their observations. At 13:33
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local time the radiation monitoring instrument began recording a

steady rise in radioactivity, At 14:03 the needle swept past the

extremity of its scale at 100 milirads per hour. (44 p. 6) All

personnel donned extra clothing and remained inside the tightly shut

building. The heat, humidity, and anxiety inside must have been

tremendous. outside, a radioactive “rain” was falling on the aluminum

building. Gamma rays were penetrating the metal of the house, and the

clothing and flesh of the people inside. They also penetrated the steel

sides of the refrigerator, registering a total of 38 rads on aradiation

badge inside. One badge left outside later registered nearly 100 rads.

Within 12 hours after “Bravo” had exploded the second decision had

been made. Ships of the Task Force turned east and headed for Rongerik.

Sometime past midnight, tileships, cautiously prowling near contaminated

waters, ghosted past Rongelap ancltilinginae. On the morning of March

2, 1954, contact was made with the 28 Americans on Rongerik. By 11:15

a.m. eight men had been evacuated and by 16:45--or 34 hours after

“Bravo” exploded-- the remaining 20 military personnel were aboard ship

and headed away from their now radioactive island.

RONGELAY, AILINGINAE, UTIRIK

At 05:53 a.m. on Narch 1, on the islands of Rongelap and Sifo

(Ailinginae Atoll) several people noticed an unusual reddish-yellow glow

in the western horizon; several minutes later they heard the dull roar

of an explosion as the true sun brightened in the east. Some 180 miles

to the east in the “Ratak,” or “sunrise” chain, and about 15 minutes

later, the pedple of Utirik Island, Utirik Atoll,heard the muffled
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thunder

rumored

On

of the explosion, and some of the people on the fsland

that another war had possibly started.

Rongelap, talk probably turned to the visit of a Navy

Commander to the island a couple of weeks ago. The Commander had

tried to explain something to them about a test, and bombs-but

de6pite the efforts of an interpreter, the people did not understand

what he was talking about. Perhaps this noise and light had something

to do with it. At this point, John Anjain must have briefly recalled

the field trip officer’s remarks --but, since they had only seen an

unusual light and heard the noise of an explosion far away, there

appeared to be no immediate worry. ?4aybe the Hawaiian had been mistaken.

Four to six hours after the detonation, as the Lucky Dragon crew

was puzzling over the strange ash

people on Rongelap and M.linginae

fluffy, white particles, like the

was settling down upon the island

falling on them and their vessel, the

witnessed the third unusual phenomenon;

ash of a fire blown into the air,

from the heavens, the lagoon and the

atoll. Two young boys at that time were climbing a papaya tree to

pick some fruit and, as they looked up, the ash fell into their eyes.

An older’ man, paddling near shore in the lagoon also looked up. He had

been having trouble with his eyes lately and so intentionally let

some of the flakes fall into his eyes. He then rubbed them with his

eyelids shut, hoping that this strange substance would help his

affliction.

Back on

ground, tree

the island, the “snow” was falling steadily and soon the

leaves , and the roofs of houses sported a white, powdery
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layer

sce[le

miles

of the stuff making P.ongelap look as though it had been the

of a freakish s:.mfall in the middle of the Pacific, only 600

nortil of tileequator.

Villagers scuffed up the powder as they walked, and

brush it off their hair and bodies. ‘Children, delighted

“unexpected event, played with the snow. Several people,

some tried to

with the

like the

Japanese fishemen, tried tssting the powder to determine just what

it was.

Sometime in tileearly morning the Nongelapese spotted a plane or

planes buzzing by the island. Someone conjectured that the snow they

had seen i.ladbeen dropped by the planes and that perhaps its purpose

was to kill mosquitoes.

Lastward, on Utirik, t!~esnowfall began 22 l~ours after tile

explosion. It was lighter and described as “mistlike”.

‘Iilateveni~lg, as the sun set and darkness fell over P.ongelap, tl~e

fallout ceased. ‘1’l~epowder now i}ad reaci~ed a dept;l of about onc and

one ilalf inciles and at night gave tl~e island an eerie aspect. Sometime earlier

,r~th, ltt_l..rJ-,OOJ[it rained. T[ic raindrops spattered the white powder,

and as it increased, rivulets of water carried the radioactive asl~ from

leaves to tl~eground, aIldfrOm rOOftOpS illtOWater CatChIUellttankS.

Tile fallout. of klikil~i’spulverized and irradiated coral reef had

ended-–but its long lastinz effects Iladjust begun to work.

ii+ 34 to il+ 78

‘Illirty-fouri~ours after the bOlilii(11+-34)tile28 Americans were

safely aboard snip. Tilat same day, accordin~ to reports from tile
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people, KadSafe crews had visited Rongelap by amphibious plane,

found the radiation levels dangerously high and had left to report

their findings. Before they left, they left the people with one word

of advice: “Don’t drink the water.” Nearly one day after the

Americans had been evacuated, craft of the Task Force converged on

Rongelap, and later Ailinginae Atoll, to the southwest, where some 18

Rongelapese had been temporarily visiting. On ,Rongelap, as on the

other islands, the people were reportedly told they must leave the

island immediately, or they would “die”. They were allowed to take only

those personal possessions which they could carry and as they hurried

to board the craft which would take them away, RadSafe personnel

monitored the village ~d tilepeople themselves with radiation detection

devices.

At this point, individual readings ranged from JO millirads per

hour to 240 millirads per hour (see Appendix NO. 4).

At li+50 hours, 16 of the people with the highest readings were

air evacuated to Kwajalein and at H+51 the remaining Rongelapese were

aboard ship and also bound for Kwajalein. Seven hours later at [i+58

the 18 Rongelapese on Sifo Island of A.ilinginae were evacuated from

their radioactive location. During the same period, ships reached

Utirik Atoll, and after a survey of the island evacuation was begun at

H+55 hours and by 10:53 a.m., Bikini time, at H+78 hours, or three days

and 6 hours after “Bravo” had exploded, the last exposed people were

taken from their islands.
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KWAJALE Ili

Some 24 ilours later, after 1{+78, while the Lucky Dragon plunged

its way northward to Japan, tl~e18 people from Ailinginae, the 64

people from Rongelap, the 28 Americans, and the

Utirik had arrived at Kwajalein.

fishermen, many of them began to

radiation exposure: itching and

At tilat time,

experience the

burning of’the

157 people from

like the Japanese

symptoms of acute

skin, eyes and mouth;

nausea, vomiting and diarrhea. At this time, the people were instructed

to decontaminate themselves by washing with soap several times a day

to clean tile radioactive fallout from their bodies. It was a partic-

ularly difficult task for the women, who traditionally used coconut

oil on their hair, which caused the fallout particles to cling tena-

ciously to their long tresses.

About 2 weeks later the second stage of acute affects manifested

tll~mselves: tlieIlair on the heads of many people wl]olly or partially

fell ot[t, and skin “l~urns” caused primarily by beta activity began

ayl~earing on tilenec”ks, shoulders, arms ancl feet of t[lemore heavily

exposed. During tilis two vcek period and for some time afterward, tile

doctors took daily i)lood and urine samples. Tlie blood samples were

watcl~e~icarefully as they indicated tileeffect of the radiation on the

ioarrow and its ability to produce new cells. If tilenumber of certain

kinds of cells in the blood dropped far enougil below a normal lCVC1,

t~)eninternal blee.dil)~leading to death could occur. As they were

watc;]ed and counted, tl)e levels dropped: granulocytes dropped to

lUW Cmz (witi~one count of 700), leukocyte counts dropped to 4000 or

r . “ . .—-
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below, and neutropllile counts dropped to 2500 or less. The symptoms

of several persons who developed upper respiratory infections during

ti~is period w,ere carefully monitored. When their temperatures

rose tilreateningly, they were given antibiotics to prevent further

complications and they responded favorably. In all, 12 persons were

treated with medication. Fortunately no immediate serious illnesses

appeared, nor wilere there any fatalities. Urine samples were taken

to try to calculate tl~eoriginal amount of radioactive material taken

into the bodies of people and to try to determine what amounts of

radioactive material still remained. Fifty-two days after the bomb

exploded, seven people were selected from the Rongelap group to be

given a recovery agent, etllylene-cliamine-tetra-acetic acid (EDTA), ‘

whic[l i~as the ability to help speed the process of elimination of some

radionuclides ti]rougllthe body’s normal functions. The attempt was

ended after five clays, however, when it was determined that the general

effect of reducing tl~eantount of the body’s radioactive burden was so

Sligilt as to be virtually useless. This was due to the facti that

little was being excreted at tl]at time, due in turn to tl]e fact it had

been nearly two months since radioactive material hacl been ingestecl,

and it had become firmly settled in the tissues of the bodies.

Ey the time two months ilad passed, after exposure, it appeare~. that

any possible immediate danger had passed. Tllc exposed American service-

men, after careful study which showed no positive findings, were

relcasecl to their duty stations. At the cnd of three months, the
.

people of Utirik, wilo reportedly received tl~e lowest close of radioactivity,



“Uncertainty i.sthe greatest ?car.”

---Attril}uted to ToP&s de Tor~ucmada

Grand Inquisitor of the Spanish Sric;ui.si.ti.on



were returned to their home island. The Rongelapese, however,

were not so lucky--for their island and atoll had been severely

contaminated by fallout, and like their neighbors the Bikinians

eight years earlier, they could not return soon to their island.

In April of 1954 the AEC contacted the company which had carried out

much of the construction connected with the atomic proving grounds

in the Pacific, liolmes and Narver. They were instructed to build

home$ for the Rongelapese on Eijit Island of Kwajalein Atoll. By

June, 1954, the houses were completed and the Rongelapese were moved

from their temp~rary quarters on Ebeye, to the island. There, they

remained for over three years.
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THE ANNUAL EXAMINATIONS

The Lucky Dragon

-.W

Discovery of what had happened to the crewmen of the Lucky Dragon after

they arrived in Japan caused a furor, touched off by the natural sensitivity

of the Japanese concerning radiation exposure because of the experience of

Hiroshima and !Tagasaki. It also engendered a later nationwide hysteria con-

cerning radioactive contamination of tuna and other fish caught near the test

zone.

At that time Dr. Toshiyuki Kumatori, who would later visit Rongelap with

Dr. Conardls team in 1964 and would again accompany the team in 1972 as a

consultant to the Special J“oint Committee, was workin~ at the First National

hospital of Tokyo. Seven of the more severe cases were sent to the Tokyo

University }lospj.tal. Since he had workccl at the University Hospital for

sevcrd years previous].y and knew t!]ehospital director, he requested that

the other 16 be sent to his hospital, During its visit to ‘1’okyoin 1972, Dr.

Kumatori cii.scussedgenerally what had happenecl to the men, who ranged in age

from 18 to 39 years. Tl)ey sufferecl effects similar to those experienced by

~he Rongclapesc, and they were given normal medication ancl treatment . After

six mon~hs, case no. .I.4,exposecl to an estimated 510 - 590 racls, who was the

radio operator and I,ho had not informed anyone of their experience near

Bikini, ciiecl. Dr. KumatorL stated tha~ it was not clear vhether this was

causpd by his irracljation, or from another cause. ilenoted that hl.ooci

t-ranstusion.swere ~i.ven to some of the men, antisince at that time hospi Ezll.s

did not use dl.sposable syringes, the possibi].i.tvo[ the patient contr:~cLinE

B]
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infectious hepatitis, which would l]ave been very serious in his weakened

condition, could not be ruled out. He noted that an autopsy performed upon

the man indicated significant, but low counts of radioactivity in the bone,

Iiif.lneyand liver, but in the order of micromicrocuries.

The Commi~tee took special note of a paper given to it which Dr. Kumatori

ancl Dr. ?liYo5hj pre5e11~ed before a meeting on treatment of radioactive

poisoning jointly sponsored by the AEC and the World Health Organization in

Vienna, in 1962. This article shouecl how, tllrougllreproduction of fallout-

like material and reconstructing where each member of the crew spent his tj.me

on the ship until it reached Japan, individual estimates of exposure were

ca].culated, ranging from a low of 190 - 220 rads to a high of 660 to 690 rads.

The patients were kept in the l~ospital for 14 months. Upon being released,

they were told not to return to tilestrenuous activiky of fishing and if possible

to take it easy for an a(ldi~ioll:llyear. In AUGUSE of 1.954 they wexe measured

with a whole-body radiation counter and their body burdens were found to be no

IliRllerthan those i.na control group. Recovery .~gents had been usecl on two

persons during their stay in the l~ospital, but to little effect.,

One early effect noted by Dr. Kumatori was a severe drop in the spermatozoa

counts of the men, some fal.lin~ to zero and lasting for several months. Another

lIementione(l was a disturbance of tiler,ormal functj.on of the liver which was not

serious or severe, but which was noticeable.

The men, to this clay, arc examined on an annual basis by Dr. Kumatori at

Ehc National l[lstitute for lladio].o:ic:~lSciences in Chiba-shi, near Tokyo,

where Ile is chief Of the Cli,nica] ]{esearc!ll)ivisj.on. Ile stated that of the

22 survivors, usLIally l~e sec+s abcut 15 to 16 every vcar. Some of them are



very busy and just don’t bother to come for the examination. Many of them have

changed their jobs and work as merchants, or own their own apartment buildings.

One man, to his knowledge, is still fishing.

NO late effects have been noticed, such as thyroid nodules, but he did

state that the change in liver function persisted for 12 or 13 years. Most of

the men have since married and have had normal, healthy children. Aberrations

in the chromosomes of the blood cells of the former fishermen, however, still

persist.

Rongelap and Utirik

Initial Medical Teams

The first assistance to the affected Marshallese and Americans was given

by the medical department of the U. S. Naval Station at Kwajalein. In the

meantime, the Commander of Joint Task Force Seven had requested the Defense

Department and the AEC to provide care and make studies of the fallout victims. ‘

This group was organized in the United States jointly by two agencies: the

AllC’s Division of Biology and Medicine, and the Armed Forces Special Weapons

Development Project of the Defense Department. Within eight days after the

incident, a group had been organized and been fielded on Kwajalein. Within

this group were Dr. E. P. Cronkite and Dr. Robert A. Conard, both from the

United States Naval Medical. Research Institute.

One of the first reports

Americans came out in August,

Laboratory, a research center

Annual Reports

published concerning the affected Marshallese and

1955, under the seal of Brookhaven National

connected with Associated Universities
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Incorporated of Long Island, New York. A second, much more comprehensive report

entitled “Some Effects of Ionizing Radiation on Human Beings,” was published in

July, 1956, by the United States Atomic Energy Commission. Thereafter, the

major data published on the people of Rongelap and Utirik was the result of

surveys conducted by Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL). The reports were

published after three years (March 1957), four years (1958), five and six years

(one report covering 1959-60), seven years (1961), eight years (1962), nine and

ten years (one report covering 1963-64), eleven and twleve years (one report

covering 1965-66), and thirteen, fourteen and fifteen years (one report covering

1967, 1968, 1969). (The report covering the years 1970-1972 wi].1 be published

sometime during 1973.) Contained in the reports are descriptions of the annual

surveys and general findings of the doctors who accompanied the team. A great

number of articles have also been published in journals and periodicals by

participating doctors as a result of their findings in examinations.

From the first year report, to the most recent BNL report, the size,

sophistication and scope of the examinations and findings have increased’ greatly.

In gross terms, this can be seen by an increase in the number of pages, from 12

in the twelve-month report to 128 in the latest report, which, of course,

includes the results of three annual examinations and numerous appendices.

More specifically, the first report considered general physical conditions,

with special emphasis on effects on the skin,

Marshallese. The 1969 report, however, gives

findings from physical examinations, and then

blood , and eyes of the irradia~ed

a description of ger+eral medical

very detailed descriptions of

examinations and findings in the following areas: ophthalmological (eye),

thyroid, aging, blood (both chemical factors and chromosome aberrations) as
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well as a summary of findings over the years since 1954. These include: acute

effects, malignancies, degenerative diseases, growth and development, thyroid,

eye, skin, blood, dental, aging, radionuclide intake from environment, blood

groupings and special studies. Also included are appendices which give

statistical data for the areas studied, as well as case histories of those

persons operated on for thyroid abnormalities. The reports, documented with

footnotes, appear to be exhaustively thorough, highly professional and extremely

detailed. In addition to all this, the language of the reports is clear and

concise. In short, they are well written, illustrated in an interesting fashion,

well laid out, and carefully edited. Generally speaking, if there is a “flaw”

in the reports themselves, it is due not to the report or its contents, but

rather due to the nature of the subject matter covered, For the most part they

are so technical in nature and replete with scientific data as to be virtually

incomprehensible to the layman -- however, the summaries of work carried out,

and of past medical findings are generally understandable and valuable to the

average reader. Specifically, however, the Committee finds certain threads of

reasoning, assumption, and exposition running through the reports which it finds

both frustrating and somewhat disconcerting. One of these is inherent to the

basically conservative nature of scientific investigation and seems to permeate

medical and scientific expositions concerning relatively new fields of inquiry.

It appears to be a basic tenet -- and not necessarily an unwarranted one -–

that scientists are loath to make conclusions with any sort of finality about

their findings and the implications of such, unless there is voluminous statis-

tical data to support such definite conclusions. ‘l?hus,for example, many times

the reader will encounter such statements as “although these findings appear to

‘5010358
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be statistically significant, no definite causal relationship can be proven clue

to a number of variable factors, or the possibility of an unknown influence.”

A second area of concern by the Committee related to certain unproven assumptions

and statements contrary to this hesitancy to make definite statements made in

earlier reports, which apparently influenced assumptions and statements made in

later reports. These general areas of concern will be elaborated upon more fully

as appropriate, in the sections which immediately follow.

AREAS OF PARTICULAR CONCERN

Dose Estimates of Whole-Body Radiation

Since there

radiation badges

the exact amount

from External

was no RadSafe team with

on Rongelap, Ailinginae,

Sources

radiation monitoring instruments or

or Utirik at the time of the fallout,

of radioactivity to which the people

exposed cannot be calculated, and will never be known

on those islands were

This is generally the

result of three factors: One, no one of these islands hacl a watch or clock

which could have recorded the time which lapsed from the time the fallout began

to when it appeared to have ended. If someone did have a watch, they did not do

so . Two , there was great individual variation in exposures. For example,

children, because of their greater activity and curiosity, may have been exposed

to greater amounts of fallout than older persons. Conversely, this may be

attenuated by the fact that children are wont to play in the ocean during hot

days and may have inadvertently cleansed themselves of what larger amounts

picked up. Young, and middle-aged adults, however, may have received the

largest doses because of following habitual patterns of daily activity which



would keep them outdoors much of the time. Older people might have received

the lesser amounts because of their lesser activity and their penchant of

normally staying indoors, or in the shade

for the islancls of Rongelap and Sifo (Ail:

present when RadSafe personnel did arrive

staying on the islands lon~ enough to get

or at one l.ocalec Three, especially

nginae), the amounts of radioactivity

was so high as to preclude their

enough accurate data.

Estimates, or “best guesses” can be calculated if some dose rates in the

area are known, and because -- although radioactive elements are unstable, this

fofm of instability is a stable characteristic --- in other words, the behavior

of radioactive materials is a known factor. Basically, this is how the doses

were arrived at for the four groups of people. The three major sources upon

which calculations were made are listed and discussed below.

Rongerilc

Fortunately ,

team on Rongerik

to radioactivity)

at least for the purposes of close”calculation, the RadSafe

lad radiation badees (strips of film, which inclicate exposure

on their persons, outside the building, and insicle their

refrigerator in their quarters. ‘I’heyalso hacl a monitoring device. From the

differing exposures indicated by tl]ebadges after being exposecl for 27.2 hours

(time of arrival of fal].out }]+6.8 subtracted from time of departure, H+3~l)

exposure values could be calculatecl. One badge left outside registe~ecl 98 rads;

a badge inside the refrigerator indicated 38 racls; and badges worn by team

members w170 were both inside iincloutsicle showed 50–65 rads. These rates also

I]elpeclto “indicate the length of time of the fallout. The monitoring device

was useful for determinin~ when the fallout began, and at wha~ rate it rose.

Unfortunately, all calculations of rate increase had to be basec] on indications

An,,-
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of the first half-hour of readings, since after that time, the instrument went off

scale at 100 millirads per hour.

Later Surveys

One known factor concerning radioactive materials is the rate at which the

radioactivity “decays”, or decreases. This rate is directly proportional to time.

As an illustration, it is known that the activity will decrease by a factor

after a sevenfold increase in

be one-tenth of the original,

one–hundredth, after 24 days,

time. Thus after seven hours, the radioactive:

after two days (7 x 7 = 49 hours), it will be

one-one-thousandth, and so on. Consequently,

of ten

ty will

one-

when it

was relatively safe, RadSafe crews returned to Rongelap and other islands and took

measurements of the radioactivity there several days after the people had been

evacuated. From the readings on their instruments, combined with the approximate

known time when fallout ended, scientists calculated roughly how intense the

radioactivity had been during the time the people were exposed. In other words,

since normal decay rates are known, the present level of radioactivity known, and

the rough time of when the fallout stopped was known, what scientists did was to

calculate backwards, so to speak, from the period several days later, to the time

when the people were still on the island. One discovery by this later survey was

that the readings taken during the time of the evacuation were apparently too low

by one-half, or 50 percent. This was apparently due to the fact that the instrument

used at that time had not been calibrated (checked for accuracy) before it had been

used . (1944, P.5)

Another discovery they made concerned the nature of “mixed fission products.”

‘I’hefallout was composed of many kinds

and beta rays of different strengths.

.——- ‘ ‘50103bi

of radioactive isotopes giving off gamma

The relative strength of these particles is
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measured in kilo electron volts, or kev. On Rongelap there were found three

maj or “energy regions,” of 100, 700, and 1500 kev. That is, within the

fallout on the ground there were particles which were being emitted in these

three general regions (levels) of stren~th.

Fallout Samples

A third source of information upon which would be based whole-body doses,

was actual fallout material. By studying the radioactive calcium oxide

(incinerated coral) scientists determined the mixture of different radioactive

elements and their energies. Iiowever, it is interesting to note Lhat the

doses calculated for all the exposed persons, accordin~ to che 1956 report by

the AEC, “came from fallout samples taken soon after the detonation at points

some distance from the contaminated atolls.” (p.6) Why the samples were not

collected from tile islands on which the people were exposed was not explaineci.

One of the important [i]ctors in cillcula~in~ the amounL of racli:~tion

exposure is Ehe l.engtll0[ time of the fallou[ itself. The only way this

could be estimated was from Lt)LI rci][linx un Ronp,c!rik,and

estimates or time.

Based on the early and l.:lterreadings at Rongerik,

period of fallout was about 16 hours, or, a lonR faL1.out

information, including reports of persons who S+IW Lhc [a

iL W:IS shorter than 16 l)ours i+nd Lllat it ended e:lrly. A

persona] eyewitness

t appear ccl that the

llowcver, otl)er

lout , indicated that

10IIK I_;]] ]()(IL il]s(.)

(“onfli(:Le(lwiLh refidings taken ldLcr. Finnlly, iL was Cone [Lid Lid Ellat whetl~cr

or II(JLthe fal L(JuLwas lonf;, or shorr , Lhe rc?s~llLwo\Ild hu nc’orly Lh(’ S:IIIIC,
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part of the fallout would take about the same amount of time to desc’end on

the island,’ even though the lighter parts took longer.

Ranges of fallout time and the dose that would result from them were

calculated as follows:

Location Dose in Rads*

Fallout Time
16 hr. 8 hr.

Rongelap 159 r 209 r

Ailinginae 72 r 92 r

Rongerik 70 r 106 r
Utirik 12 r 15 r

Since it was believed that the fallout time was less than 16 hours, and

‘ because of da~a from other sources, -the figure used for che report, and the

reports from that time on were based on a fallout of 12 hours:**

Location Best Estimate of

Gamma Dose in Air

Rongelap 175 r

Ailinginae 69 r

Rongerik 78 r

Utirik l/,r

One additional factor of interest concerns the effect of a field, or

area, of fallout as opposed to that of X-rays. Particles of a single energy

from an X-ray machine come from a “point”, or single source. However, particles

in a fallout field, are not emitted from a single source, but many. Ttley nre

emitted from a 369° circle around the person as he stsnds or walks and they

are at different energies. It is as though the person is constantly buing

irradiated by X-ray machines of different energies, placed around })im in :]

*From “Some Effects of Ionizing Radiation on Man”, p. 6

#(*Ibid, p. 3
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circle. The significance of this kind of fallout radiation compared to nolmal

X-radiation from a single source is that the fallout radiation has a greater

effect than radiation from a single source. This is to say that the ganuna

radiation from fallout on Rongelap penetrated deeper and in many more places

than a normal X-ray exposure would have. Thus > scientists calculated that the

gamma dose received by the Marshallese and Americans was 50 percent more

effective than a similar X-ray dose. To put it another way, in order to come

up with what the dose in fallout was equivalent to in X-rays, the fallout dose

had to be multiplied by 1.5, This means that if a person received 10 rads of

fallout radiation, it was the same as receiving 15 rads of

times 10). On this basis the best estimate doses in gamma

below in what would be the same dose delivered by X-rays:

X-radiation (1.5

radiation are shown

Location Gamma Ray Dose Equivalent

in X–rays’k

Rongelap 175 r = 260 r

Ailinginae 69r= 100 r

Rongerik 78r= 120 r

Utirik ~4 ~- = 20 r

In a section of the 1956 report dealing with effects of radiation on the

1>1OOCI, it was stateci that if the low levels of blood cell count observed was

any indication, then “the effective dose received by the Rongelap people

approached the lethal range.” The report also mentioned that experiments on the

effects of radiation on dogs showed that an additional 50 to 100 rads when the

blood count is at a low level (1000 rmnz)can produce fatalities. The report

also noted that although data on animals could not apply to man, and while

human beings seem to be able to survive lower blood counts than 1000 mmz that

‘:l?rom“Some Effects of Ionizing Radiation on Human Beings”, p. 9
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it was likely that another 75 rads of laboratory, or X-radiation, would have

caused some deaths. The report concluded that the minimum lethal dose for man

was probably 225 rads in a fallout field. The “best estimate” figure was used

consistently, with acknowledgments, for a period covering ten years. In 1964,

undoubtedly as a result of the first findings of thyroid nodules, a recalcula-

tion was carried out. This recalculation, by one Ralph A. James of the

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory of the University of California, was interesting

for two reasons.

First, in earlier calculations of the fallout, the dose of the cloud

passing over the island could not be calculated (1956 report). Ten years

later, in 1964, because of evidence from tests conducted after 1958, a re-

calculation was made, including the dose from the C1OUC1. This review took

into account the dose delivered as the radioactive particles passed over the

islands. James, in his exposition, noted that the exact method of arriving

at the original 175 rad estimate for the people of Rongel.ap was “not given’;

and that it apparently did not include “the dose from the C1OUCI, but only

from fallout” (36, p. 79). James’ recalculation included dose received

(basecl on 12 hours) from time of beginning to time of end of fallout, 114

rads ; cloud passage, 47 rads; and from the fallout during cloud passage, 47

rads , a total of 208 rads. James, then, in allowing for factors which might

change or alter this amount for individuals who might have remained indoors,

noted that the probable dose was 175 rads, plus or minus 25 rads.

The second reason this recalculation was so important was because it dealt

with and partially explained the reasons for the late development of thyroid

nodules. This second aspect of the recalculation involved the amount of
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radioactive material taken in by ingestion (eating) and inhalation (breathing),

and are discussed in the following section.

Dose Estimates of Irradiation

From Internal Sources

Like the amount of external exposure, the probable amount of radioactive

material taken in and retained by the exposed persons was only an estimate at

best. While the doctors and scientists studying the people could measure how

much radioactivity was being carried out from their bodies by analyzing samples
.

of urine and feces -- they could not check the actual amounts still remaining

in the bone and other tissues. The only way this could be done would be to

take out samples of tissue during an autopsy and measure the actual amounts.

This was one of the limitations accepted by doctors when dea.1.ingwith human

patients. Another limitation was due to the fact that there was at that time

extremely little information concerning internal. deposition of radioactive

elements in human beings. AS mentioned in the previous chapter, despite the

great death and destruction at Hiroshima and Nagasaki, only a relatively few

people in the Nishiyama area of Nagasaki received internal. contamination. The

only other studies related to the plight of the Marshallese and Americans were

those made of radium watch dial painters in the Unitecl States during the 1920’s

ancl 1930’s who received high internal. contamination as a result of the practice

of wetting the tips of their brushes with their tongues during work. Even

this information was not wholly applicable, since raclium emits alpha particles,

which are about four times as strong as gamma emitters like strontium and cesium.

In fact, the doctors had very little to go on; i.twas as though they were

“shooting in the dark.” There was, however, one source of information which
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could be related to the people, for when the Rongelapese and other affected

persons were evacuated, their pigs and chickens were left behind on the island.

These animals were later collected and sacrificed at various times and

radiological studies made of all their tissues. With the findings from these

studies, the doctors then attempted to extrapolate the information to human

beings . While they realized that extrapolations from animals cannot truly

represent the actual situation with humans, they at least provided a guideline.

The conclusions in the 1956 report considered ~he possible effects of radio-

active iodine, cesium and strontium. As to the effects of iodine, it was

thought that the amount received was estimated to be “about 150 rep. for

Rongelap group (sic) and 50 rep. for the Americans.” This amount, the report

said , while’high, was relatively low in comparison to doses persons receive in

radiation therapy. As to the other radioactive elements, such as strontium,

the report concluded:

II . . . an evalua~ion of the date on the internal contamination,
including that of Sr 89, leacls to the conclusion that the internal
hazard to the contaminated inhabitants of the Marshall Islands is

minimal both from the acute and long ran~e point of view.” (p.74)

[emphasis added]

With the discovery in 1964 of thyroid nodules in exposed Rongelapese, a

recalculation of the total internal dose of all radioactive elements, illCIUding

radioactive iodine was made by James for children (Rongelap girls 3-4 years

old) . James ‘ recalculations yielded figures considerably higher than the

original estimates for he had considered a factor overlooked in earlier

calculations. This factor was the relative size of the thyroid in children

as opposed to adults. The earlier calculations had assumed a constant

thyroid weight for all persons (about 20 grams). James, however, used a



range of weight from 1.9 to 3.1 grams for the children, which gave a “most

probable” dose which ranged from 685 to 1445 rads, (including whole body

radiation) and which was much higher than the 150 rep. figure first used.

Exposure to Residual Radiation

A third general area about which the Committee is concerned will be noted

here. This is the amounts of radiation the Rongelapese, and to a lesser extent

the Utirikese, were exposed to after being returned to their islands. There was

radioactivity remaining from the “Bravor’ shot in 1954 which was taken up into

the ecological systems of the atolls and also additional radiation of these

areas from later nuclear weapons tests. As noted earlier, the Rongelapese

were kept from their island over three years and the Utirikese three months.

The Rongel.apese were returned on June 29, 1957, three years, three months and

26 ciays after they had been evacuated. Previous to their return, Holmes and

Narver, at a cost of $348,375 to the AEC, had constructed a new village on

Rongelap. However, it was virtually impossible to remove the radioactivity

in the soil, plants, and crabs on the land and from the fish, and other fauna

and flora of the lagoon.

In addition, the Rongelapese and Utirikese were exposed to radiation

after their return as a result of additional tests in the area, especially

from the “Redwing” series

in the megaton range. As

the J3NL three-year report

which included the.explosion of thermonuclear bombs

to the residual radiation remaining from “Bravo”,

indicated that from external sources “the dose rate

at the time of repatriation (July 1957) would be less than 30 mrlweek and at
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the end of the first year the accumulated dose would probably not exceed 0.5

rem with lower doses in succeeding years.” (p. 21) As to internal contami-

nation, the report stated that if land crabs “(which selectively concentrate

5r90) were eliminated from the diettl a value which “has been considered

allowable by the U.S. National Academy of Sciences report.”

Despite these reassuring assumptions, the Committee takes no great

pleasure in noting the results of subsequent tests and examinations which

indicated that body burdens of radioactivity in the Rongelapese did increase

and remain relatively stable over a period of years as a result of fresh fallout.

The BNL five and six year report indicated that body burdens of cesium 137 had

increased by 60 times during the first year after the Rongelapese had been

retu’rned, and that strontium 90 increased by some 20 times. Even as late as

1960 the cesium levels had risen from 14.1 muC, in 1959, to 14.7 muC and was “300

time the mean of that of the medical team carrying out the study (0.048) (p. 42,

seven year report). Undoubtedly a major factor in returning the Ro’ngelapese

before testing had ended was the desire of the people themselves to go home,

plus the realization that the longer they stayed on Eijit the more their later

life patterns would be changed. One of the Committee’s consultants estimated

roughly that the Rongelapese had received no more than a three percent increase

in additional radiation from residual radioactivity and fallout from recent

tests. Flealso estimated that such a small amount was not likely to be harmful.

While the Committee is inclined to agree with this assumption -- and it is just

that , an assumption -- it is also disinclined to agree for reasons previously

mentioned but which are worth repeating at this point. The Committee believes

that basically “all ionizing radiation . . .is harmfu”l,” and thus any additional
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exposure -- even of 1 UUC -- should have been avoided at all costs for two

reasons: 1. many of the exposed persons had already been exposed to near

lethal doses of radiation, and 2. data on the effects of low doses like those

received from residual radiation are virtually nonexistent. Thus to assume

small additional amounts will not be harmful

statistics which support such an assumption.

is to do so in the absence of

In connection with this, there

is also no known data on the effects of subsequent irradiation of persons

already exposed to near-lethal doses or of persons who after exposure

constantly lived in a radioactively-contaminated environment. In this, the

Rongelapese and Utirikese are unique -- for unlike the Japanese and Americans,

since returning to their home islands, they have continually lived in a mildly

radioactive environment.

Aspects of Findings Over the Past 18 Years

The Special Joint Committee, through the courtesy of Dr. Robert A. Conard

of BNL, has had available to it copies of most of the reports and articles

published by that institution under contract to the Atomic Energy Commission.

As mentioned earlier, they are quite extensive in scope and detail as well as

being, for the most part, very technical in nature. Rather than review each

report individually, however, the Committee has chosen to study only certain

of the medical aspects of the annual examinations, to wit: effects on the

blood cells, genetic effects, miscarriages, stillbirths, fertilitY) growth

and development, effects on the thyroid, and miscellaneous considerations.
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Effects on the Blood

Aside from initial acute effects on the blood

causing the number of certain kinds of blood cells

of the exposed people,

to drop dramatically to

dangerously low levels, there were found to be other effects

themselves debilitating, were an indication of what are most

changes made by ionizing radiation. These may or may not be

which, while not

likely permanent

indicators of

diseases which could develop in the future, like leukemia. Some of the

changes noted in studies of blood from exposed persons included lower white

blood cell counts than those of unexposed persons. According to the 1969

report, this “implies a residual radiation effect on the bone marrow.” In

other words, either from both the initial whole body radiation, andior later

90 being deposited in the bone,internal contamination, by such elements as Sr

the ability of the marrow to produce these cells has been affected. Other

abnormalities and aberrations found in elements of the blood included:

“An alteration in the myeloid-erythroid ratio (increased red cell
precursors, presence of cells with abnormal chromatin material and
double nuclei, and also increased mitosis. Examination of peripheral
blood smears revealed increased numbers of atypical lymphocytes in
the exposed people and an unexplained increase in these forms in the

children of exposed parents. Also , chromosome studies at 10 years
post exposure revealed a high incidence of aneuploid cells and 2-hit
aberrations in the blood of-the exposed group.”- (p. 47)

Of particular interest is the fact that the blood of the children

parents, who were themselves not exposed, is also showing unusual

lymphocytes. Two possible reasons for these changes are 1. the

of exposed

forms of

irradiation

of the parents caused damage in the genetic material of the sex, or germ cells

which were then passed on to the children who, in turn, produce mutated forms

of the cells, or 2. by virtue of their living in a radioactively-contaminated

environment -- even though the levels are alleged to be within the tolerance
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of human beings -- the residual radioactivity, while small, has been sufficient

to cause these observed abnormalities. So far as it is known, no genetic

studies of germ cell material has ever been made in the Marshallese affected,

therefore, it will be difficult, if not impossible, to connect any possible

future developments in later generations with exposure of their,antecedents.

Since this is an important aspect both scientifically, and in a practical sense

for the health and peace of

difficult to understand why

on material concerning this

following this one.

mind of the exposed persons, the Committee finds it

no such studies have been made. Further elaboration

aspect will be developed in the section immediately

Genetic Studies

In the three year report of 1957, the pattern was set for the rest of the

reports concerning the possibility and desirability of doing genetic studies

on the exposed Marshallese. It was stated that genetic studies of children of

exposed Japanese in Hiroshima and Nagasaki “failed to show any significant

abnormalities.” The report further stated that no abnormalities had been

found in the 13 children born of exposed Marshallese since the fallout occurred.

The report then listed three reasons why genetic studies would be both desirable

and “fruitful”, i.e.:

“l) The people live together as a unit and thus are easily available
from yc:ar to year for study. 2) They appear to be a rather homogeneous
race anthropologically, having lived in the Marshall Islands for about

2000 years with little outside intercourse. Intermarriage for such a
period of time tends to produce genetic homogeneity. Height, skin color,
and features are fairly uniform. 3) Consanguinous marriages are
prevalent . . . and have produced a backlog of ‘bad’ genes as evidence
by the high incidence of congenial abnormalities. Radiation induced
mutations would be likely to be reinforced by such marriages.” (p. 20)
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Even in consideration of all these aspects favorable to such a study, the

concluding paragraph in that section of the report listed a single reason for

not conducting such studies.

“In spite of these factors, the small numbers of people involved in
this study (compared to the large numbers in the Japanese studies)

make it unlikely that these studies will be fruitful.”

In effect, then, the exposed Marshallese because of the three factors mentioned,

represent an almost ideal group to study for genetic effects with the exception

of the overriding factor that the group is too small in number for any develop-

ments to be statistically significant. While the Committee is appreciative of

the constraints imposed by both the rules and mechanics which govern the

statistical analysis -- it believes that there are more than just statistical

significance, accuracy, or validity at stake here, viz., the overriding considera-

tion in these studies should be the concern for the future welfare and peace of

mind of those persons exposed and their descendants. The Committee believes that

the arguments for having such studies far outweight the arguments against such.

They are:

1. An absence of observed abnormalities in first generation children (in

Japan) does not preclude the possibility of later developments in either the

second or third generations. This is possibly indicated by the fact that

children of exposed Marshallese exhibit blood cell abnormalities.

2. Data on Japanese possibly may not be relevant since almost all

exposures were external, one-time and primarily due to neutron and gamma rays.

The Marshallese were exposed to a considerable amount of radiation from

internal contamination from long-lived fission products, over a longer period

of time.
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3. The assumption that it would be “unlikely” that such studies would be

fruitful, does not rule out the possibility of their actually being fruitful.

Should such studies in fact yield no information, that in itself is a finding,

and would give some comfort to future descendants of those exposed.

. 4. The earlier caseS of thyroid abnormalities, and the later development

of one case of acute myelogenous leukemia tend to reinforce the assumption

that other kinds of late effects may develop. Since studies of germ cells

would add to the general knowledge of either indicators or actual mechanisms

connected with these diseases, the information in itself is valuable. That is

to say, the more data at hand not only help to indicate whether a person

contracts a disease as a result of irradiation, but may also indicate how the

disease developed, and whether it is one that can be predicted or

transmitted.

5. While the one death from leukemia which has occurred may

genetically

not be

statically significant, and while in no way can it pathologically be proven

that this disease was related to the patient’s exposure, it would seem to be

almost impossible to state the converse, that the case of leukemia was not

caused by the person’s irradiation. All the circumstances and evidence would

tend to support a connection. It would take the appearance of only one more

such case for the connection to be conclusive.

The Committee is, conversely, aware that there are certain monetary and

sociological factors involved, which have not yet been touched. This will be

mentioned in later discussion. For the record, however, the Committee is of

the disposition that if a decision to do or not to do something in this case

is a matter of statistics, or general health and welfare of the people, it

.
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would prefer to “err” in favor of humanitarian concerns rather than on that of

statistical data.

6. During the hearings on the effects of fallout on man in the United

States Congress, a recurrent refrain was the lack of the effect of low doses

of radiation on human beings.

repeated in the annual reports

These statements belie another refrain consistently

to justify the less extensive examination of the

Utirikese, namely, due to the small amount of radiation they supposedly received.

Considering that it i.sacknowledged by experts on the subject, both within and

without the AEC, that in terms of genetics, any dose of radiation is ultimately

harmful, it is difficult to understand why the annual surveys of the Utirikese

are not equivalent to those of their neighbors in the eastern chain of the

Marshalls. Again, perhaps, the supposed importance of “statistical significance”

is the reason. The Committee is basically not in agreement with this position,

and would rather see the people of Utirik receive more

frequent examinations.

comprehensive and more

Miscarriages, Stillbirths, and Fertility

There were some reports which discounted the possibility that long term

effects would appear, because they supposed that internal contamination had

been small. Some reports discounted or minimized the possibility that exposure

of women to irradiation had caused miscarriages. The two reasons for the

latter view were: (1) lack of statistical data, and (2) inability to examine

the “products”, that is, fetuses delivered, because

or aware of the miscarriage. The three year report

no doctor

indicated

was available

that, despite

one miscarriage and two infant deaths according to limited statistics, “this
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incidence does not seem greater than that in unexposed F{arshallese people.”

(p. 18) This statement was revised somewhat in the five and six year report

after review of a table summarizing information concerning 1958 pregnancy

- terminations. The table showed that exposed Rongelap women had fewer live

births, more miscarriages without live births, fewer recorded

more women with one or more, or two or more miscarriages, and

terminating in miscarriages than an unexposed control group.

pregnancies,

more pregnancies

Especially

significant was the fact

pregnant had one or more

the same period had only

that 41 percent of exposed Rongelap women who were

miscarriages , while unexposed Rongelap women during

28 percent of pregnancies end in miscarriages. The

report noted that ‘“The date on pregnancy terminations . . . also show an

increased incidence of miscarriage in the exposed group.”

As to stillbirths and miscarriages in general, when the people themselves

were questioned, they seemed to feel that there was an increase. On Rongelap,

in particular, the people mentioned four instances of unusual cleliveries after

the bomb: one woman (supposedly irradiated during the first three months)

delivered a “grape-like” mass; another (supposedly irradiated at nine months)

delivered a baby whose brains were outside of the skull; another woman’s baby

was born with a deformed leg and later died; and a fourth woman (irracliated at

five months On Ailinginae) delivered a baby whose eyes protruded from its

head, making it look like an “octopus.” A check of health records later

indicated that the baby with the deformed leg whose mother was said to have

been irradiated

time had passed

something to do

since no doctor

at nine months, was born on August 17, 1960. Since so long a

since the inciden~, it is possible that faulty memory has

with these stories –– however, it is equally possible that

was available to examine these stillbirths and reportecl
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abnormalities at the time of delivery, that they

perhaps due to irradiation of one or more of the

As to fertility, the final word was

which said that “It is entirely possible

may have occurred shortly after exposure

written

did, indeed, occur and were

parents.

in the three year report

that a temporary loss of fertility

in some of the people.” This

possibility, however, according to the report, will never

the oft-mentioned lack of “satisfactory vital statistics”

be known because

and because the

of

numbers of individuals are too small to reach any definite conclusions.

Rather, in consideration of the evidence of temporary sterility induced in

Japanese fishermen as found by Kumatori, the Committee believes that

“entirely possible” should be changed to “almost certainly.” Aside from the

increased incidence of stillbirths and miscarriages recorded in early years~

there appear to be no long term effects in this area. One possibility which

cannot be entirely discounted is the likelihood that there were even more

stillbirths and miscarriages not reported and tha~ it is likely some of them

were caused by irradiation of one or more of the parents.

Growth and Development

Of particular interest to the Committee were the survey findings connected

with growth

as early as

weeks after

retardation of exposed children. This development was acknowledged

the 1956 report which recorded weight loss during the first six

exposure in persons under 16 years of age. (p. 22) The 1957

report at three years expressed the sense, as the reports do with many areas,

that it is “difficult to evaluate the effects of the radiation exposure on

growth and development because of the small numbers of children involved.”

(p. 18) Weight and height differences in children 4-10 years old were
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inconclusive, although “bone development studies seep to indicate a sligh~

degree of retardation in the exposed groupl” (p. 18) The report discounted

the possibility that such retardation was due to internal absorption of

isotopes, or due to external beta activity. Uhat seemed most likely was that

since the children were smaller and thinner than adults, they received higher

amounts of penetrating radiation than adults and that this, while not enough

to affect the bone itself, may have affected some horm~ne-producing gland,

such as the thyroid, which then affected growth. These tentative findings were

further complicated as noted in the four year report which stated that a slight

lag in development of some chi.1.drenwas being reevaluated since there was

“uncertainty in the ages of some of the children.” (p. 28) The five and six

year report indicated continuing difficulty in trying to determine ~he exact

ages of some of the children. Despite this “It was noted, however, that in the

6-year chronological a~e group three boys and one girl out of five boys and

girls exposed to radiation were markedly retarcled in skeletal maturation.”

(p. 20) This report concluded

“It might be speculated from these limited obs~rvation.s that tl~esc

cl~ilclrenwere exposed to radiation at a particularly vulnerable age
and that the resulting retardation in osscclus clevelopment led to
L_ailure in statural growth. on the other lI<InCl, it is not possible

to exclude completely the po.s.sibili.tythat sorer pl-ocess unrelated to

radiation dama,ge was responsible for the retardation in skeletal
development. “ (p. 23)

This hesi~ancy to ascribe grow~h retardati(>n to tileeffects of radiat:

may have stemmed rrom ear].y newspaper reports which indicated that the peel

two

on ,,

1.e

had been severely stuntecl by their expos~lre. This W:]S indicated in the 1957

congressional hearings on fal.Lout by Dr. Cronkite who had participated in the

first survey and Wtlo is a senior member of the BNL staff today.
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“There does appear to be a statistical evidence suggestive of slight

impairment of growth and development as measured by a comparison of

height and weight in the control and exposed children. You cannot

look at these children and pick out any abnormalities.

“I would like to comment on this rather emphatically, because of the

headlines that I saw a few minutes ago. There is no gross stunting
of the growth. It can only be detected by a careful statistical
anlaysis of the data, by taking measurements of height and weight.”

(p. 51)

The seven year report repeated the same information as the earlier two

year report, addins that studies were not yet completed to determine the ages

of certain children. The eight year report dealt extensively with growth

retardation

This report

the fallout

noting several cases where growth was “significantly” retarded.

also noted that ‘:Itwas interesting that the boys born soon after

had more retarded skeletal ages than those born more recently.”

(p. 21) l’he section concluded that the differences “were not statistically

significant and the data available at this time WOLIICLnot support any

conclusion concerning factors related to the retardation of ske].etal maturity

in these boys.” (p. 21) [emphasis added]. The nine and ten year report was

more conservative in nature. It notecl:

“The slight retardation of growth in the male children who were exposed
when (less than) five years of age as comparecl with unexposed males of

the same age suggests that radiation may be a causal factor although

possible mechanisms are not clear.”

l’erhaps, due to the not amazing but unsuspected development of thyroid

nodules in the Rongelapese during the tenth examination (1964), a little

attention was given immediately to growth development. ‘1’henext report ciealing

with the eleventh and twelfth examinations (1965 and 1966) however, considered

this area extensively.

During the 19,65 survey, because of the clevelopment of thyroid noclules in

many of the exposecl people, it was decidecl to give thyroici hormone to possibly

help induce regression of the nodules and to also stimulate growuh in the
-.,. ..-
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retarded children.

“Accordingly, at the time of the September 1965 survey, the 55 people
in the more heavily exposed group were started on L-thyroxine at a

daily dose of 0.3 mg to all people (less than) 50 years of age and 0.2

mg to all people (more than) 50.”

Thus it was nearly nine years after discovery of indications of growth

retardation that medication was first administered. The results, especially for

one of the two boys who not only showed marked retardation, but also developed

thyroid function problems, was startling. Cases nos. 3 and 5 showed “definite”

spurts in growth, and there was a “remarkable change in appearance of no. 3

after thyroid hormone therapy for 6 months.” (p. 40)

The thirteen, fourteen and fifteen year report noted that as early as 1964

(ten year report) these two boys “had developed obvious atrophy of the thyroid

glancl with an almost complete loss of thyroid function . . . By this time their

blood had low thyroxine and very high TSH levels. They showed body dysgenesis,

sluggish Achilles tendon reflexes, puffy faces, and dry skin.” (p. 25) For

some reason, however, this was not noted in the 1964 report; in fact, that ‘

report states in a photo caption that “The retarded boy shows no evidence of

hyperthyroidism or skeletal disease clinically, other than markedly delayed

osseous maturation.” (p. 24)

puzzled about how, cluring the

thyroidism and yet in a later

a Wthyroid condition,

[emphasis added] The Committee finds itself

1964 survey, the boy is noted as not having hyper-

report was supposed to have been at that time iu

The implications of these findings and treatment

development will be discussed in the final section of
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Thyroid Abnormalities

Small growths (neoplasms) were felt in the thyroids of three young girls

at 9 and 10 years post exposure. They were subsequently operated upon and

their thyroids totally or partially removed. Since that time in 1963,

operations for thyroid nodules have been performed on 20 people, 17 from the

Rongelap exvosed, one from Ailinginae, one from Utirik, and one person from

Rongelap not exposed to the original fallout. While it is generally

acknowledged that most of these nodules are nonmalignant (not cancerous)

operations were performed for two reasons, (1) to check for possible real:

and (2) for removal based on the fact that the thyroids were no longer

the

gnancy ,

functioning and.to anticipate the possibility of the growths turning malignant

at a later date. In all, four of these nodules were found to have “malignant

lesions” according to a report from Dr. Conard. (See appendix summarizing the

1972 survey).

As explained before, it was known that the thyroids of the persons had

been exposed to doses near or above tolerance. However, especially in the case

of exposed children, the differing size of the thyroid was not taken into

consideration and this resulted in little expectation of later nodule development.

Despite this fact, and probably in consideration of thyroid findings in exposed

Japanese at Hiroshima and Nagasaki, the thyroid was watched carefully in all

of the surveys and various tests were

surgery -- any possible abnormalities

indicate any future possible problems

conducted to try and locate -- short of

These tests, however, failed to

because of the presence of an unusually

high amount of certain chemicals (iodoprotein) i.n the Marshallese compared to

Americans. Thus it was that the eleven and twelve year report commented that:

11/,
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“Minimal hypofunction of the glancl may have been missed in the past,

since the apparently normal PBI (Protein-Bound Iodine) levels may have
been spuriously high, the true thyroxine level being masked by the
elevated iodoprotein component charactersitic of the Marshallese.”

(p. 42) [emphasis added]

While it cannot be stated with any certainty that no new thyroid nodules

be found (two new possible cases were found during the 1972 survey) it is

likely that if they are found, they will be in persons who were less than

ten years of age when exposed, although so

(including one on Utirik) in persons older

older than 10 years (12 years old, exposed

far there have been three cases

than 2@ years and one case in persons

on Ailinginae). This has been borne

out in the case of the Lucky Dragon fishermen who have not developed such

nodules. This may be due to their generally older age (18-39) and possibly due

to the fact that much of their drinlcing water, unlike that of the Marshallese,

may

the

have come from’water tanks not affected by fallout.

AL present, as for the most part in the past, surgery is carried out in

United States by experts in the field, such as Dr. Brow[l DobYns at the

Cleveland Iletropo.litanMemorial Hospital, anclDr.

Clinic . The Committee, however, in reviewing the

of one case, no. 21, who was operated on at the U

Bentley Colcock of the Lahey

reports, takes special note

S. Naval Hospital in Guam

during August of 1964. In Appendix 6, Hospital Summaries of Thyroid Surgical

Cases, eleven and twelve year report, page 96, the summary indicates that “One

parathyroid gland was identified after its pedicle was divicled . . . and this

was implanted in the belly of the

thyroicls were seen, and none were

pathologist.” Later reactions of

right sternomastoid gland. NO other para-

subsequently found in the specimen by the

the patient indicated that the parathyroid
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replantation failed to take and consequently the person must receive medication

for parathyroid function, in adclition to thyroxine for thyroid function for the

rest of her

surrounding

a series of

life. The Committee has asked Dr. Conard about the circumstances

this apparent accidental removal of an unaffected gland, as part of

questions concerning the past medical reports. Because of the

large number of questions (about 100) and the submission during December, 1972,

the answers have not yet been received, but will be included, if relevant, in

subsequent reports by the Committee.

In conclusion, it can be seen that the development of thyroid nodules

which was connected with other conditions (growth retardation) was one of the

important early findings and one which still bears constant watching for the

future health of these people.

Leukemia

During the September, 1972, survey, one 19 year old Marshallese youth

was found to have a low white blood cell count when examined on Rongelap.

This person, Lekoj Anjain, the son of the former Rongelap Magistrate John

Anjain, had been operated on for partial removal of his thyroid gland in

August, 1968. Listed as Rongelap Case no. 54, he was admittecl on August 4,

1.968, to Brookhaven Hospital, and discharged 26 days later on August 30th.

The hospital summary from Brookhaven, signed by Dr. Conard, indicated that he

had “been very inconsistent in taking (thyroxine).” At the end of the summary,

it was noted by Dr. Conard that he was “To continue thyroid hormone therapy

for life. A letter was sent to the Marshallese practitioner in charge of this

patient stressing the importance of continued thyroid hormone treatment.”

(p. 72) According to a communication from Dr. Conard, when last seen in 1971,
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Lekoj “was found to be healthy,”

Majuro with the team because of

However, during this survey he was taken into

the low cell count and there another blood test

was given. This second one showed the count even lower than it had been on

Rongelap. Arrangements were then made to take him to Tripler Army Hospital in

Honolulu, where attempts to get a “successful bone marrow examination” failed

and “we decided to take him back to Brookhaven National Laboratory,” according

to Dr. Conard. There the diagnosis of acute myelogenous leukemia was determined

after which arrangements were made to have Lekoj treated at the National Cancer

Institute, Clinical Center in Bethesda, Maryland, where he was taken on

October 3, 1972. There, on the thirteenth floor of Building No. Ten, on November

15, 1972, 18 years and seven months after his exposure, Lekoj Anjain died of

pneumonia during “attempts to induce remission of his leukemia,” according to a

BNL release of the following day.

This is the first SUCkI case of this type of blood cancer to appear in any

of the Marshallese or Japanese exposed to “Bravo’s” fallout. Whether it is a

single incident, related or unrelated to exposure to ionizing radiation from

fallout, cannot be stated for certain. Future findings, or the lack of such,

will undoubtedly be the determining factor. Needless to say, because of the

higher incidence of leukemia in Japanese exposed to atomic bombs, the situati~n

bears watching with the most careful attention.

Miscellaneous

Since the inception ancl carrying

Considerations

out of the regular annual surveys of the

Rongel.apese and biannual and triannual surveys of the Utirik people, certain

clifficulties connected with the examinations have been noted in the BNL reports.

1.17
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In the three year report these included:

1. The language barrier, although the team was aided by interpreters.

2. Lack of vital statistics concerning births, deaths, etc., which
would help in evaluating medical findings.

3. Related to no. 2 is the unreliability or absence of records of

exact ages of some of the Marshallese.

4. Unhygienic living conditions also complicated the medical picture “
(the presence of parasites, chronic skin diseases, and poor oral
hygiene).

5. Lack of a good comparison, or control group (this was later solved
when a number of Rongelapese and Utirilcese who were not exposed

moved back with the exposed people.)

In all of the subsequent reports, the first three problems are repeatedly

listed as being continuing difficulties. Of special interest were additional

comments regarding the attitudes and questions of the Rongelapese and Utirikese,

which appeared in the five and six year repor~ (1959 survey) and rhe seven

year report (1961 survey). Because these reports are extremely important in

characterizing certain issues connected with the surveys in Lhe past, they

are reproduced here completely, with no summarizing:

From the 1959 report: (P-6)

“ATTITUDES OF RONGIiLAP PEOPLE

“When the team arrived at Rongelap, the magistrate of the village

indicated that there was some confusion and uncertainty in the minds

of some of the people as to the necessity ancl significance of repeated
medical examinations. He thought it wise to call a meeting of the
village people in the council house so that they could ask questions

to help clarify the situation. For the past 5 years during which the
annual examinations have been going on there had been no problem in

maintaining excellent rapport with the people, and, indeed, the relations

of the team members with the Rongelapese were always cordial and friendly.

It was recognized that there was slightly increasing resistance to blood

samplin procedures.
3

Also there was some discontent that, because of the

high Sr 0 content, they were forbidden to eat coconut crabs, which they
consider a delicacy (Figure 4). Since the return of the people to
Rongelap, copra production had not increased to the extent that the Trust

Territory officials had hoped. Consequently, since copra production is

-r 11.s
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the prime source of income, there was some concern over the slowness
with which the people were getting back on their feet economically.

It had become necessary to extend food subsistence beyond the time

originally planned. Fishing was not being carried on as actively as
it should have been.

“At the village meeting the main questions centered around the
necessity for the continued medical examinations in view of statements

on the part of the medical team in the past that the people were

generally in good health. It was difficult to explain to them that,
although they appeared to be in good health and to have recovered

from the acute effects of radiation, very little was known about the
possible late effects of radiation, and continued examinations were

essential in order to detect and treat any untoward effects, should
they arise. The coconut crab problem was brought up again, and the

reasons for prohibiting their consumption carefully explained through

the interpreter. To correct a misconception that several cases of

fish poisoning during the past year had been due to eating radioactive

fish, it was explained that fish poisoning had been going on in these
islands for years and was not connected with radioactivity. After
much discussion, it seemed that the people were satisfied with answers

to the questions, and preparations for the examinations proceeded.

Thereafter complete cooperation and the usual friendly relations
prevailed throughout the stay on the island.

“During the examinations a United Nations team visited Rongelap. A
meeting with the people was held in the church (Figure 5), and many
aspects of the Rongelap situation were discussed. The report of the

UN group was favorable toward the special medical. assistance being
rendered the people.

“Upon completion of the 1959 survey, a meeting was held for the people,

and they were advised that they were found to be generally in good
health with no serious effects of their radiation exposure apparent,

but that continued examinations would be necessary in order to insure

continued good health. They were
oral hygiene and observe sanitary
island .

“Before the team left the
The Navy kinclly furnished
tokens of appreciation of

and from the 1961 repor~ (p.7)

“On arrival, an outrigger
Magistrate of the village,

island ,
a meal,

also advisect to try to improve their
rules to control the flies on the

a party was held for the Rongelapese.
and small gifts were exchanged as

mutual cooperation.”

canoe came alongside the ship with the
who came aboarcl. The objectives of our

visit to Rongel.ap were discussed with him, and it was consiclerect

advisable to hold a village meeting so that the proposed examinations
could b,eexplained to the people and any questions they might have
COUICI be answered.

I
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“During the village meeting, held in the Council House, the medical
examinations to be conducted and the reasons for them were explained.

The people expressed continued concern about the effects of fallout

on their health, but to no greater extent than at meetings during past
surveys. As in the past, they claimed that fish poisoning was related

to the fallout, and said that certain fish have a black spot in their
abdomens, which they believe to be due to radioactivity and to cause
sickness in those eating such fish. It was again explained to them that

fish poisoning was in no way related to the fallout. A new complaint
was that several families had developed inflammation and blistering of
the mouth and upset stomachs from eating arrowroot flour which they felt

was affected by fallout. It was explained that this type of effect has

been noted in other islands when the flour is not properly prepared.
They asked whether coconut crabs could be eaten yet and were told that

these were still not safe but that continuous tests would be carried out

and that they would be informed when the crabs had reached a low enough

level of contamination. This is the only item in their diet which they
are forbidden to eat. Another complaint was that the coconuts were small
and that certain changes had been noted in the coconut and pandanus trees
which they believed resulted from fallout.

“Despite the above complaints the people were very friendly and cooperated
with the examining team in all aspects of the examination that followed.”

No other problems with the examinations or with the people are mentioned in

subsequent reports with two exceptions. There is a brief mention in the eleven

and twelve year report that, “The conditions of field examinations naturally

limit the procedures and methods that can be used.” In the thirteen, fourteen

and fifteen year report it was noted, in connection with the lack of vital

statistics, that “Trust Territory officials are attempting to improve registration

of such data.”

The Committee is particularly interested in these mentions of problems

connected with the attitude of the people being examined. It is noteworthy

that the first such mention in a report

second mention only two years later, at

some of these problems with Dr. Conard,

dealing with the September 1972 survey.

-,, 1 ‘-)(’)

came five years after exposure, and the

seven years. The Committee discussed

as will be mentioned in the section
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Radioactive Coconut Crabs

One of the few anomalies which has resulted from the radioactive fallout

- persists even today. The coconut crabs of Rongelap Atoll, called birgus latro,

or, the robber crab, have retained significant amounts of radioactivity to

this day. This is, in part due to these crabs feeding on material which contains

long lived radioactive isotopes like strontium and cesium. The cesium 137 tends

to concentrate in the muscle of the crab, while the strontium concentrates in

the carapace, or shell (in effect, the strontium locates in the calcium-rich

shell, just as it does in the bones of human beings. The shell of the crab is

actually the outer> or ectoskeleton, the equivalent of the internal human

skeleton. What has made this creature become a dietary item forbidden to the

Rongelapese is the crabs’ habit of eating

sloughed off, or discarded periodically.

a relatively high amount of radioactivity

their own shells which they have

In this manner, they manage to retain

in the shells and thus the Rongelapese

have been told not to eat them. During the 1972 survey, Dr. Conard brought the

Rongelapese what appeared to be good news concerning this crab, rightly

considered by the people to be a delicacy. He told them that the crabs from

Rongelap and a neighboring island could now be eaten at a rate of one per

person per day. The crabs from other islands on the atoll, he indicated, would

still remain on the restricted list until radiological analyses showed that

they were safe to eat.

The

normally

The 1972 Annual Survey of Rongelap and Utirik

events leading up to the delay of the regular 1972 survey which

would have taken place in March of that year, and leading to the
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creation of the Special Joint Committee Concerning Rongelap and Utirik Atolls

of the Congress of Micronesia under public Law No. 4C-33 have already been

outlined in the Committee’s Interim Report of May 16, 1972. However, since only

a limited number of copies (100) of that report were printed, and since other

developments have transpired since that time, the Committee feels a brief

review for background purposes should be included here.

The Interim Report indicated that in 1971, Congressman Ataji Bales in

whose representative district live the Rongelapese, had invited a Japanese

survey team headed by a Dr. Ezaki and a DrHonda to study the victims of the

1954 fallout.

and Utirik had

them properly,

He had invited the team, he said, because the peoples of Rongelap

become suspicious that the AEC-sponsored team was not treating

as indicated in the preceding section. His idea was to invite

the Japanese team in order to provide comparative medical opinions. In November,

1971, Representative Bales attempted to secure permission for the entry of the

Japanese from the Trust Territory Government. By December no answer had been

received, and the Japanese in their impatience to come, entered the Trust

Territory with tourist permits, hoping to straighten out their status after

arrival. No small amount of confusion then ensued. First, the acting Attorney

General ruled that they did not appear to be a bona fide medical survey team

and thus cables flew back and forth between Majuro and Saipan. Finally, the

acting Attorney General reversed his approach and ruled that the group was

indeed a research team, but because they had entered under a tourist permit,

‘ could not change their status and would have to return to Japan. This they did,

without completing any extensive examinations.

On January 26, 1972, during the Second Regular

of Micronesia, in Palau District, Congressman Bales

Session of the Fourth Congress

delivered a speech on the

-.*
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floor of the House of Representatives in which he charged that

had intentionally exposed the people of Rongelap and Utirik to

they were being used as “guinea pigs.” In his remarks he also

the United States

radiation and that

related the fate

of the Japanese group in December and called upon the World Health Organization

to conduct a survey of the people. At this same time, he introduced a bill

which later became P.L. No. 4C-33. The speech caused considerable controversy

which resulted in meetings between the Congressman and the executive branch, in

Palau, where it was agreed that three Japanese doctors would be requested to

accompany the regular Brookhaven survey team. Unfortunately, when the survey

was

Dr.

Dr.

attempted in March only one Japanese doctor, a Dr. Hayakawa, was present.

Toshiyuki Kumatori had also been invited but would arrive late by plan,

Haruo Ezaki who also had been invited, was unable to attend. At that point,

with only one Japanese doctor with the team, and a doctor with little or no

experience in the fields of thyroid or radiation medicine, Congressman Bales

and Congressman Charles Domnick, who represents the people of Utirik, asked

the people not to submit to examination and the survey was cancelled.

On April 14, 1972, House Bill No. 199, H.D.1, automatically became law

without the signature of the High Commissioner and on April 17, 1972, the

three members appointed by the Presiding Officers of the Congress: Senator

Olympio T. Borja, and Representatives Hans Wiliander and Timothy Olkeriil, met

on Saipan for an organizational meeting. Also attending the meeting was

Representative Bales. Senator Borja was elected Chairman and Representative

Bales was appointed by the Cmnrni.ttee to serve as its interpreter/informant .

On April 19, 1972, through former Director of Health Services, Dr. William

Peck, the Committee was honored to meet with the Surgeon General of the United
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States, Dr. Jesse L. Steinfeld, who had come to visit the

see what programs or projects of the Health Education and

could be developed in Micronesia. The Committee was very

Trust Territory to

Welfare Department

impressed by his

open and helpful manner. This was evidenced by his offers to commit the

resources of his office upon request by the Committee to carry out the

following:

1. Assemble a medical survey team from the resources of the United

States Public Health Service which would conduct a survey independent of the

BNL survey; and continue conducting the annual examinations in the future, if

requested.

2. Provide a qualified medical consultant to the Special Joint Committee

from PHS. (This consultant would later accompany the Committee to Rongelap

and Utirik and also accompany the Committee during the completed 1972 survey

in September).

3. Field a radiological survey team which could study radiation levels

at Bikini and Enewetok Atolls before the people were returned to them.

On Saipan, the Committee was also pleased to later meet, through Dr.

Peck, Dr. Knud Knudsen, of Brookhaven National Laboratory. Dr. Knudsen had

chosen to take his sabbatical from BNL by being stationed for one year on

Kwajalein, Marshall Islands, so that he could do a follow-up examination of

the people on Rongelap and Utirik and check the accuracy of vital statistics.

Also, most of his time would be spent on Ebeye, helping out at the Trust

Territory health facility there.

By May 16, 1972, the Committee had issued its Interim Report as called

for by the public law. Among the points and recommendations made in that

report were:

., . .“
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1. The sense that the health of the people of Rongelap and Utirik were

of “utmost importance,’1

2. An agreement with the High Commissioner that a doctor from the World

Health Organization and Dr. Ezaki from Japan shoud accompany the Brookhaven

team at “the earliest date possible,” and recommended the addition of an

American doctor from the U.S. Public Health Service.

3. The Committee would seek medical consultants from Japan and the U.S.

4. The Committee would make a trip to Japan to study treatment of A-bomb

survivors , and make a trip in July to the islands of Rongelap and Utirik in

the Marshall Islands District.

By the end of July the Committee had completed its travel and in

conjunction with the High Commissioner’s Office had requested the presence

of four consultants to travel with the Brookhaven team on behalf of the

Corixnitteeas soon as possible.

These consultants were: Dr. Haruo Ezaki, Dr. Toshiyuki Kumatori, Dr.

William S. Cole of the U.S.P.H.S. , who had traveled with the Committee to the

Marshalls in July, and Dr. E.E. Pochin, Director of the British Medical

Research Council’s Department of Clinical Research at the University College

Hospital “~dical School, London, England. Dr. Pochin, while not representing

the World Health Organization directly, had worked as a consultant to it

previously and was recommended by WHO. Contact was also established with Dr.

Conard of Brookhaven, who subsequently indicated approval by his institution

and the AEC of the consultants accompanying the team and

dare of September 7, 1972. Despite some apprehension on

Committee that some of the consultants would not be able

proposed a starting

the part of the

to handle the reel
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tape involved by that date, all of them were able to arrive on schedule.

At 15:00 hours on September 9, 1972 (1.ocal time) the Brookhaven team,

the Committee members and staff, and the Committee’s consultants departed

- Ebeye aboard the MfV Militobi, Captain Willie M. Poznanski, Master. The

ship arrived at Rongelap at 07:00 hours (local time) on September 10, 1972.

Dr. Conarcl was a Navy Captain (now Commander) at the time he participated

in the first survey in 1954. Since 1957 he has headed the annual medical

surveys. On this particular trip his colleagues includecl: Dr. Knud Knudsen

of Brookhaven, Dr. Larsen, a thyroid specialist, Dr. Wataru W. Sutow, a

pediatrician from M.D. Anclerson Hospital, University of Texas, and Dr.

Austin Lowery, U.S.A. (ret.). Providing technical assistance to the BNL

team were Doug Clareus, William A. Scott, and Mike Makar of Brookhaven.

From the Trust Territory were Dr. Ezra Riklon, Dr. Jetton Anjain, Dental

Qfficer, Kimura Riklon, Dental Aide, Assistant Medical Repair Specialist

Kosan[; l[izutoni, Laboratory Technicians Sebio Shoniber and Nelson Zetika,

and Joe Saul, Health Aide.

By previous arrangement with Dr. Cona~d, the Committee’s medical team

ate, slept, and worked with the other members of the crew in their quarters

and facilities on Rongelap. They consist of a trailer which is a combination

mess hall and X-ray room, an A-frame sleeping quarters, a building which houses

a jeep, trailer and small bulldozer, along with a 40 kw generator, and another

large trailer used for examinations, and a small trailer in which blood samples

are taken and prepared.

The Committee, in order not to interfere with the normal routine of the

team,ate and slept aboarcl the Militobi and only made trips to the j.sland in
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order to briefly observe the activities of the team or to meet with the people

of Rong,elap.

Later that day arrangements were made to have a meeting with the people

of the island at 6:30 p.m. At that meeting the purpose of the Committee’s

accompaniment of the team, and the presence of the consultants was explained.

The Committee asked the people, for their own health and welfare, to cooperate

with the examinations. The consultants then introduced themselves. Dr. Conard

talked about the work they would be doing and introduced the doctors on his

team. He made three announcements: (1) sick call would be at 8:00 a.m.

every morning; (2) a feast would be held the following night and at the same

time (3) a movie would be shown. He also announced that due to radiological

analysis of crabs talcen last year, the people of Rongelap would be able to

eat the crabs from Rongelap and Arbar islands at the rate of one crab per

person per clay. Then he opened the meeting to questions.

One questioner stated that they wanted someone to look after them all the

time ancl they hoped that full responsibility woulcl be given to the AEC to do

this . Dr. Conard replied that Dr. Knudsen was stationed on Kwajalein for a

year . He said he hoped this practice could be maintained all the time, but

that it was difficult to find doctors willing to come out and do such work.

Another questioner asked why, if the team is really interested in their

hea.Lth, there is only one examination a year. Dr. Conard replied that “\de

are cloing our best uncler the circumstances.”

A last questioner askecl why there was only one crab per person per day

allowed. Were ~hey still raclioac~ivc? Dr. Conard repliecl that, “yes, they

were, but only slightly, and that they would take some back this year from

Eniaetok to see if they COUIC1 be cieclareclsafe.

]:>7
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On Tuesday, September 12, it was decided that the team would not clepart

the following day, but on ‘rhursclay. That evening a Eeast, hosted by the IINL

team was given for the Rongelapese. Doctor Conarcl and his crew and the

Committee’s consultants manned the serving line for the people and passed c~ut

the food prepared by the team. It consisted of hot dogs, beans, rice, orange

juice, sashimi, donuts, and coconuts.

On Wednesday, September 13, the Committee met informally with the island’s

magistrate. During the discussion the following points were brought out.

While the people have learned to expect the team in March and are usually

informed ahead of time they are never asked for permission to let the team

come on the island. Relative to this, the team never meets with the magistrate .

and the council, but rather calls an is.1.andmeeting. l;sually, they are asked

to provide some local food, but were not asked this time. Finally) they are

usually told the same things: there will be sick call; there will be a feast;

there will be a movie. The Committee then made arrangements

magistrate and council the following morning at 9:30 a.m. at

Church. The points made during the meeting were:

to meet with the

the Protestant

1. The people would like the doctor who is on Kwajalein to be stationed

on Rongelap.

2. The people question whether or not the crabs are safe to eat since

there is still a limitation. Many people still. CIOnot eat killer clams Loclay

because they were apparently told not to do so upon tl~ei.rreturn to the i.slancl

in 1957. They would like someone to come and study the so.iL, plants, trees,

fish, etc., to tell them if these things are really safe to eat,
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3. Some people expressed their ~cneral feeling abo~lt Lhe survey. They

said that th~ general attitude is the same as in the past. They (the team)

come and do as they uant. one person said that he is afraicl of Dr. Conard.

Tile general feelinp. is that tile team acts a-s though they own the island when

the~lcome for the survey.

At 14:30 ~~ith everyone aboard, the }~ilitobi departecl Rongelap for Utirik.

I-’nknownto t!leCommittee, youn~ Lekoj Anjain ~las also aboard. [!nknown to

Lekoj, as the ship left the lagoon and Ronselap fell from. si~ht, it vould be

the last time he {.70”u1cIever see his home.

The ‘!ilitobi weighed anchor at Utirik Is].anrlat 10:30 on September 15,

1972, after Captain Poznanski had guic?cd it throup.h the treacherous passa~e

in the atoll’s reef. A meetinF with the maf<istrate and people of Utirik was

arrangecl and helcl at 17 :30 hours.

A brief statement was made by the Committee and its consultants were

introduced Dr. Conarcl then die! the same ancl introd~lceclthe members of his

team. lle announced that there WOU1.CIbc a claily sick call., that there WOU1(I

be a movie, and that there would be a party before they left. The Committee

then asked if there were any c[uestions from the people.

One questioner asked Dr. Collard if the people still had rac{ioaetivity in

their boclies. Dr. Conard replied that all people have radioactivity in Lhc’ir

bodies, that the people of Utirik rcceivecl a small amount of rndioacti.vi.ty

from fallout, ancl tha~ the amount that they have is hel.ow the amount that is

hazardous to man.

A second questj.on was: HOW did the people of Utirik compare with the

peopl.c of Ronfiel.ap? n]:. Conard ex!>l.ainec{Ehat the Ron.gelapese receivc~ abo~lt
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175 racls and the i!tiril:cse,14. l\any people. in the U.S., he saicl, receive as

much (lS I/l~ac!s in ~ normal medical exarlination.

On the next clay, Saturcl<~y,September 16, 1972, the CommitLee met informally

with one. of the island leaders. ‘l’hediscussion

cluestion of compensation. It I.:asnoted that th.

were Lo have a partv wi th the team. Tile people

they want the party. The c!uestion was askec!

answer was , “!Jcll, Lhere is fooc~, so ve go.”

askccl’? l’h~?reply L;~S, “NO, llOt CI>OLl;7h.”

if

centered prin.irlly arounci the

s []as Only the second tine they

it \JilSnoted, are not asked i[

they liked the p~rties and the

h!as there cnou~h food, he was

On ?lonclay,September 18,

ilfccrnoon. lle explained that

wl)o woulci be traveling on the

the Cclmrnitteemet with Dr. Conard in the

Lhere ~~ere some people from Ronf!elap and Utirik

ship because of “general medical. findings” and

who wou]ci bc LreaLc!c\i!~)fajuro. Ilestated Lhat there were no new [inclin~s

sine-c’thcl last complete survev in 1969 (of llLirik). }Ic nlso added that

[:c:”~~:]] sani LaLion on the islancls IJaS poor, that the hea]tl] aicle was sl~ort of

meclicinc (tllrre was not even aspirin on :.~ajuro,he notecl), and Lhat Dr. Ezra

Rikl.on was tryin~. Lo implement a procedure of havinr a standardized list of

dru[;s which ccILIlcibe Cllcci<e(i011 every field trip.

‘!’i~QCommittee: tilcllcliscusseclseveral matters with Dr. Conard.

iie\Ias asked if he Lilouzlltthat !)r. Knucisen would he able to stay one or

~\J() \JC?i2kS 011 l{oll,f’c]ilp allci (!Lil”ili. i)r. Conarcj noteci that Knudsen woul~’ be

Lravelin: to the islands on the field trip ship and WOUIC1 look at the people

COL-L-acii(lti,onancl ocher prohienjs. liewas asked if AllC C,L-Rroolchaven COUI.C1

COl)LillLIClli)iSprop.Yam. Dr. Conarci sai.cihe cioubted it, since it would be
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difficult to recruit someone to do this. The doctor

good to have Neclical Officers of the Trust Territory

techniques of examination and sent out on field trip

was asked if it would be

trained in certain

vessels to give the same

kind of attention as Dr. Knudsen. Dr. Conard replied in the affirmative.

. Dr. Conard was then informed that the Rongelapese still had reservations..

about eating the coconut crab. He reiterated that the quota was based on the

assumption that no one would eat more than the equivalent of one per day per

person and that tests had shown that it would be safe to eat them. He was

further advised that the people are still afraid to eat the killer clams. He

expressed amszement over this and indicated that he had never heard that they

had been on the restricted list.

He was asked if the people were dutifully takin~ their thyroid medicine

and has response was that by and large they were, but some of the teenagers

were not very consistent.

TO the question of why the team had studied the people of Likiep in 1969,

Dr. Conard replied that it was for the purpose of gatherjnF baseline information

about the thyroid in the !~arshalls.

The doctor was also asked if he believed the people of RonF,elap and Utirik

were normal today, ]{e resnonded that there is very little difference between

the people of the two islands today except for early acute effects, and a

slight increase in miscarriages. Other than the clevelopment of thyroid nodules,

their illnesses are the same. “Of course,” Ileaddrcl, “we don’t know what will

b~ppen in the future, and that is why we keep returning each year.”

l~inally, hc was asked if he heard the same kincls or questions from the

people durinS each survey. }Ienoted that he did, ancl that they must have
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failecl in some way because of communication problems, perhaps because of the

language barrier.

That evening a party was Riven similar to the one in RonRel.ap. A~ter tilal

a movie about Dr. Conard and the people of Ronpclap was shown. It was

produced at the expense of a c\ruS conoany which manufactures the kincl of thyro

medicine taken by the llarshall.ese.

The next day, the Committee met with the magistrate and the council of

)

cl

Utirik and discussed some of the information it hat! talked about with Dr. Conard.

At 12:30, Tuesday, September 19, the }!ilitobi departed Utirik for ‘tajuro,

arriving there the next day at 14:00 hours.

While the examinations were goinZ on in the

met with officials of the Office of the District

!Iajuro hospital, the Committee

Administrator. On Thursday,

Dr

co

Kurnatori and Dr. Ezaki departed ror Japan, via Saipan, and on Saturday, Dr.

e and Dr. ]>ochin departed ?lajuro for their homes.

On Sunday, September 24, the Comr}ittee met with the pec>ple of Rongc

and Utirik livinF, on ~lajuro, cluring which tjrlc the results of the survey

explained to the people. Ry September 27, 1972, all merbers of the Comrn

had departed !{ajuro as Dr. Conarcl ancl his team nreparecl LO return to the

United States.

ap

were

ttee
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“On March 1, 1954, an experimental

was exploded at the U.S. Atomic Energy

thermonuclear device

Commission’s Eniwetok

Proving Grounds in the Marshall Islands. Following the

detonation, unexpected changes in the wind structure

deposited radioactive materials on the inhabited atolls and

on ships of Joint Task Force #7...”

---Statement of Charles L. Dunham, M.D., Director,

Division of Biology and Medicine, AEC, 1956

5010400
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“GUINEA PIGS” OR VICTIMS OF CIRCUMSTANCE?

The Event

Were the Rongelapese and their neighbors used as are guinea pigs in

laboratory experiments? Did tl~eUnited States of America intentionally

cause 239 Marshallese to be exposed to deadly radioactive fallout in order

to study the effects on human beings? Or did the incident which occurred

as a result of the March 1, 1954, test simply come shout from the often-

stated “unexpected shift of wind”? The Special Joint Committee believes

that the answers are more complex than can be implied in a single statement.

Although consideration of this subject area is not sl>ecifically a part of the

Committee’s mandate under Public Law No. 4c-33, it believes that since the

issue was raised and given great publicity and since it

intertwined with the work of the Committee, the subject

broached and discussed. furthermore, the Committee has

a great quantity of information and data, much of which

question, and some of which has never been widely known,

is inextricably

deserves to be

had available to it

pertains to tile

a situation the

Committee wishes to correct by including it i.nthis report.

Location

Bikini (and later Enewetok) was an ideal test site for nuclear weapons.

It suited all necessary specifications: it was within 1,000 miles of an

airfield which could hantile a B-29, there was no continuously heavy weather

and no extreme cold, it offered an anchorage large enough for test ships and

support vessels, it was far from densely populated areas, fishing zones,

coastal waters and ship~)ing lanes. Two other requirements were also met in

choosing Bikini: although inhabited, t}~e islands could be evacuated without

causing hardship to a “large number of inhabitants” (~~, ~.22) and perha!?s most

importantly it was under control of the United States (originally under the Navy,
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and later under a strategic trusteeship) .

Originally Bikini was used to test the effects of atomic weapons On

naval vessels or the effects over, on, or below the ocean. Later , as more

information was compiled, tests were carried out in Nevada. The Pacific

proving Ground, as it was known, was later reserved for an even more important

role, that of being a test area for the first })ydrogen devices, As noted by

Dr, Gordon M. Dunning of t!~eDivision of Biology and Science of the MC during

Congressional hearings in 1957: “several measures have been used to reduce

the radioactive fallout off the test site, First, of course, only small nuclear

devices are tested at Nevada” (uZ, I.. 1).No weapons i]]the megaton range were

ever tested on or near the continental United States. All thermonuclear weapons

were either tested in or above the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans.

Public Relations and Safety Te.ms

Testing in Plevada was accompanied by intensive public relations work

by the AEC and meteorological surveys. During the ]~earings in the U.S. Congress,

L)r. Dunning described some of the public relations work carried out:

“The off-site monitoring Frogram during Operation Plumbob (Spring 1957)

illustrates the cxtenslve system organized not o]lly to take numerous

radiological measurements hut also to provi.cleclose liaison with the
citizens of nearl>y communities. The Atomic Energy Commission and’ the

United States Public [Iealth Service jointly organized a program wherein
the areas around the test site are mapped out into 17 zones. A tec}]nically

qualified man has heen assigned to live in each zone. l:iscluties consist

not only of normal monitoring activities but also, I>rior to and during the

text series, of learning the communities and far,~iliesin his zone, to know
the people and having them know l~irn. In addition to t}le 17 zone commanders,
as they arc called, there are O r,]obilemonitoring teams o]) call to qo to
any locality to assist if needed to travel to areas outside tile 17 zones.”

The public relations work in these communities involved public discussions

and s’nowing of films (for more detailed information, see Appendix No. 6).

Information from the AEC in the 1957 )]earings notes that “Practically every
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person throughout the off-site area saw at least one film and listened to

at least one discussion by monitors. This was accomplished through civic

clubs , schools and PTA and other groups.” According to the AEC, one person ‘

in a town which had been shown the AEC movie “Atomic Energy,” attended by

sixty persons, had remarked,” There must be some fine people at the test site,

since they were taking such Ijrecautions even in a small place like Goldfield.”

Several thousand miles to the west of Golclfield, Nevada, ~las the pacific

Proving” Grounds (PPG) . What information that has been made available to the

Committee indicates that there was no public relations policy for the

Marshallese. There were no monitors living i.nthe villages, attending PTA

meetinqs and church services, or showing movies about Atomic Energy to the

people. There were, however, emergency instructions to be followed in case

of fallout contaminating the islands. It is reproduced here because of its

relatively short length,

“RADIOACTIVE FALJ..OUTAND ITS EFFECTS ON MAN 475

“RADSAFE EMERGEIJCY INSTRUCTIONS FOR PQPULATED ISLANDS

“l. The commander, JTF-7, has designated a representative for each
off-site location outside the PPG. For the populated islands near the PPG,
the representative is re~ponsibl= for tie radiological safety of the 10Cal

Population and the members of the task force.
“2. The representative of the task force commander is provided guidance

as follows:

(a) The 14arshallese macjistrate and irou if on hand and the
Marshallese health aid and council on each atoll or island should be
assured that every precaution ]~as been taken to prevent exposure of

the natives to radiation hazards resulting from fallout.

(h) The representative will consult with the local magistrate to

insure that a method exists Whereby all residents of an atoll may be
summoned to a central location and evacuated by air or water transportation
if a fallout emergency exists. A fallout emergency will be determined by

the commander, JTF-7; however, the local representative will assume that

a fallout emergency exists at such time as radiological survey instruments,

when held at a position 3 feet above the ground, indicate a rate Of 1 r./hr.

(c) Should evacuation by air be necessary, baggage will be limited

to that which each individual can carry or approximately 50 pounds. Whether

evacuation is achieved by sea or air, no animals will be evacuated. A

tabulation of animals left behind should be made as soon as possible to

1
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insure the accuracy of claims against the Government.

(d) The local magistrate should be informed that in event of an

unforeseen emergency, doctors will be flown from the United States by
special airlift to care for local inhabitants who will be evacuated to

Kwajalein Atoll and that evacuation plans are in existence to permit

the task force to cope with any emergency,

(e) Fallout of a dangerous nature can be suspected by the presence
of a saltlike, precipitate or unexpected mist. Should such an event take
placer it should be confirmed by monitoring.

“3. The representative will arrange through the local magistrate and native
health aid to inform the Marshallese of the basic health measures that they may

take to protect themselves from danger in case fallout is suspected or confirmed.
These measures are:

(a) Remain indoors or under cover to protect themselves from the

falling or settling radioactive particles.

(b) If particles settle on clothing, dust and shake off clothing.

(c) Bathe and keep clean. particular attention should be given

to washing under the arms, the groin, face, and hair.
(d) Keep food covered to prevent ingestion of fallout particles.

(e) Should the readings exceed 5 r.!hr. it is recommended that the

natives be advised to stand out in the water (ocean) and immerse themselves

as often as practicable or keep themselves under water. This recommendation

is based on the fact that water does extremely well in attenuating radiation.”

Since these instructions are not dated, it is impossible to tell whether they

existed prior to, or were developed after Brav 1. If before, then for some reason

there were no monitors on the affected islands and they did not know what to do;

if after, it indicates that there was neither a public relations program nor a

safety program for the Marshallese.

Danger Zone

Another area of interest related to the event was the size of the test zone

and its relation to the atolls of the Rongelap-Rongerik group and Utirik. When

Bikini was added to the test zone, the danger area was enlarged to 50,000 square

miles and ran from 100 15’ N up to 12° 45’ N and from 160° 35’ E eastward to

166° 16’ E. Rongelap Atoll’s coordinates are 11° 08’ to 11° 28’ N, and 166° 37’ E

to 166° to 167° 041 E. Below to the south lies Ailinginae Atoll, whose westernmost

limit extends to 166° 17’ E. This meant that while the northernmost boundary

.,.. . - .
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extended

boundary

Rongelap

tha% the

above Rongelap Atoll by almost 90 miles (01° 27’), the easternmost

line stopped short of Ailinginae Atoll by 01’ (about qne mile) and of

Atoll by 21’ (a little more than 21 miles). This was apparently done

people of the atolls would not have to be evacuated prior to the test,

so

which would indicate an assumption that even though fallout might go 90 miles

north of Wngelap, it could not extend to Rongelap’s longitudinal position.,-

E@w6ver, the Committee notes *at if this were

the Radsafe tehm was Btationed on Rongerik, 30

the assumption, then why was it that

miles further east of inhabited

,, Whatever the assumptions were at that time, it is interesting to note that

the danger zone was enlarged eight times* by the time of the next shot on March 27,

1954, w~ch was witnessed by then-Chairman of the AEC, Admiral Strauss.

Yield and Type of Burst

Other notable factors touched upon in an earlier section deal with both

the size and the location of the “Bravo” shot. As to size, Bravo’s energy

yield was estimated to be about 15 megatons, which would have made it 75o times

more powerful than the Able and Baker Bombs in 1946. Neal O. Hines, in his

Book ‘Provinq Ground noted that the “test may have been of a greater yield than

calculated .“ Other factors which would contribute to the danger from this

detaation are outlined by Dr. Graves in the U.S. Congressional hearings.

●Although the coordinates were not given in proving Ground, a rough extrapolation
based on the proportions of the latitude and longitude boundaries of the former

zone would give a new danger zone which included Rongelap, Ujelang, Utirik, and

Likiep. Assuming this is true, and the zone remained the same size until the end

Of testing, it means that the returned Rongelapese and Utirikese, as well as the
people on the other inhabited islands were actually living in the danger zone
during subsequent tests..

,.
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Dr. Graves: “In the case of testing weapons we try to avoid a situation
where the device is detonated on the ground because we don’t want to have

this very heavy local fallout. We would like to avoid this situation if
we can. We try therefore to use towers and make them as high as we can,

or we use air bursts as in this chart, or we use balloons ’for holding the’
device up. All of this is to avoid getting this mixture of dirt into the ,
cloud itself.”

While Dr. Graves was primarily talking about the Nevada site, the ‘implications

of his remarks are

Effects of Nuclear

“Although the

made graphically clear in the following passage from’ “The

,,, ,’ ,,
Weapons”:

test of March 1, 1954 produced the most extensive local
,,:-,

fallout yet recorded, it should be p~inted out that the phenomenon was not
necessarily characteristic of (nor restricted to) thermonuclear explosions.” :
It is very probable that if the same device had been detonated at an

appreciable distance above the coral island, so that’ the l’arge fi’reb”all
did not touch the surface of the ground, the early fallout would have

been of insignificant proportions.” (emPha~is added)
,,

The Weather

Sayings about the weather are usually connected with the inability of human

beings to tell just what the weather is going to do next. For the

what kind of weather he will experience either adds to his comfort

For

and

,,

average person,

or discomfort.,,

those people responsible for the Nevada proving Grounds, the whims of weather
,.,,.

wind conditions could cause more than just discomfiture--they could produce

dlSeasi and death if

this reason, weather

of prime

hearings

director

Dr.

they affected the fallout from an atomic weapons test. For
,,, /.

monitoring and checking of wind directions and velocities was
,.,

importance in Nevada, as shown

by Dr. Alvin C. Graves, of the

for the Nevada Proving Ground.

by this passage from the Congressional

Los Alamos Laboratory, who was test

Graves: “Once we have finally come up with a plan
amount of fallout is minimized, then we have to come to

,,

whereby the total i

face with the

problem of carrying on the tests such that even the fallout that does occur

will not hurt anybody. In order to do this, we have assembled in Nevada as

competent a meteorological group as one can find anywhere. This meteorological

group tells us iong in advance what the weather will be like, such that we

1-
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can control where the fallout will occur . . .

“Consequently, I would like to give a very considerable hand to this
group of meteorologists who we have out there who may make us mad because

they make us postpone, but they keep us out of trouble. They tell us the

weather with great accuracy, and permit us to be sure that the weather will

not give us a fallout situation that we would not like.”

Unfortunately for the people affected by the Bravo Test,

of the Pacific Proving Ground were not so adept at predicting

could “’control where the fallout will occur.” This statement

the meteorologists

things so that they

is particularly

ironic in the face of meteorological evidence from the Mike and Bravo shots, as

previously mentioned. For the Mike shott nearly all wind direction above

Enewetok was known, with gaps only at 55,OOO feet and from 95,000 to 105,000

feet, Included in the ~own winds were the majority up to 90,000 feet which almost

totally were heading toward the west. only a freak strata at 50,000 feet and winds

above 105,ooo feet were heading east, For the Bravo shot, however, the winds in

the space ~ove Bikini were blowing in a northeasterly or easterly direction,

For 35 percent of the space ~ove that, winds were heading westward~ awaY from

Wngelap, The top remaining 30 percent of space above this up to 120,000 feet, the

expected height Iimlt of the cloud, there was no data. While it may be granted

that such weather reports are of necessity minutes or hours old, it seems somehow

incredible that the decision to have the event could be made on the assumption that

either the unknown winds were not blowing in an easterly direction (as they were

at Enewetok) or that if they were blowing in a westerly direction~ they would Change

by the time the device was exploded. What adds to

decision is that if the JTF-7 fleet was arrayed 30

firing of the device when the first 55,000 feet of

the incredibility of this

miles due east of Bikini, then

wit~ds were heading in that

direction can only be judged as an act of foolishness or a serious error in

judgment which only the fleet’s mobility prevented from becoming a disaster.
.

These events combined to produce a situation noted in “The Effects of Nuclear

Weapons,” a Defense Department publication which noted that:
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“11.149 Valuable information concerning the development and healing of

beta burns has been obtained from observations of the Marshall Islanclsrs

who were exposed to fallout in March 1954 . . . . Although the fallout

was observed as a white powder, consisting largely of particles of lime

(calcium oxide) resulting from the decomposition of coral (calcium
carbonate) by heat, the island inhabitants did not realize its significance.

(emphasis added) (94, P, 602)

Evacuation Times

A further interesting factor is that despite the fact that according to

reports the extent and direction of the fallout soon became known, only the 28

IMnericans on Rongerik were picked up one day after the fallout. Two days after

the explosion, the Rongelapese were evacuated. Three days after the detonation,

the people of Utirik were aboard ship. While it may be argued that attempting t<

pick up people from all

might have exposed crew

also be argued that the

three islands at once immediately after the detonation

members of the ships to dangerous radioactivity, it can

areas of

avoided. Decontamination aboard

heavy fallout were known and could have beer.

ship could have prevented serious exposure.

Levels of

Notwithstanding this,

Awareness, Degrees of Injury

it is difficult to this day to understand why it was

that the people of Rongelap and the Americans were not evacuated at the same time,

one day after, when the fallout had ceased. This is an especially valid question

since the Americans would fare better than the Marshallese because of certain

factors. In the 1956 AEC report it was noted that:

“Most of the
took shelter
consequently

Dr. Dunning,

situation for the

Americans who were more aware of the danger of the fallout,
in aluminum buildings, bathed and changed clothes and

developed very mild beta lesions.” (p. 35)

before the U.S. Congressional subcommittee, described the

Rongelapese and Utirikese:

“The Marshallese were Semiclothed, had moist skin, and most of them were

out-of-doors during t}~e time of fallout. Some bathed during the two-day
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exposure period before evacuation, but others did not, therefore, there
were optimal conditions in general for possible beta damage.”

The AEC’S Credibility

These later developments (acute effects) were in stark contrast to the

press release issued by the Atomic Energy commission 10 days after the event,

and before the Lucky Dragon reached its hO1ne port. As one writer put it,

apparently the Commission was trying to be “reassuring.”

“During the course of a routine atomic test in the Marshall Islands, 28

United states personnel and 236 residents were transported from neighboring

atolls to Kwajalein Island according to a plan as a precautionary measure.
These individuals were unexpectedly exposed tO some radioactivity. There

were no burns, All were reported well. After the completion of the atomic
tests, the natives will he returned to their homes.” (12, p. 169)

The Japanese, however, were not very reassured upon discovering that the

Lucky Dragon’s crew had been exposed

radioactivity. Especially disturbing

the Pacific had been made radioactive

caused tremendous

industry. Again,

released on March

concern in both the

the AEC tried to be

to near lethal or lethal

was the possibility that

by the monster bomb, and

doses of

vast areas of

that possibility

Japanese public and Japan’s fishing

“reassuring, “ as evidenced in a statement

24, 1954, which in part said:

,, . . . the warm currents which flow from the Marshall Islands area . . .
move slowly (less than a mile an hour). tiy radioactivity collected in
test area would become harmless within a few miles . , . and completely

undetectable within 500 miles or less.” (p+ 62 r).17L)

The Japanese, despite this statement, organized a scientific survey team

which would cruise aboard the Shunkotsu Maru, through and around the test zone.

American scientists had been invited to participate, but inexplicably, when they

arrived in Tokyo, found that the ship had departed nine days earlier than

scheduled, leaving them behind. The findings of the Japanese scientists differed

somewhat from the reassuring AEC statement, according to Dr. Roger Revelle, Director
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of the Scripps Institute of Oceanography who testified before the U.S. Comnittee:

“This area of 1000 miles around Bikini was carefully investigated by

Japanese oceanographers and biologists 4 months after the Castle test.

They got figures like this in the water: 23,000, 90,000, 79,000, 26,000

disintegrations per minute per liter of seawater. . . . This is at a
distance of about 300 miles.” (natural radiation, gamma plus beta,

for seawater is 500 clpm)

After the Event: Medical Aspects

In.discussing the medical aspects of this subject area, the Committee would

like to state its observation concerning the dual nature of the examinations

and the reports of those examinations. It appears obvious to the Committee

that the examinations, while beneficial to the affected Marshallese in terms

of both general health and in te~s of treatment for radiation-induced disease,

also provide a considerable body of scientific knowledge about the effects of a

fallout field on human beings which has no direct benefit for the persons

affected. By saying “no direct benefit” the Committee is not excluding the

known advantages of record-keeping sl~~h as that ‘done in normal case histories

for patients, What is meant here

Presented are of primary interest

is that the reports as they are written and

to scientists and doctors should such an

event as happened

themselves are of

in 1954 occur again in the future. In short, the reports

value to the AEC and other such agencies; they are of no

value to the Marshallese.

Tendency to Minimize

Like the reports of the AEC concerning the removal of the Marshallese

and the radioactivity in the ocean, it appears that consistently the reports have

tended to minimize effects, or other aspects of the exposure; i.e.t dosages Seem

“too small” to have any effect, the size of the group is “too small” for

-n
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statistical significance, effects are expected to be “minimal” over a long period

of time, and exposures are referred to as “sublethal” rather than near lethal. It

is to the credit of the reports that at least the later data disproved most of

these minimizing statements, even though the language tends to indicate a

conservative, minimizing approach to findings. Some people may see this as a

mere game of semantics. The Committee, however, would prefer to say that it is

not particularly concerned with the choice

connotations, but rather the psychological

imply. The Committee is of the impression

of words themselves and their

or scientific “set” of mind which they

that there are two possible reasons

for this tendency, which are discussed below.

The AEC Report, AEC-Brookhaven Relationship

As mentioned before, the AEC has tended to understate events or facts in

order to be reassuring. No doubt this is partly due to the habit of the news

media seizing upon the outstanding or interesting aspect of an event. Most

“newsworthy” events are usually negative in nature because most people are not

interested in what is going well but what has gone wrong. The Bravo event occurred

at a time when the public at large was anxious over the development of nuclear

weapons ~d their ~sycho~ogica~ and real advantages in the post World War 11

“cold war.” The event of March 1, 1954, and the later furor it caused in Japan

most certainly had its reverberations in the United States. Whether it is

justified or not, it is easy to see why the AEC would want to be “reassuring.”

It is also easy to see why early reports of the conditions of the Marshallese also

tended to “minimize” the effects of fallout. One has only to note that the first

major report dealing with the event was published by the Atomic Energy Commission.

This report set the tone followed in later reports.
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While most of these documents have been published by an organization

which appears to be independent of the Atomic Energy Commission, it is a fact

that the annual surveys and the reports themselves are financed through a

contractual arrangement with the Commission. Thus , while it would be refreshing

to find such reports doubting the validity of guidelines dealing with radioactivity

set by the Commission, or by the National Academy of Sciences on which the AEC

is well represented, no such attitudes or contentions of accepted guidelines

(MPC for example) are to be found. Thus one finds nowhere in the reports any

doubt as to the reasonableness of established guidelines, or the appropriateness

of returning the Rongelapese to their island before testing in that area ended.

It is presumed to be realistic that those who carry out the terms of the contract

are of a like mind to those who administer and fund the contract. This is not

to say that the AEC influences Brookhaven in a manner such as to force that

institution not to consider aspects which might undermine the AEC’S views or

positions--however if such did occur, one can only presume that the contract

might be shift to another institute. While the analogy is not a terribly

one, it might be said that a man who has a franchise to sell Datsuns

because he likes them and believes they are good cars. If, however,

around in a Volkswagen, his customers might wonder about the product

and the Datsun company might wonder about its franchise.

does

good

so

he drove

he sold

Specific Aspects

As mentioned before, there appears to be a dual nature or purpose for the

examinations. This, the Committee believes, grows naturally out of the nature

and significance of the exposure to fallout radiation of the Marshallese. MOst

human beings have both positive and negative impulses which govern their

behavior. One way of expressing this is in the simplistic “approach-avoidance”
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concept in elementary psychology. We see an object or are faced with a situation

and we simultaneously want to take the object, or face the situation, but at the

same time we have

situation. For a

stronger than the

action. By means

strong feelings to leave or reject the

number of complex reasons, usually one

other, which results in our taking one

of this analogy, it appears that there

object or avoid the

of these impulses is

or the other course of

are two motives, or

influences apparently at work in the examinations and treatment. These influences

might be characterized by saying that like any practitioner of medicine, the

doctors were interested in treating their patients as quickly as possible for

any illness or dysfunctions they might exhibit; there was also a natural

scientific curiosity to study within the constraints of reasonability such

effects to document the limits of their course, short of morbid processes--before

administering treatment. These two impulses of medical duty

curiosity were perhaps best exhibited in a recounting of the

given concerning blood cell;counts in the AEC’S 1956 report,

and scientific

immediate treatment

and also with

regard to the growth and development studies over a period of several years.

Concerning the blood cells counts, the AEC 1956 report stated:

“2.31 Clinical Observations and Leukocyte Counts

“Between the 33rd and 43rd post-exposure days, 10 percent of the

individuals in Group I (Rongelap) had an absolute granulocyte level of

1000 per cubic millimeter or below. The lowest count observed during

this period was 700 granulocytes/mm.3 During this interval the advisability
of giving prophylactic antibiotic therapy to granulocytopenic individuals
was carefully considerecl. HOweVer, prophylactic antibiotic therapy was not
instituted for the following reasons:

(1) All individuals were under continuous medical observation, so that
infection would be discovered in its earliest stages.

(2) Premature administration of antibiotics might have obscured
indications for treatment, and might also

of drug resistant organisms in individuals

infection.

(3) There was no accurate knowledge of
required by man to prevent infections with
(emphasis added)

have lead to the development
with lowered resistance to

the number of granulocytes
this type of granulocytopenia. ”
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The Committee has submitted to Dr. Conard questions concern~;,g this

passage, but at the time of the writing of his report a response had

received,

It is hoped that such can be included in a

Committee.

To the layman, the three statements, aside

subsequent report of

from appearing to be

not been

the

unnecessary

and therefore somewhat defensive, appear to be somewhat contradictory. If there

was no accurate knowledge about the number of granulocytes required by man to

prevent infection, how could it be assumed that antibiotic treatment would have

led to recovery, despite the fact that the people were under continuous medical

observation? The argument that administration of antibiotics might have resulted

in the patients developing a resistance to the drugs is a statement that can be

made about any prophylactic antibiotic. Lastly, the phrase “obscured indications

for treatment” is obscure. Does it mean treatment for that particular effect

or for other effects? Would treatment for the effect obscure treatment for that

effect? It would seem not. What it must mean is that treatment at that point

might have prevented other effects from appearing. In other words, if an

antibiotic were administered to help prevent infection, or to help raise the cell

count level at that point then a further, later development might be prevented

from occurring. This decision was apparently reinforced by the comforting fact that

the people were well-attended by numerous doctors. However, it would appear on

the surface, tnat here the impulse of scientific curiosity was somewhat str>nger

than that of medical duty to respond to the immediate need of the patient.

The Committee feels that the same impulse overrode relatively early

administration of Thyroxine or a hormonal medication which would have corrected

the retardation of growth experienced by a number of exposed Rongelap children,

especially cases three and five, Early reports noted what appeared to be growth

,-,
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retardation, yet the fact remains that no medication was given for this retardation

for more than eleven years after the fallout. Despite the fact that the reports

consistently mentioned the fact of unreliability of birth dates, these latter

two cases were well documented. Furthermore, despite these unreliable birth

dates, the reports kept mentioning the apparent retardation. Assuming that the

administration of a hormonal agent would not be harmful to the children--even

if it had no effect-- it is difficult to understand why the doctors had to wait

until the appearance of thyroid abnormalities in order to realize the value of

administering Thyroxine to the growth-retarded youngsters.

year

sage

Another matter of concern to the Committee is the information

report which indicates that:

“Eight irradiated and nine unirradiated people were used in a

in the three-

study of
immunological response to tetanus toxoid. The primary stimulus of-
tetanus toxoid had been given 2 1/2 months previously. Sera were obtained

just prior to the second injection of toxoid and then six days later.
Subsequently, tetanus toxin-antitoxin titrations of the sera were obtained

for the two groups in mice by the method previously described.” (p, 6)

In other words, these eight irradiated people were injected

amount of tetanus toxoid and later blood samples were taken

second injection. The comparison?,of the blood’s reaction to the

injections was an indication of T.nether the ability of the blood

with a supposedly

just before a

first and second

to combat

infections (such as tetanus) 1..s shown. What the Committee is especially concerned

about is whether the people understood about the test, and whether or not they

did, if there was any danger to any of the recipients. Assuming there was no

further danger, the Committee questions just what benefit this study was to the

people involved. Granted, such a study miaht indicate a need for greater medical

care of the people, should it be proven that their responses were poor, which would

leave them open to serious illness in the future from what would normally be a simple

infection, However, since it is often stated that the number of people involved

‘is too small for statistical analysis in terms of other effects, it is curious
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why the test either was administered to everyone irradiated (great statistical

singificance) or even administered at all (no statistical si:,.1.ficance). TO

all intents and purposes, it appears that this incident was just what it was

described to be: “Eight irradiated people . . . were used in a study.”

Concerning

(20 cases, four

Thyroid Studies

the developments of thyroid nodules in the people exposed

with malignant lesions) , the Committee is concerned with three

particular areas or aspects.

One, it finds it difficult to believe that original calculations involving

this gland did not take into account the smaller gland of the children. Many

times, especially in connection with the deposition of radionuclides such as

Sr90 , mention is made that the retention for children may differ from that

estimated for adults because of the natural factor of growth. How was it that

the many experts who worked in this field for so many years never accounted

for this factor until it was blatantly apparent due to the development of nodules

in 1963

despite

errors;

and 1964. True, the Committee is aware that doctors and scientists,

the rigors of their high callings, are human beings and thus subject to

however the Committee finds it most disconcerting that such a simple

fact was overlooked for so long and only reconsidered when the cloctors were

faced with a development that was unexpected in the light of earlier assumptions.

By the same token, the Committee finds it also difficult to believe that

inconsistent findings of Protein Bound Iodine were never well looked into.

Mention was made of the possibility of glass receptacles being unhygenic, or the

findings were attributed to some unknown influence. At least from a hindsight

point of view, it would appear that considering the near tolerance doses of iodine

and considering the later negative findings, someone should have investigated with

more detail the reasons for such positive findings which should have appeared to

“$O1041b
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be inconsistent with earlier dose factors. Later on, it is noted that unusually

high levels may have masked findings which would have indicated that thyroid

function was not normal in many of the exposed persons. Granted, again baseline

information was lacking--however, considering the importance of the studies

both to tt.e scientific world and to the people themselves, it appears that a

certain amount of overconfidence in finding negative results in the future

prevailed, where prudence and curiosity should have reigned.

Fineilly, in the findings and

Committee is extremely interested

information connected

to know if the person

with the thyroid, the

whose parathyroid gland

was accidentally severed at the “pedicule” was ever informed of this fact.

Secondly, the Committee is curious as to whether this incident had any connections

with future thyroid operations being performed in the mainland United States as

opposed to the Naval Hospital in Guam. Hopefully, the Committee’s query will be

answered by Dr. Conard.

Miscarriages, Stillbirths, Fertility

The Committee notes that despite the importance of determining whether or

not the incidence of miscarriages, and of certain stillborn infants, there was

no intensive effort to have a competent medical person available to determine

whether

question

these deliveries were possibly connected with

of statistical significance must come to the

radiation. Again, the

fore--however, the Committee

is of the opinion that despite the small number of peOple,

have had clo;er attention. The Committee understands that

this situation should

there are certain kinds

of effectsof radiation which can be observed in

examination of such may not have confirmed their

the products of miscarriages;

relation to radiation, but it

would then have been a matter of record, a record which could have been used to

indicate that there possibly were no radiation-induced effects.
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As to fertility, it seems somehow inconsistent that a Japanese doctor

working with a group that was smaller in terms of statistical significance

should come up with such a detailed analysis of spermatozoa production after

irradiation of the Lucky Dragon fishermen, while the AEC-Brookhaven teams

apparently felt it unnecessary to pursue this area with the irradiated Marshallese

and Americans. While the Committee might yield to the consideration of the

private and personal nature of the tests and examinations connected with such

studies, it is unusual that the subject was never even discussed except

generally in terms of genetics, and then, again, in terms of statistics.

Conclusions

The circumstances that

on a clear March morning in

time, error and fortune can

this case a tragic one.

led up to and followed the detonation of “Bravo”

1954 are starkly illustrative of how circumstance,

all combine to produce an historical event; in

The location of the testing site itself was a major factor, in that its

placement provided the flexibility necessary for the detonation of large yield

weapons, and the safety necessary should anything

equivalent to the Nevada site, which provided the

for smaller yield weapons. Unfortunately, unlike

Relations or information program, and no monitors

go wrong. It was in a sense

same flexibility and safety

Nevada, there was n~ Public

living with the people. In

Nevada, tests were conducted to produce small amounts of local fallout. In

the Marshallsr however, the world’s biggest hydrogen bomb explosion, to that

time, was detonated

practically control

on the ground. In Nevada, it was boasted, they could

where the fallout went. At Bikinir someone made the ilecisia

to go with an incomplete picture of the wind. The wind shift was not

“unexpected,” since nothing was kn”wn about the upper level of wind. Furthermore,

the test danger zone in the pacific was cut off at its eastern boundary to
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save convenience to persons past that point. Human error or misjudgment was also

responsible for underestimating the potential yield of “Bravo,” and poor judgment

resulted in the Rongelapese remaining on their island for two days, and

Utirikese for three days after the explosion--rather than only one day.

these actions and events were the result of human error, poor judgment,

and faulty assumptions, or whether they were in reality steps or phases

the

Whether

miscalculation,

in a

conscious and known plan is a decision the Committee will leave up to the reader

of this report.

As to the medical aspects, the Committee also finds that human error and

faulty assumptions and miscalculations have pervaded the annual examinations and

conservative and minimizing ,attitudes have tended to obscure both ‘~Le seriousness

CI’ the original exposures and the significance of later findings which are related

to irradiation. While the Committee finds no gross or flagrant violation of the

general principles of the Hippocratic oath, which is, as generally understood,

supposed to serve as a guideline in treating patients under the care of a

physician, there have been tests and studies of the people involved which did not

necessarily prove of direct benefit to the people. This can be shown in the

three-year report: (p. 22)

“The group of irradiated Marshallese people offers a most valuable source

of data on human beings who have sustained injury from all the possible

modes of exposure-- . . Even though . . . the radioactive contamination of
Rongelap Island is considered perfectly safe for human habitation, the
levels ~f activity are higher than those found in other inhabited locations
in the world, The habitation of these people on the island will afford most
valuable ecological radiation data on human beings.”

and in the four-year report: (p. 32)

“The habitation of these people on Rongelap Islands affords the opportunity for a
most valuable ecological radiation study on human beings. Since only small

amounts of radioisotopes are necessary for tracer studies, the various

radionuclides present on the island can be traced from the soil through the

food and into the human being, where the tissue and organ distributions,
biological half-times, and excretion rates can be studied.”

.
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. It is also the sense of the Committee that because of the uniqueness of

the experiences of the affected Marshallese, there has been a tendency, perhaps

more unconscious than conscious, but nevertheless a tendency to let scientific

curiosity at times override immediate action. To be fair,the Committee would

also like to note that such tests and studies have not always included the

Rongelapese. In the past examinations, American servicemen and members of

the teanis themselves have had their blood and urine tested for comparison

purposes. Even Dr. Conard himself has allowed himself to be used as a “guinea

pig” as disclosed by this excerpt from the eleven- and twelve-year report (p. 159):

“Since facilities for a metabolic balance study were not available on
Rongelap Island, one of us (R.A.C.) brought several native food items

(pandanus fruit and coconut meat and milk) back to Brookhaven and consumed
them under controlled conditions, Urinary and fecal specimens were

collected and whole body counting measurements were made over a period
of 180 days. The intake of strontium-90 over a seven-day period was

twenty times higher than normal and that of cesium-137, sixty times higher
than normal.”

In conclusion, the Committee offers the suggestion that by the very nature

of their &xperience and conditions and by the very nature of the

circumstances surrounding the daily lives of the two groups, the

Rongelap and Utirik are “guinea pigs” in the sense that no other

in the world have been exposed to the same amounts and differing

unique set of

people of

group of people

kinds of

radioactivity, and no other group of people in the world have been exposed to

the same amounts and differing kinds of radioactivity, and no other group in

the world has been so carefully studied for the results of such effects, Again,

whether these people are being used as guinea pigs in an extended study of

the effects of fallout upon human beings and their treatment is only of secondary

importance; or whether they are, by virtue of their experience a group

people who are being examined and studied for the best of humanitarian

decision the Committee will again leave up to the reader. In closing,

of

aims is a

the
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Committee wishes to express this opinion: the Rongelapese and Utirikese are by

their experience, an extraordinary group of people and thus deserve no less than

extraordinary care, treatment, and attention.
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A DISCUSSION OF INJURY, TREATMENT, AND OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

Today, nearly 19

signs of injury among

Injury and Treatment

years after the event, there are few outward

the people involved, especially those who were

on Rongelap at the time. During a visit of the Committee

only some barely visible scars on the ear of an older man

examined by Dr. Cole, were evidence of the fallout. This

to Rongelap,

who was

is in stark

contrast to the acute and immediate injuries suffered by the people

of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, for, even today in the A-bomb hospitals,

elderly patients may be seen exhibiting the keloids (skin lesions,

or gross scars) caused by thermal radiation. Also today, in the

Marshalls, it is clear that the effects of the radioactive fallout

were not minimal. A score of people have had thyroid operations

which have removed either all, or part, of the gland. Some of these

removed thyroid nodules included malignant, or cancerous lesions and

while those operated on have had no later operations for other nodules

or cancer, it still remains to be seen whether such developments may

occur. As to growth and development, it would appear that while late,

administration of Thyroxine has caused those affected persons to

return to normal, Miscarriages and stillbirth rates, to the extent

they can be judged, seem to be normal now, but it is possible that

radiation induced effects were missed due to the often mentioned

lack of vital statistics and also to the lack of adequate examina-

tion of the products. While the Committee has expressed its con-

sternation and reservations concerning certain aspects of immediate
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treatment and subsequent examinations, it feels that, as evidenced

by the reports of its consultants, (see Appendices) the examinations

are thorough and conducted in a professional and humane manner.

Especially alarming to the Committee, as it must have been to

the Brookhaven team was the appearance last year of a fatal case of

acute myelogenous leukemia. The Committee hopes that the persons

responsible for the examinations will give this new development the

attention which it deserves

The Committee takes special

21, 1972,edition of the New

for the benefit of the people involved.

note of a story in the Tuesdayr November

York Times by Times science writer lValter

Sullivan, which discussed the death of Lekoj. The story said in part:

“To prepare the way for the September trip two Japanese

physicians and another from Britain were included in the

party, and this apparently reassured the skeptics. Had
the visit been made earlier, however, it is possible that

the leukemia case might have been identified at a less
advanced stage.”

The phrase “earlier” is a reference to the fact that the annual

survey had been delayed six months for the reasons previously men-

tioned. While it is possible that “detection” might have been

accomplished at the usual time of the survey, it is the understanding

of the Committee that all forms of leukemia are ultimately fatal,

and that acute forms have shorter courses than chronic forms. In

addition, the Committee would like to state for the record that if

the period of six months is critical to the detection and remission

of leukemia or any

be given to having

a-year basis.

other disease, then perhaps consideration should

certain tests conducted on more than just a once-

1-” . 50HW?3
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Psychological Aspects

One aspect of the incident which is t}le subject of this report

which has not been widely discussed or been made public concerns the

psychological effects of exposure to radiation from nuclear weapons.

Dr. William Peck, now Director of the Medex program to the Trust Terri-

tory Department of Health Services, was responsible for bringing this

area of concern to the Committee’s attention. Although his original

intention in speaking of the psychological aspects was in connection

with compensation, however it also later develo~ed to be a valid and

interesting line of inquiry for the Committee during its visits to

Japan and the Marshall Islands District.

In some respects, comparison can be made between the Japanese

exposed to the l{iroshima and Nagasaki A-bombs in 1945 and the Ronge-

lapese and Utirikese exposed to fallout in 1954. While fiqures dif-

fer, it is generally acknowledged that more than 100,000 people died

in Japan as a result of the two bombs: many of them were literally

vaporized by the heat of the blast near the hypocenter; others died

from heat and radiation burns, houses collapsing upon them, flying

debris, drowning, suffocation, or being burned in the fires that

spread throughout the cities later. Some simply died from lack of

adequate medical care, food, water or &helter. l’he people in the

Marshalls were not exposed to such trauma, but rather to a snowlike

or mistlike gentle fall of radioactive particles. Despite these

differences, however, there is one aspect common to all these cases:

the radioactivity produced by the bombs and its effects upon those

exposed. Today, in Japan, people are still dying from effects of

I . .
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the homhs dropped there nearly 28 years ago and today in the Marshall

Islands, people are still being found with diseases apparently,caused

by H-bomb fallout nearly 19 years ago.

Dr.

and

the

In Hiroshima, Japan, the Committee has the

Fumio Shigeto who, as mentioned earlier, is

director of the Hiroshima A-bomb Hospital.

honor to meet with

an A-bomb survivor

Dr. Shigeto mentioned

uneasiness or the feeling of uncertainty survivors like himself

felt about the future, a feelinq which, he said, was shared hy “all

survivors” .

Later, during its first trip to meet with the people of Rongelap .

and Utirik,, the Committee posed the question of whether or not the

people who were exposed felt uneasy about their exposure. The answer

at

or

meetings on both islancls was generally:

some other kind of sickness, we think of

“Whenever we have a cold,

the bomb.” “

The Committee was most impressed by the answer qiven b!!the Lucky

Dragon sumivor, Mr. Matashigi Oshi, in a meetinq in Tokyo with

Dr. Kumatori, when asked about his anxiety over his ex}?erience. ]{~

was first asked, how lle felt al)out the annual examinations he suh-

mittecl to the Institute where Dr. Kumatori works. F)as his mincl at

ease? Did he feel uneasy? t.1r. Oshi’s remarks, as translated, were,

“Psychologically, I trust Dr. Kumatori and I am satisfied.” He was

then asked how he felt when he contracted a normal illness. J)id he

think of the ]>omh and the fallout? fiis answer was, “Immediately.”

The commi.tt~e thus belj-eves that one of the late or long term

effects of irradiation in the case of the P.ongela,neseand Utirikese

is that of the anxiety they share al>out the future. It is the un-

1
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known, the uncertainty of their future health that is just as real

to them as was their exposure, dislocation, and repatriation. In

the three ye~l report, there was some discussion of the “psychic

effects” of the irradiation. The passage discussed the differences

between the trauma of Hiroshima and Nagasaki and the “relative calm

and rapid adjustment” which the Marshallese exhibited in adapting

to their new situations. This discussion concluded that, “There

was little real concern expressed abut their radiation exposure.

It WOUld seem therefore, in the case of the exposed Marshallese that

there has been little or no apparent psychic effect of this momentous

event.”
f

The Committee agrees that the experience of the Marshallese can-

not and does not compare to that of the Japaneset who, in addition

to witnessing the death and destruction of the bomb, also lost friends,

relatives and even

feeling,” which is

that the people of

whole families. However, as to the “uncertain

held by all of these people, the Committee feels

Rongelap and Utirik share an equal amount of

anxiety, if not more than the Japanese, not only because of the un-

easiness about the future, hut because of another factor which will

be discussed below.

Information, Communication, and Culture

Mr. Oshi stated that he felt satisfied with the annual examina-

tions conducted by Dr. Kumatori. The BNL three year report indicated

that the Rongelapese and Utirikese had shown little concern about

their exposure. While these two statements would seem to be in
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agreement, the fact of the matter is that they belie difficult and

perplexing problems. In Japan today, there are numerous facilities

existing for the specific care of A-bob victims, which the people

can easily reach almost any time they choose. Also, in Japan, the

Atomic Bomb Casualty Commission publishes annual reports in both
.

Japanese and the English languages and almost all of the staff at

these facilities are Japanese citizens, On Rongelap the people

Xeceive an extensive examination once a year, by Americans assisted

by a Micronesia medical staff and hear no more about their examina-

tions until the next year.

Originally, the people exposed generally understood what was

being done for them and why. There was no need to explain that the

bomb had affected them when they could see for themselves the skin

ulcerations and hair falling out, or feel the weakness, nausea, and

diarrhea. However, as the examinations continued the people became

perplexed. Every year the team comes and the doctors tell them that

they are healthy, but that they just want to check to see if every-

thing is still alright. Then they go away. The next year the pro-

cess is repeated. Why, the people have reasoned, if we are healthy,

does the team return every year? This

tion of the vast lack of understanding

just what did happen to them, and what

their exposure are.

While the Committee realizes that

attitude, is a small indica-

by the people involved as to

the possible consequences of

the area of radiation, as

applied to physical health, is a highly complicated and sophisticated

subject which would require some effort and expense to translate into

- Sowm
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terms

seems

which would be meaningful to the affected Marshallese, it

that this might possibly be the only course in order to resolve

not only some of the anxiety and uneasiness in the

people, but some of the resentment and distrust of

and of the team itself.

minds of the

the examinations

Time and again the Committee found that the people did not under-

stand anything about their exposure,’ the amount of the exposure, the

possible effects on themselves and their children and on their environ-

ment. Dr. Conard, according to one person, was asked why the team

did not explain such things to the people. His reported reply was

that even the questioner, who was a college graduate, would have

difficulty

if it were

posure and

understanding what it was all about. This may be true,

expected that the team explain everything about the ex-

its effects

the Committee strongly

be carried out, either

analogies and whatever

during the length of their visit. However,

feels that explanations are possible and should

through the use of simple text, pictures,

other kinds of aids necessary to convey to

the people a basic understanding of their situation. It is, after

all, a widespread practice in the medical profession to explain to

the patient what is going to take place to

Unfortunately, this has never been done to

effectively produced a situation analogous

ease the patient’s mind.

the Rongelapese. It has

to that of a teenager whose

parents avoid telling him aiwut sexual matters, only to have the son

or daughter pick Up his needed information by rumor, heresay, and

innuendo. In either case, such information does not produce a healthy
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state of mind. In terms of the irradiation

has been especially true with two groups of
.

and those Ronqelapese and Utirikese who are

parispn groups.

of the Marshallese, this

people: the Utirikese,

used as control, or com-

This fact is illustrated by the question

meeting at Utirik. The question was, “How do

posed during the public

we compare with the

people of Rongelap?” One would imagine that after nearly two decades,

these people would have some understanding of their exposure and

how it differed from their neighbors. Apparently, this is not the

case. This uncertainty despite the annual reassurances of the team

that the people are in good health (except for those who are operated

on for thyroid nodules) has resulted in mixed feelings in the people

of the islands. These general feelings of insecurity can be roughly

grouped into three categories:

1. Rongelapese exposed. Perhaps because of the visible effects

of their exposure, these people seem to have the best understanding

in certain areas of their situation, It was this group of people

who generally expressed a desire for additional medical attention

ranging from having Dr. Knudsen stationed on the island to having

more frequent medical examinations. However, these people still

need to have explained to them in their language at their level of

understanding the circumstances of their exposure and its past and

possible effects. This is clearly shown by a passage in the seven

year report which notes that the health aide “admitted that some of

the people at times had eaten coconut crabs in spite of the fact they
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had been requested not to.” (p. 14) It is further evidenced by

statements in the reports and by Dr. Conard himself to the effect

that some of the people who must take Thyroxine regularly for the

rest of their lives, often are inconsistent in taking this medicine.

The Committee declares itself amazed at such findings and very dis-

turbed at the apparent lack of understanding by the people concerning

prescribed measures which are so vital to their future health and

welfare. It, in short, represents a problem which should have been

corrected lonq aqo and one which should not be allowed to exist in

the future.

2. The exposed Utirikese, Amongst these people there appear

to exist two lines of thought. Either the annual examinations should

be discontinued because

and vere not exposed to

lapese, or, they should

lapese since their case

to continue returning,

Dr. Conard keeps telling them they are healthy

a large amount of radiation as were the Ronqe-

receive treatment equal to that of the Ronge-

appears to be important enough for the team

These feelings are compounded by several in-

fluences. One is the fact that the Ronqelapese were compensated by

the United States Government but the people of Utirik have not, a

subject to be considered in the next report. The other is the know-

ledge that they were irradiated and, like the R6ngelapese, were removed

from the island. They continually hear about the many Rongelapese

who go to the United States for thyroid surgery and thus wonder if

they miq})t

compounded

U.S. for a

not in the future suffer the same fate. This is further

by the fact that one woman from Utirik was taken to the

thyroid operation. Upon removal the thyroid was found to
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contain malignancy, and, while all reported evidence would suggest

that this sinqle case from Utirik may have been the only “normal”

case of thyroid cancer, it is difficult for the people to believe

this while they are aware of what happened on Rongelap. Again,

misunderstanding resulting from poor communication and explanations

persists in the minds of the people, together with the aeneral un-

certainty about their future because of their exposure.

3. The unexposed Rongelapese and Utirikese. One of the neces-

sities in the examinations and studies carried out by the team is to

have a group of persons who are of similar background, age, and sex

but not exposed to the fallout radiation of 1954. These people re-

present what is known in medical parlance as a “control” or “comparison”

group. In laboratory experiments with rats, mice, guinea pigs or flies

there are usually two groups. One group is exposed to a chemical or

other influencing agent, while the other “control” group is not. By

studying both groups, scientists can tell what specific effects the

influencing agent has had on the group experimented upon. In a similar

fashion, those Rongelapese and Utirikese who are examined and give blood

and urine samples, provide a group which the doctors can use in com-

parison with the exposed people. It was this group which was the most

vocal in expressing dislike of the examinations. They indicated that

they resented being examined and, in many cases, if such examinations

were to be continued in the future they should be compensated for them.

While the Committee can understand such a request, its major concern

is that the people do not understand how their role as a control group

is helpful to their exposed brethren. Again, it is due to a lack of



——.

information --a situation which must be corrected.

Cultural Aspects

As it will be recalled, Dr. Conard remarked that perhaps the

team had failed in communicating to the people their special situa-

tion and the certain procedures and limitations they must accept.

The Committee believes that this results for a number of reasons.

- Firstr it should be remembered that the March 1st event involved

a great number of military personnel. This also included the later

examinations in which Dr. Conard as

in the Medical Corps participated.

was undoubtedly strong in the minds

a Navy Captain (and later Commander)

The memory of the Japanese military

of the Rongelapese and Utirikese

and the examinations were accepted as a matter of course in the begin-

ning and as a matter of habit later on, even though the emphasis grad-,

ually shifted from a military to civilian representation in the teams.

Thus, while Dr. Conard appears to be a kindly and considerate man, the

examinations as observed by the Committee are initiated in a military

manner (fltheyact as though they own the island”) and carried out with

an almost military precision and efficiency.

Second, the short amount of time of the visits coupled with their

annual occurance leaves little time for consultation with the people.

Also, it should be noted that the results of the examinations may not

be ready for dissemination for several months after the exam has taken

place.

Lastly, the Committee would like to call attention to cultural

differences which have a great influence on this miscommunication.
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While this may seem superfluous to Micronesia readers of this report,

it is mentioned here for the edification of those uninformed or unaware

non-Micronesians who are connected with the activities described in

this report, or who simply may read it. It is a generally practiced

Micronesia custom, like that of people in Asia in general, not to

give offense when directly confronted by a ,person or a situation. This

results in situations where Micronesians will give a positive answer

to a question in order to avoid giving offense to the questioner; or

will avoid directly making an immediate decision concerning a problem

either to avoid possible conflict, or in hopes that the problem will

resolve itself without personal involvement. Non-Micronesianst especially

Americans, are wont to ask questions

dicate the kind of answer expected.

day?”, or “Don’t you think this is a

which to Micronesians already in-

Questions like “Isn’t it a nice

good idea?”, are invariably met

with an affirmative, “Yes,” regardless of the true feelings of the

person being querried. Thus while it is customary not to give offense

by contradicting the views of another person, it is also customary

to expresg one’s views either indirectly or directly concerning a

person or activity after the questioner has left, or the activity

ceased. Thus , a non-14icronesian in dealing with [4icronesians may

leave with the impression that he made quite a hit with the people,

that he was well liked and his ideas well received and accepted.

I]emay be quite amazed to learn later that they are actually in opposi-

tion to his ideas, that the people did not like him or the manner

in which he conducted himself. To the American, it may appear that

the people are “two-faced” or have “talked about him behind his back”

. . . .-
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or have “stabbed him in the hack. ” This, of course, is nones ense.

It results from a lack of understanding and sensitivity to another

person’s cultural attitudes. Americans are direct ant? like direct

answers. Hicronesians are more discreet and subtle and appreciate

behavior in accordance with those desirable qualities. Often, however,

these differences are not recognized and lead to serious problems in

communication. The Committee believes that this has been true in

the case of the team’s handling of the annual visits to Ronqelap and

[Jtirik, and is an important factor in causing other problems in com-

munication and information. Eecause the Committee believes it to be

an important aspect of the problem, it will he included in the next

section under recommenclations.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

General Statement

At the outset the Committee wishes to state emphatically one point

concerning its approach to this report which has influenced the

~ecommendations it will subsequently make, The United States of America,

either through the Department of Defense and its instrumentalities, the

Atomic Energy Commission and the Department of t’he Interior and its

instrumentality, the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, is directly

responsible and accountable for the actual injury and suffering, disease

and possible death experienced by the

from the March 1, 1954 “Bravo” shot.

fiduciary relationship had existed at

Marshallese exposed to the fallout

Furthermore, whether or not any

the time, the United States of America

is also directly responsible and accountable for bearing any and all burdens

connected with the welfare of these people since that time and until

lack of the need for such can be clearly established.

Several times during the existence of this committee, it has, k]lXOUCjh

Written communications or verbal exchanges, been apprised of the opinions

of certain people, who shall go unnamed, connected with tkleannual surveys

that the Marshallese examined should be grateful for t!le examinations

since similar services rendered in the united States would cost in the

neighborhood of $200 per examination or more. A corollary argument posed

by one concerned, but possibly misinformed individual, was that the Congress

of Micronesia should bear the expense of these annual surveys estimated to

cost from $100,000 to $125,000 per trip. The Committee wishes to state

that it vehemently rejects and opposes such

Rongelapese and Utirikese invite the United
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in their islands? Did the Rongelapese and Utirikese ask for the bomb to be

detonated and to be irradiated? Did they request skin burns, thyroid nodules

and cancer and possibly leukemia be given to them as a gift from the United

States? Did these people ask to suffer in silence for more than ten years

before receiving any compensation? Did these people ask to be deprived of

their ancestral homes and to have them irradiated, too? Did these people

ask to inherit an anxious and uncertain future for themselves and their

children? Most certainly not. Furthermore, the Committee wishes to make

known its feelings that while the United States of America,is primarily

responsible for this situation, such burden must also be shared equally on

a moral level with the “J!rustTerritory of the Pacific Islands Government,

if it is, in fact, possible to separate the United States of America from

the Trust Territory Administration. As a consequence, the Committee is of

the opinion that not one penny of revenues collected by the Congress should

be spent for the care and ~~elfare of these people and similarly not one

penny should be diverted from the U.S. Federal Grant funds for the purposes

of funding an obligation incurred by other agencies and instrumentalities

of the United States Government.

The Committee would also like to comment briefly on the nature and

intent of its recommendations. Through its studies and investigations the

Copmittee has discovered that exposure to radiation such as that experienced

by the Rongelapese and Utirikese has long range implications. It is a sad

but true fact that nothing can be said with certainty about the condition

of the people except that they face an uncertain future. Some effects may

not develop for thirty or forty years after exposure.

commented about the Japan studies, “This is really a 50

As Dr. Darling

year ball game.”
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Other effects may not appear until a second or third generation. Thus

the Committee has made recommendations, the intent of which is

for care and treatment for an indefinite period of time.

Secondly, the Committee is aware that of the many reports

the Congress in the past, often their recommendations were not

or they were ignored. There have been failures on the part of

to provide

issued from

carried out

the executive

branch and the Congress in this respect, With this in mind, the Committee

has made recommendations which it feels are realistic and practical; that

should meet with no objections from any of the parties concerned, and which

can be implemented in’a relatively short period of time to the benefit of

the people involved. The Committee is also recommending that its life be

extended officially until January, 1975, so th”at it can xonitor the action

taken on its recommendations to insure that all of them are carried out to

the most feasible extent possible. This extension will also allow the

Committee to study the subject area of compensation more thoroughly before

presenting its report on that subject to the Congress.

Finally, the Committee wishes to note that this Committee and this

report would not have been necessary had certain persons, both Americans.

and Micronesianst carried out their responsibilities.

the AEC and BNL guilty of allowing the people involved

ignorance for nearly twenty years. The Committee also

Marshallese in government service have participated in

The Committee finds

to remain in virtual

notes that many

these examinations

for nearly eighteen years and while they must have been aware of the

complaints of the people and their need for information, never took the

initiative to correct this situation. The Committee also expresses its

concern that the Marshall Islands District Legislature has apparently

,,—,
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neve r taken positive action rcqarail!q this matter ‘.d~ichis, essentially, a

situation uni(:lleto t}lc :lars!~allIsland:; District. This statem(’nt, however, shoul~

not })e construed to iv[)ly that district J:ro))lfxnsshould only l)chandled at tile

district level. ?he Committee ifiOII1!Jtoo !)a;,~y~to carr;~ out the re(:uiremcnts of

its ruanciatewnere local reiwc!~yilas failed to rectify a local pro!:jlern. The

Committee also vis}ies to note its displeasure t,~it}~actions by certain non-?licronesians

at the Headquarters ,Ndministration level. Specifically, tuneCommittee notes tilat

the expulsion of the Japanese survey team b;~ the ‘l’rustTerritory I’dministration ill

December of 1971 may ilave ultimately rcsultccl in the delay of the annual

survey scheduled three montils later. ~;!)i~ea ~>arar]oidinterpretation Of

the {~ossible prol>aqanclause of the visit ll}rcertain Ja~anese in the group

may have been a consicieration, ti)eex}>ulsion riotonlI/ iOaS .inaffront to

the neo!>le

experience

ii!lpr?ccai)le

of !?onqc:la~)and Utirik, but also a shameful anclembarrassing.

fo Dr. IIaruo Flzaki, one of the forc+most Japanese surcjeons wit!l

credentials in the field of ra(iiation-inducecl effects otl tile

Lhyrc)icl. ‘i’hcConmittee is also displeased tc]note certain acti.or)s.~rlcl

all~CJatlOrIS lna(ic by ~il(2 “L’rLISt ‘?c~rritory~,riministrati.onir)connection with

the aborted March, 1272, sl]rvey. TI16:one J(31)a]~cscdoctor vl:o die! arrive irl

tir.w Lo join t}lctc,m i]] :l~rc!l I,:ns an “unkl]uwn.” i!oone ill,J~~!)ill~--

includinc,lsucl~ per.r!>lc:as IJr. Darlincj, Ijr. l:ul,latoriand Dr. :;uaki--harlever

i>earclof Ijin. ‘~his doctor i)irflselftol~! 1.Ic2rJ,(-:rs
,,

of tlhcC(x:vnltteckllat !:c

had little !)acP.(JrounCiin tilyroi<lanti radiation and ti)at “nc~.l[?sriot particular;’

iritcreske(lin I:!:ei~co!)lcs’l,roblcms. Rather, lICwas illt.crr:stcdin writin(]

sonctjlin(jabout the cast:. ‘!’)1(:k’xecut.ivrbranch i)a:;c;lt~rgedthat Dr. l:zal-i

was ]Jersuadecl,by an “outsi.dc influence” /Iot to corw on the :Iirrcll survey.

Tile Ccwunittee has questioned this “outside influence” ~Jld !,c~,i,~qtate~] t]jat

durincj his meetirrg with tilecioctor, hc trjcd to t~ncouracJcl)im to go on the trip
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and ciid not ciiscouraqc hilo. ‘1’hcsc~,oints note[!, ti-e Cor,mjttce ‘?nuld al:;o

like to corwnend the executive !>rancl;, includinq [!igh Commissioner Jo?Inston,

Deputv Iliqh Commissioner peter T. Coleman, Dr. P;ill.iamucck ant! I)r. ,i~sao

Kurnangai for their excellent cooi~r-!ration,hel;~ and assistance tn thf.

Committee sin~ its creation.

‘The (lmmittee would like to make one last pcint l~eforc proccedinq

to the recommendations, w!lic!~i-:asottcntime~ clouded the iscuc conncctcd

with the people of ilonqela}~allclUtiri).. This is the often IJcard complaint

or charqe by persons in the Acimiriistration or :~cr:;on:;crrnnc:cteciwith t!le

annual surveys that it 5.sunfortunate that ]mlitical i:;suec are i>einrl

injectecl into what is a pure 1~~redical and scientific matter. T}~e c~mrfritte~

does not aqrcc wit}] t?~i.sattitude. ‘rhe (lo]nmitteewould liY.c to remind tl~ose

who hold this attitude Of the origins and connotations OS LI;cword “F~litical.t]

The original (;reck root !.:ordand f;uffix, and LIIepresent day connotations of

t!le\:ordllpolitic,,relateto” the citizens of a governmental state and the

enforcer,~entof la,,~sand re<lul~tio[l;;for t!lcir !>cn&fit+ A political act:

is any acti<jn whicl] takes ;>lace in LIICr]ui>licrealm of th~: ~>olis. Thus-

virtually any actiorl is a [x>litical action whic}l affects or influcllccs

orl

other !)CO[>.le.II)a rrrorcgeneral sense then, )Jy~,oti~strict definition

and i,~causc or other consideration:; , t}lf: annual survc~<s are !>olitical

actions. As it pertains to tile,f;;j(+ci,al(Joint Committee or the e].ccted

representatives of tile !lOn~eld!>CSCand ULirike2c, their actions have )men

Corr,rmltteci in the interest of tilclr constituents !)ith the intent of im~;roving

their healtl; and welfare. Certain actions

past , however, apr~ear to be more defensive

more conccrncd ~,viththe imaqc of the Trust

of t!lcAdministration, in Lhc

al~dretaliator’f in nature and

Territory Government than they

. . . +ioio43q
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are with, the we].fare of tilepeople involved, Tl]e Committee notes that,

as with the issue of Ronge].ap, the Administration Irony times in the past has

reacted defensively ccmcerni92’ certain issues raised, or to criticisms

a!>out exi~tlng problems instead of si.ttinci(?OWIIwith those WIIO raised the

issues or made criticism and tryin~ to find out just what was ‘wronq or

ho>; the situation could be corrected. Relative to t}lis, the Committee is

pleased to note the excellent cooperation of the executive branch ~}ith

this committee of t!~eCongress which has wrhaps, j.npart, resulteci from

a qreater uncrerstandinq by the executive branch of the per]>lexing pro})lems

and difficult issues involving the people of l+ongela;~and Utirik. The

Committee is happy to note this apparent c!mnqe and hones that it presages

increa~inq cooperation between tileexecutive ancl legislative l~ranc}lesof t;le

Trust Territorq.~Government in the future, concernincj the subject matter of

t!lis report, as well as other considerations affectinq the interests ancl

‘well~being of the people of ~.Micronesia.

Jwcol1?li’:!Jl.)Al’10! .5

United Nations

‘ll!}eCommittee recommends that the United v!ations Scientific Committee

on Kadi2.tion issue on ~nnual rencrt of tllc findings of surveys on the

‘Iars!lallese, Ar,.(?rj.cans, and Ja[)ancsc exposed to the !larch 1, 19!54, Fallout

fro!] t}~o “Eravo” test and tl~at scientific mcctinqs on the subject be held,

~~ Sqqestc?(l );.;~)r. Kurnatori.



Atomic qnerqy Commission

1. ‘he Committee believes that because of psychological implications,

new thyroid nodule findings, and the unprecedented case of leukemia, it

stronqly recommends that the AEC recruit and fund a doctor like Dr. Knudsen--

on a one or two year contract basis to visit the Rongelapese and lJtiri}:ese

during the time between the yearly examinations. The Committee has been

advised that finding someone to do this is very difficult. The Committee

believes this is not a val

the United States informed

has about 40,000 employees

Also, the Committee does

stand in t!~eway of this

several times the annual

d consideration. T!le former Surgeon General of

the Corunittee that the U.S. Public I]ealth Service

12,000 of them i])professional occupations.

not believe that the matter of funclinq should

proposal since the ALC’S annual hudqct E?xceetisby

hudqet for tl]eTrust Territory of the Pacific Islands.

Arranqcments for such a service on a continuing ]jasis can be made t}lroucj},

the Ilepartmcnt of the Interj.or and the Trust l’erritory Gover]~ment.

As an alternate prOJ>O+al, should the. aljnve :>roposal !>e in~[~ossil)lcto

fulfi~l--...~’nicl~ tileCommittee aou\)ts--ttlcCopmittec then would favor the

recommenc!ation of two of it$ consultants to ~lav[>a h.o~~,.i.talsl-li~>viqit the

island recjularly, tl~eco:;t of ,,:)lichWCUIC1 also I:el~ortlc!;ytileARC.

2. It is also recol,lmencicd!>y the Committee that. t}Ichtomic l!nCrg.:J

Colmnission !>rovide funds in addition to requl<lr Grant I’unds for any new

T!IC Committee furthk)r rccolsmc:lldwthnt the Atomic l;nerq>~Conmi!;sion
,.

increase its fundinq under contrclctual ol~li.q.atl(>n,; tc>Lroo}.lla\’cnh!ation~]l

s-
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Laboratory so that Dr. Conard may be able to meet some of the recommendations

made by this renort and/or carry out SUCII additional work or stuclies as he

may feel will be beneficial to the people involved.

Brookhaven National I.aboratory

In order to convey to the people of Rongelap and [Jtirik the sense

that the BNL team is truly interested in not only the health of the people

but is also respectful of customs and of their counsel and advice in these

matters which directly affect them, it is recommended that:

1. Prior to the survey, through the District Administrator of the

Marshall Islands [)istrict, the BNL team should ask the permission of the

people of the islands to make the examination.

2. Permission by the magistrates and councils of the islands should be

asked in order to hold an island mcetiny for the purposes of explaining results

from the last visit and to answer questions.

3. Durinq such a meeting, the BNL team should ask the people if they

would like ~o have an island party. Assuminq that tl~epeople want to have the

[~artY, they should be encouraged to provide some local food (like fish and

breadfruit) . Conversely, it is recommended that in addition to sucl~

food as hot dogs and beans, that the team provide pigs and chickens for

the people to prepare for the party.

4. ‘I’heCommittee also strongly recommends that 13rookhaven give serious

and careful consideration to the recommendations made by consultants Ezaki,

Kumatori, Cole, and Pochin and that it rc[>ort to the Committee what action

it proposes to take concerning them.

5. The Committee recommends that during the forthcoming March, 1973,

survey, as an interim measure, the 13rookhaven team give each person examined

174
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a written statement in Marshallese

and 1973. Upon the publication of

of their general findings from 1972

the booklets for exposed, cilildren

of exposed and control persons, which hopefully will be reacly by the

March, 1974, survey, tilcse written comments in Marshallese will be in-

cluded in the booklets.

‘rhe Trust Territory Government

,1. The Committee recommends that the ‘i’rustTerritory Government

construct, on municipal land after consultation with the people, a dis-

pensary and other dual purpose buildings such as classrooms, which will

enable the medical survey team to house all of its equi[>ment and person-

nel and in whit}] to perform their examinations. The cost of such shall

be borne by the Atomic Energy Commission.

2. In connection with this rccornrnendatiorl,the Committee noted the

deteriorating condition of a former observation tower at the Radsafe site.

The Committee recommends that Public ‘dorks l>ersonnel, after consultation

with the landowner, dismantle saicl to~~er before it collapses and injures

one of the inhabitants of the island.

3. In conjunction with the AEC anti Brookhaven, it is recommended

that the Trust Territory I)e;]artment of IIeClltllServices forn!ulate an eciuca-

tion program which will satisfactorily explain to the Rongelapcse and

Utirikese the circumstances of their ex;>osure and illnesses. Tt should

be thorough anti should be conducted for as long as it takes to satisfy

t!le curiosity of the peo~jle involved, so that the sane c~uesti.onsare

not asked of the B~lL team every year. It should also include the fact

which the Committee has been made aware of )JyDr. ilarlinq, various Ja!~anese

experts, and testimony in the [1.s. Congressional hearings, that such

,,,—,
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examinations may .goon for 25 years or more,

4. AS provided for by law (introcluced by the Comr,ittee during the First

Reqular Session of the Fifth Congress) the Trust Territory will provide free

transportation, housing and ;?er diem to those Rongelap and [!tirik survivors,

their descendants, and those who aqree to act as mem!!ers of a control group if

they wish to go to Majuro for a health exami]iation. The Trust l’erritory, under

this law, will also be responsible for keeping track of all survivors and

clcscendants

~laces avai,

5. It

and control persons and arrange to see tl~at they are all in

able to the BNL team during its visits.

is recommended, in conjunction with BNL and the AEC, that health

aides on Rongela!) and Utirik should ,bcgiven additional training in record

keeping and certain methods of examination (palpation of the thyroid, for

example) . They should also be required to send in a monthly report by radio

to F!ajuro and written monthly reports (vital statistics) on every field trip

v~~~~l .

6. It is also recommended that the Division of Community Development

encourage self-help ~roqrans in the areas of agriculture, fisheries, and

~landicraft production on the islands of Ronqeldp anc~ Utlrlk.

Congress of Micronesia

1. It is recommended that the Congress of Micronesia !?ass.the law

introduced by the Committee which will provide for free transportation, housing,

and per diem for exposed, descendants of exposed, and control n~r.sons.

2. ‘rhe Committee also recommends that the Conqress, through its Special

.Toint Committee shall., in conjunction with the Department of Iiealth Services,

cause to km ~jrinted survivors and control persons hook.lets in Marsh~allese and

English with the name, case nurnher, name of island, etc. , as described ‘n
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the public law. To this end, the Committee offers to the Department of Health

Services the assistance of its staff members.

3. It is recommended that the Congress, through its S~mcial .Joint

Committee, cause to be printed a summary of t’nis report and its recommendations

in the Marshallese language and tl~at such report be distributed to the people

of Ronqelap and Utirik.

4. The Committee recommends that due to the unique nature of the effects

of radiation and the special situation of the affected Marshallese, that mcmhers

of the Special Joint Committee accompany the annual examinations to assure

that its recommendations are carried out and that at the same time, it

encourage further involvement of the l~itijela (Marshall Islands District

Legislature) by sendinq ti..Jomembers to accompany tliose from the Joint Committee.

5. The Committee recommends that its mandate lx enlarqed in scope and

that its li”fe be extendecl to January, 1975.

‘Yhe People of Rongelap and Utirik

1. To the people of Rongelap and Utirik, the Special Joint Committee

recommends that they form Fallout Survivors Councils, composed of members of

the regular island municipal council, plus senior exposed persons, This is a

corrmon practice in .Ja!>an,and the Committee feels that through groups like these,

the people involved might ))etter be able to express their concerns or agitate

for correction of what they consider to be problems.
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First of all, the Committee would lj.ke to give its thanks and

appreciation to the magistrates, nunicipal councils, and the people

of 3onqelap

Committee.

and studiecl

and [Itirik for their coo~eration and assistance to the

It is for these people that the Committee has traveled

and it is hoped that this report and its recommendations

vj.11 ]Ieln rectify some

future, certain in the

of their problems so that they may face the

knowledge that the people and the government

of ~!icronesia are concerned about them and are mindful of their

special circumstances.

The Committee is also qrateful to the followinq persons or aqencies

for their assistance to the Committee during its work. They are lis,ted

below in al!?hahetical order, accordinq to country or jurisdiction.

ENG1,AND

The Committee wishes to extend its deep appreciation to E. Eric

Pochin, M.D., CBE, I?RCP, Director of the British Medical Research

Council’s Department of Clinical Research at the [University College

Hospital Medical School, London, England, Also the Committee is

grateful to the World Health Organization for recommending Dr. Pochi.n

to the Committee.

JAPAN

Tokyo

We are alSO indebted to Am}]assaclor Ingersoll, ancl /4r. David 13rown,

Second Secretary, Political Section of the lJnited States Kmbassy in

Tokyo; and in the government of Japan to Mr. Mamoru Tsunasl~ima,



Director of the International Affairs I)ivision of the Ministry of

}{ealt?land F!elfarc, Dr. Tcrmokazu Kate, head Of t:lePlanninq Section

of the l;ureal]of Public Ilealth, Vr. Sapuro lshika’.~a,legal counsel,

t!r. Watanabe, interpreter, and Mr. Tosikaya Takeuchil assistant

.C!llefOf the Seamen’s Insurance Section of the 13ureallwit]lin the

Division of the ?4inistr~/.

The Committee would also like to note its special thanks to

Dr. Toshiyuki Kumatori, ~,ho heads t]leclinical Research Division of

the Japanese National Institute for )?adioloq.ical.Sciences for his

actina as a consultant to the Committee, and is thus also grateful

to Dr. Keisuke Misono, Director of the Institute for allowing

Dr, Kumatori to participate in t}leCommittee’s work. The Committee

is especially a[>preciativc of havinq the opportunity to meet ancl

talk with Mr. Matashiqi Os}li a former crewmember of the Lucky Dracjon.

The Committee wishes to also note its appreciation to Iir. h’arren

Elsner, Mr. John Krimsky, Mr. David Jones, and Mrs. Toshiko Saito

of Pari American World Airways for their invaluable assistance to the

Committee during its stay in ,Japan.

}Iiroshima

The Committee would like to extend its sincere appreciation to

the l~onorable Istuo h?aqano, Governor of Hiroshima Prefecture, and

the Honorable Setsuo Yamada, 14ayor of l{iroshima City and to his

Foreign Affairs C!~ief, klr. Kaoru Oqura.

A note of appreciation is also due to the staff of tileAtomic

Bomb Casualty Commission in [Iiroshima including Dr. George ~. Darling,

,.
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former Director, and the present Director Dr. LeP.oy Allen, Dr. Naki,

Associate Director, and to doctors Kate, Steer, Belsky, and Ifada.

Also in }!iroshima the Committee wishes to thank Dr. Fumio

Shigeto, Director of the IiiroshirnaAtomic Bomb Hos~ital, Dr. “futaka

‘Iizunor Countermeasure Section Chief at the Hiroshima Survivors F?el-

fare Center, !Ir. I{iroshi Suzuki, Vice Director of the Hiroshima

A-i)omh ?.id Hone, }!r. Xazuharu Iiamasaki, Director of the liiroshima

Peace l.lemorialMuseumr and Dr. l’omin }{arada, Director of the Harada

I+ospital.

Our s]>ecial thanks is also hereby recorded for Dr. Ilaruo Fzaki,

now Professor in the Second Surgery Department of the Hiroshima

lJniversity school of Medicine, for nis participation as a consultant

to the Committee. We are especially grateful to Dr. ‘?zaki’s former

supervisor, Dr. Naomasa Okamoto, Director of the Research Institute

for !Juclear Medicine anclElioloqy of l[irostlimafor alloh’inq Dr. Ezaki

to take leave from the Institute to work with tl~eCommltteC.

!iaqasaki.

‘1’l]cComvittee would like to extend its qratitucle to the tionor-

ahle Yoshitakc Murotani, .!lavor of h!agasa~.i.Cit’~ and to his Deputy

Hayor Soichi Urabe for his kindness to the Committee, and for tl~e

assistance illarranging t!~eCommittee’s schedule. Le arc also

grateful to Dr. Sadahisa Kavamoto of tl~eDepartrlent of ~ledici.nef

Atomic Eomb Casualt!~ Commission, Dr. ‘{oshimasa !Iatsuzaka, hssistant

Director of t}le

of ti~e !Iaqasakj.

F!aqa.~akiSurvivors Welfare Center, tn the {Iircctors

A-boml> f~os!~ital,the OIC1 Aqc A-lxxll>Survivors ll~mf~,

-- —...,
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the !!agasaki A-bomb Museum, and to Dr. Shunzo Okajima, Director of

the Atomic Disease Institute of the Nagasaki University SChOOl Of

Mwlici.ne.

[JNIT1U3STATES OF AMERICA

The Committee acknowledges with appreciation tileeffnrts of the

Department of State, and the assistance of Deputy Assistant Secretary

for Territorial Affairs, Mr. Stanley S. Carpenter, and t!lc Department

of the Interior for assistance rendered to the Committee in coordi-

nating the participation of the doctors from .Tapan and England with

the Brookhaven survey team.

Deserving special thanks is Jesse L. Steinfeld, M.D., Former

Surgeon General of the United States Public IIealtllService for his

offers of assistance to tileCommittee. S!>ecial thanks are also due

to Dr. ~Jilllam s. f’ole, Associate J)irector of tile Eureau of Radiolo-

gical }Iealth who was assiqned to ~<ork ~.]i.tht}~eCommittee as consultant

bv Dr. Steinfelcl. The Committee is also indebted to Dr. Cole and the

[1.s. Public ];ealth Service for its assistance in having certain

materials of the Committee translated from Japanese into F,n{jlj.s]l,

and for the })amphlet.sand t>u}>licationsmade ava.ilahle to tileCommit-

tee throuqh tile kindness of Dr. Cole.

The Committee would like here to acknowledge its disap~lointment

with two agencies of the [Inited States Government; namely the Depart-

ment of Defense and the Atomic }~nerqy Commission for their amparent

lack of cooperation and interest in the Committee’s ~:ork. While it

s!lould he stated that t!~eAl?C l~asl>een cooperative to sone extent
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concerning certain aspects of compensation concerning the people

of Utirikt it, along with the Department of Defense have unaccountably

failed to respond to a request for certain information and materials

in a letter dated April 5, 1972, which was routed through the Office

of the High Commissioner. V7hether this lack of response is due to

bureaucratic lethargy or reluctance on the part of the agencies named

is not known. In either case, the Committee wishes to note for the

record its extreme displeasure at this apparent lack of assistance

and expresses its hopes that this situation will be rectified in the

future.

The Committee would like to extend its appreciation to.Dr. Cronkite

and Dr. Robert A. Conard of the Brookhaven National Laboratory of Long

Island, New York for their assistance and cooperativeness. We are

especially grateful for Dr. Conard~s efforts to respond to the Com-

mittees many requests for information and for his hospitality during

the September survey, Also due a note of appreciation are the medical

~nd support staff of the Brookhaven team including: doctors Lowery,

Larsen, Sutow, and Wudsen, and 13rookhaven staff members William Scott,

Douglas Clareus, and Mike Maker.

TflK U.S. TERRITORY OF

The Committee is also indebted to Dr.

President for Research and Development of

for his advice and comments, and also for

GUAM

William Vitarellir Vice

the [University of

his assi~tance in

material from the University of Guam Library which has been

to the writing of this report,

Guam,

obtaining

invaluable
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TRUST TERRITORY OF THE PACIFIC ISI,ANDS

.

AS noted elsewhere, the Committee tenders its thanks to High

Commissioner Edward E. Johnston, Deputy High Commissioner Peter T.

Coleman, and former Director of Health Services Dr. William Peck.

Special note is due to present Director of the

Services Dr. Masao Kumangai, for his work with

Japan as liaison from the executive branch and

Department of Health

the Committee in

for his assistance

and advice thereafter. Also deserving of thanks is Mr. Kosang

Mizutani, 7\ssistant Medical Repair Specialist, who participated in

the September examinations. Also providing assistance to the Com-

mittee was Mr. Bert Ogata of the Agriculture Division of the Depart-

ment of Resources and Development, for which the Committee is thank-

ful to Resources and Development Director Wyman X. Zachary, Deputy

Director Eusahio Rechucher, and Agriculture Division Chief Mr. Bermin

Weilbacher.

Marshall Islands District

The Committee wishes to thank the following people for their

help and assistance during its two visits to the Marshall Islands

District: District Administrator Oscar de Bruin; Deputy District

Administrator Edmund Gilmar; P.lr.Henry Moses, now with

tive Liaison Division; Mr. Tony

Mr. Jack Tobin, Community Devel(

Administrative Officer; Speaker

Anien; the members of the distr:

de uru~,lllb]ic Affairs

pment Advisor; Mr, Phi..

the Legisla-

Officer;

ip K. Kabua,

of the Nitijela, the Honorable Atlan

ct delegation of the Congress of

U13
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CONGRESS OF MICRONESIA

SAIPAN, MA RI ANA ISLANDS, 9695o

SPECIAL JOINT COMMITTEE
CONCERNING RON GELAP&
UTIRIK ATOLLS

(Public Law 4c-33)

Senator Olymplo T. Borja, Chairman
RepreSenta:we TlmOthy o[ker, il
RePrewntalWe Hans Willander

September 21, 1972

Memorandum of Understanding

To : Medical Consultant to Special Joint Committee Concerning
Ikmgelap and Utirik Atolls, Congress of Micronesia

From : Vice Chairman, Special Joint Committee

Subject: Submission of Report

As per the Special Joint Committee’s Interim Report of May 16, 1972,
the Committee would like to request that you submit a report to it

discussing the following areaa of

1. Method of examination of
by members of Brookhaven National

a. you (sic) indication

concern:

people of Rongelap and Utirik used
Laboratory medical team including:

as to whether you feel examination
on a once-a–year basis is justifiable in an island situation; and

b. whether you feel the present examination methods are

adequate to protect the health of those examined, including

whether you feel certain tests should be added, or if certain tests

being now conducted are not necessary; and

c. your discussion on the doctor-patient relationship
between the team and the people being examined and also any obser-
vable problems in communication evident to you; and

d. any other comment you care to make in this area.

2. Relative to the area of treatment, the Committee requeets that
you:

a. comment based upon your observations of this particular
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Memo -2-

aurvey, whether you feel that present treatment (surgery,
medicine, etc.) is adequate, could be improved, or is
inadequate and your reasons for such opinion; and

b. from your knowledge, experience and revi~w of pertinent
literature, discuss the adequacy or inadequacy of past medical
treatment.

Additionally, the Committee would like to request comments on:

1. The advisability of returning the Rongelapese and Utirikese
to their islands before testing in that area had ceased and their
consequent expo~ure to higher-than-normal levels of residual background
radiation; and

2. by other comments or suggestions relating to professional
medical aspects of the team’s work, either of a general or specific
nature, or any information comparing the medical examination and
treatment of these groups with those you may be familiar with; and

3. Your professional opinion based on Brookhaven-AEC reports as
to the validity of the original amounts of radiation exposure, and
residual amounts both whole-body and internal.

The Committee asks that you prepare your report separately, upon
ret<rn to your present place of work and that it be written without
soliciting the opinions of the other consultants to the Committee or
doctors connected with the AEC or Brookhaven other than for informational
purposes and that this report be submitted to the Committee no later
than 50 days after your departure from the Marshall Islands District.

It is agreed that all reports, information and correspondence between
the Special Joint Committee and its consultants will be treated
confidentially as in a normal medico-legal, doctor-client relationship:
provided, however, that the Special Joint Committee may, upon its
discretion, make public, any and all information received from said
consultants without naming them unless they so agree and that such
publication will release the consultant from ~ny restriction on using
said information for his personal use as he sees fit. It is furthermore,
provided that those consultants who are required by their supervisors
or superiors to do so will make available copies of their reports with
the understanding that the information contained therein is confidential
in nature. The reports, when completed, should be sent to Chairman
Olympio T. Borja, c/o Congress of Micronesia, Saipan, Mariana Islands,
96950. Any expenses connected with the work of the consultants will be
reimbursed or defrayed by funds of the Special Joint Committee Concerning
Rongelap and Utirik Atolls or by the Trust Territory Government.
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Concurrence by consultants to
Special Joint Committee:

/s/

Hans Wiliander, Vice Chairman
Special Joint Committee Concerning

Rongelap and Utirik Atolls /s/
. Congress of Micronesia Dr. William S. Cole

/s/
Dr. Haruo Ezaki

/s/
Dr. Toshf.yukiKumatori

/s/
Dr. E. E. Pochin
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE

FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION

ROCK VILLE. MAR YIAND 2@-952

OCT 24 1972

Senator Olympio T. Borja
Chairman, Special Joint Committee
Concerning Rongelap and Utirik Atolls
Congress of Micronesia
Saipan, Mariana Islands 96950

Dear Senator Borja:

It is my pleasure to submit my report (Attachment No. 1)
as a Consultant to your Committee in accordance with the
Memorandum of Understanding of September 21, 1972,
(Attachment No. 2) .

I have combined portions of my response to the multiple
questions in an attempt to more concisely state my
observations on the methods of examination of the exposed
persons of Rongelap and Uti.rik, as well as on the delivery
of health care to the entire population of those atolls.
The latter observation is made in response to the verbal
request of Mr. Hans Wiliander, Vice Chairman of the Special
Joint Committee.

I trust my report
in its continuing
Utirik Atolls.

will be of assistance to your Committee
deliberations concerning Rongelap and

As requested by you, I have attached a resume of my
professional background.

With best personal regards, I remain

Si cere

?

!

William
Associate Director
ureau of Radiological Health

3 Enclosures
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Attachment No. 1

REPORT OF WILLIAM S. COLE, M.D., MEDICAL CONSULTANT TO
THE SPECIAL JOINT COMMITTEE CONCERNING RONGELAP AND UTIRIK
ATOLLS, CONGRESS OF MICRONESIA, FROM THE U.S. PUBLIC HEALTH
SERVICE, BUREAU OF RADIOLOGICAL HEALTH, FOOD AND DRUG
ADMINISTRATION, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

In accordance with the Memorandum of Understanding, dated
September 21, 1972, I submit this report. The observations
and opinions expressed are the result of my visits to Ebeye
Island, Rongelap Atoll, Utirik Atoll, and Majuro Island,
Marshall Islands, Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands,
from September 5, 1972, to September 23, 1972, with the
Brookhaven National Laboratory Medical Team. During this
interval the following Marshallese were examined:

Exposed persons - Rongelapese 32
- Utirikese 76

Unexposed Rongelapese Control Group 16

Children of exposed Rongelapese 30

Children of unexposed Rongelapese 10

In addition, approximately 100 men, women, and children
were examined and treated for diseases not related to
radiation exposure. For example, more than 60 pairs of
charity-donated eyeglasses were dispensed to the people
of Rongelap and Utirik.

The visit of the Medical Team coincided with a serious
outbreak of upper respiratory diseases and an acute gastro-
enteritis infection on both Rongelap and Utirik. In
addition, a localized epidemic of influenza occurred among
those people and the personnel of the Medical Team, resulting
in a quarantine of the involved islands. This proved to be
an additional handicap in the conduct of the examinations by
the Medical Team when it arrived at the Majuro Memorial
Hospital, Majuro Atoll.
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.

1. METHOD OF EXAMINATION OF THE PEOPLE OF RONGELAP AND
llTIRIKAToLLs By THE RRoOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY
MEDICAL TEAM

“ The annual examination of the exposed people of Rongelap
and Utirik Atolls is considered adequate for the detection
of radiation-induced diseases, the result of fallout
exposure in March 1954. This method of examination has
detected serious thyroid abnormalities in 21 Marshallese
in the past and resulted in the discovery of two additional
cases at this most recent examination. The first case of
acute rnyelogenous leukemia was discovered at this examination
and the patient taken to the Hospital of the Medical Research
Center at Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York,
and subsequently transferred to the National Institutes of
Health, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, for
observation and “treatment.

Examinations performed by the Brookhaven National Laboratory
Medical Team are considered technically adequate for its
purpose. The history and physical examinations are performed
under difficult circumstances on the islands with the lack of
any facilities on Utirik compounding the problem. The perma-
nent facilities available in the trailers on Rongelap are
much more adequate for the examinations. The blood and urine
tests performed by the American” and Marshallese technicians
are adequate and accurate. Additional examinations not
related to radiation-induced disease could be added as clinic-
ally indicated. In regard to the treatment of radiation-
induced disease and, in particular, the thyroid abnormalities
occurring in exposed persons who were under the age of 10 at
exposure, all available records indicate the treatment to
have been excellent. The surgical care rendered to these
individuals in Guam, Hawaii., and the United States is
comparable to the best afforded in this country.

An annual medical examination with diagnosis and treatment
of diseases endemic to the Marshall Islands not related to

radiation is inadequate to protect the health of the people.
Much more medical training of the Trust Territory Health
Aides with standardization of the facility, surgical supplies,
and medications is necessary before much improvement is to be
expected. Frequent visits by Medical Officers of the District
Headquarters are imperative.
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‘l’hereis difficulty in communication with the people on
the purpose of the annual examination for the detection
Of racliati-or,-induced disease. The facilities available
on both Rcngelap and Utirik do not afford the opportunity
for a good physician-patieilt relationship and, until this
situation is improved, misunderstanding and mistrust by
the people will continue. This was more e~’ident when I
visited the Marshall Islands with members of the Special
Joint Committee in July 1972. The language barrier
increases the difficulty for both patient and examining
physician as the physical examination is conducted.

2. OBSERVATIONS RELATIVE TO THE TREATMENT OF PAST AND
PRESENT DISEASES

In regard to the diagnosis and treatment of disease
endemic to the Marshall Islands visited and not related
to radiation, the methods for delivery of good health care
are totally inadequate. The difficulty in transporting
heavy diagnostic medical equipment ashore at Rongelap and
Utirik precludes examination using, for example, modern
x-ray machines. In view of this, consideration should be
given to the procurement of a “hospital” ship with such
equipment permanently installed. This method would also
allow additional clinical examinations to be performed as
well as treatment of surgical problems. Such a facility
would afford visiting medical personnel clean living
accommodations not now available. This method of delivery
of good health care has been adopted and proven highly
successful in other developing countries.

The medical record system observed is,totally unsatisfactory.
A medical record should be established for all persons, both
exposed and non-exposed. That information pertinent to the
exposed population should be part of such a record and
available for the visiting Medical Officers of the Trust
Territory. An upgraded record of immunizations should be
maintained to prevent outbreaks of diseases which could
be prevented by early childhood immunizations. The tragic
poliomyelitis epidemic of 1963-64 is an example of the
necessity of sLlch a program.

Consideration should be given to the preparation of a
document in Marshallese on the purpose of the annual
examination by the Brookhaven National Laboratory Medical
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Team for distribution to the people prior to the visit of
the physicians. I am not aware that such written informa-
tion is presently available. Such a document may alleviate
misunderstandings now in existence.

The dispensaries on Rongelap and Utirik should be upgraded
with standardization of surgical supplies and medications.
The hospital on Ebeye is inadequate to deliver good health
care to the 5,000 residents of that island. The construc-
tion of the new hospital should be expedited as rapidly as
possible. Additional medical training of the Health Aides
on Rongelap and Utirik is a necessity. In my opinion,
without it, even the scheduled visits by the Medical Offi’cers
from the District Headquarters will not prevent possible
serious or fatal illnesses in the outer islands. ~.

3. OPINION ON THE REPORTED ACUTE AND LATE RADIATION EFFECTS
ON ‘1’HEPEOP~ OF RONGELAP AND U’I’TRiKATOLLS

The Bravo thermonuclear device of the Operation Castle test
series was detonated on a coral reef on Bikini Atoll on
March 1, 1954. This produced a yield of 15 megatons TNT
equivalent and contaminated an area approximately 330 miles
by 60 miles with radioactj.ve debris. This large area
included Rongelap and Utirik Atolls. The reported exposures
to the people on those islands released by the U.S. Atomic
Energy Commission in July 1956 were as follows:

Rongelap 175 rads whole body gamma

Ailingnae 69 rads “ “ “

Rongerik 78 rads “ It II (USAF Personnel)

Utirik 14 rads “ “ “

The people of Rongelap received a skin exposure to such a
degree.to produce burns and partial epilation of the scalp,
the result of a significant beta dose. The external beta
dose was the result of direct skin contamination by fallout
material . The presence of clothing and partial shielding
by trees or houses resulted in spotty skin contamination.
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In additiGn to the whole body gamma exposu~c and beta burns
Gf the skin, a significant amount of radio rlacliileswas
absorbed by ingestion and inhalation. The dose calculations
were begun at Kwajalein about twG weeks after the detonation
by determination Gf radioactivity witliin pooled urine samples.
.Such samples were returned to the [Jnited States for radio-
chemical analysis. Such analyses were continued and, at six
months following the exposure, only minute amounts of radio-
activity were detectable in the urine. Radioactive iodine
was the most hazardous of the absorbed isotGpes and, by
extrapolation, a dose of 160 rads to the thyroid gland of
the exposed adult and a range of 700-1400 rads to the exposed
child’s thyroid gland was received. In additjon, both groups
received 175 rads frGnl external gamma irradiation.

Articles on this subject, published by the U.S. Atomic Energy
Commission, the Brookhaven National Laboratory, the Department
of Defense, and testimony before the Special Subcommittee on
Radiation of the Joint Committee on AtGmic Energy, Congress of
the United States, were carefully reviewed with particular
attention to methods used in dGse calculations. Granted that
much of the data were determined by post-detonation calculations
and extrapolations, one must conclude that the published figures
are reasonably accurate. It may be possible to reevaluate the
data but this would be a formidable procedure.

By the Spring of 1957, ten surveys of Rongelap Atoll had been
made by the Applied Fisheries Laboratory of the University of
Washington and U.S. Naval Radiological Defense Laboratory.
A decision was made to allow the people to return to their
island on June 29, 1957, with the belief that permanent
residence would not be detrimental to their health. The last
nuclear device of the Operation Hardtack Tests was detonated
on Eniwetok on July 26, 1958. Published data indicates that
only a small and insignificant increase in background levels
occurred on Rongelap as a result of this test.

In early 1958, a j@ir~t field trip was made by the Laboratory
of Radiation Biology of the University of Washington and the
Brookhaven National Laboratory Medical Team. Subsequently,
three additional radiation surveys were conducted by the
Laboratory of Radiation Biology prior tG 1960. The maximum
gamma dose level in September of 1959 was recorded as 0.04
mrads per hour, or approximately 350 mrads per year, well
within the accepted maximum permissible close of 500 mrads

201.
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per year to an individual. It was recommended to the people
that land and coconut crabs not be consumed because of their
selective absorption of strontium-90 and cesium-137.

It is accepted that the radioisotopes of iodine 1-131, 1-132,
1-133, and 1-135 contributed to the total dose to the thyroid
gland, resulting in the development of nodules in the thyroid
gland in 19 of 82 exposed people on Rongelap, with the pre-
ponderance in individuals who were less than 10 years of age
at the time of exposure. The first thyroid abnormality was
discovered nine years after exposure. Subsequent surgical
exploration was carried out in Guam, Hawaii, and the United
States on 18 of the victims, revealing three to have cancer
of the thyroid gland. In addition, two boys were found to
have developed total atrophy of the gland resulting in hypo-
thyroidism. In an effort to prevent the development of
thyroid nodules, the exposed people were administered thyroxine
on a continuing basis. In my opinion, the surgical and medical
treatment of the thyroid abnormalities afforded was comparable
to the best available in the United States.

The long term or delayed effects of radiation are in the main
the result of the radioactive isotopes strontium-90 and
cesium-137. These two isotopes were plentiful in the fission
products and have relatively long half-lives. Body burdens
for cesium-137 and strontium-90 by radiochemical assay of the
exposed Rongelapese in 1969 indicated no increase since similar
evaluations in 1965. In addition, t}~ere was no significant
difference in the body burdens of the exposed and unexposed
persons living on Rongelap, indicating an equilibrium had been
reached. It is difficult if not impossil]le to predict the
ultimate result of this increased body burden of potentially
carcinogenic substances. It is generally considered that the
biological hazard from cesium-137 is not as great as strontium-
90, a beta emitter that is selectively deposited in bone.
There are animal experiments which indicate that strontium-90
in sufficient quantities may produce bone cancer ancl possibly
leukemia. Pathological effects of cesium-137 in the muscle

mass of the body are not definitely known at the present
time .

At this examination, a nodular thyroid gland was detected
in a Rongelapese girl who was 12 years of age at exposure
and the first nodular thyroid in a woman exposed on Ailingnae
when she was less than 10 years of age. Unfortunately, the
first case of acuie myelogenous leukemia among the exposecl
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Rongelapese was discovered at this examination. This case
of leukemia occurred well beyond the peak incidence expected
as the result of radiation exposure but radiation cannot be
dismissed as the causative agent. In my opinion, the dis-
covery of this disease in an exposed person on Rongelap is
an extremely disturbing event at this late date following
the acute radiation exposure. One of the most difficult
problems at the moment is determining the effect of continued
low dose irradiation of a given population. It is prudent
to assume that there is no level below which some damage may
be produced. Although I am not able to conclude with cer-
tainty that this case of leukemia resulted from radiation,
it would appear that this is the case. Certainly it demands
the continued annual examination of all exposed Marshallese
for the forseeable future. ,.-;-“,

/’~,,/-

“ Will~am S. Cole, M.D.

Submitted: October 18, 1972
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HIROSHIMA UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Kasumi-choHiroshimaJapan

October 18, 1972

Senator Olympio T. Borja
Chairman
Special Joint Committee

Concerning Rongelap and Utrik Atolls

Congress of Micronesia

Saipan, Mariana Islands 96950

Dear Senator Borja:

Thank you very much for the kindness extended to me during

my recent visit to Micronesia. I greatly appreciated all your

assistance ,

Enclosed is a copy of my report of my visit to Rongelap and

Utrik. As for the report on the two new cases of thyroid nodules,

I will submit my report as soon as I hear from Doctor Conard on

the details of these cases.

If you and the committee have any questions, please do not

hesitate and let me know.

Thank you again.

Sincerely,

Haruo Ez%ki, M.D.
Professor

Department of Surgery

Enclosure:

Report on Visit to Rongelap and Utirik Atolls

HE:amk ~
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REPORT ON VISIT TO RONGELAP AND UTIRIK ATCLLS

At the request of the Special Joint Committee Concerning Rongelap and

Utirik Atolls, Congress of Micronesia, I participated as an observer of the
Brookhaven National Laboratory - AEC Medical Survey Team and made observations
at Ebeye Island (8 September), Rongelap Island (11-13. September) and Utirik
Island (16 and 18 September). In the following, I’wish to report my findings
in sequence by item of the questions put to me by the Committee.

As I stated at the meeting with the congressmen held on board the

Militobi on the morning of 10 September, I would like to limit my opinions

mainly to thyroid diseases which is my specialty, and not attempt to answer
items outside of my specialty. Further, as I do not have the results on the
specimens obtained during the survey, it is requested that it be understood

I shall present my opinions on the basis of past medical literature and my

current observations on these islands.

1. a. Detailed physical examination as is being held on an annual
basis is appropriate. However, on such remote islands with limited hygiene

facilities, it is desirable to conduct in addition 3 to 4 physical examina-
tions per year for health consultation. At the’ same time, it is necessary
to strengthen the health and hygienic facilities for the local residents,

independent of the H-bomb casualty survey.

b. The contents of the past surveys have been modified slightly
in accordance with special requirements. The present policy is considered
satisfactory, except for one grave defect. This is that almost no autopsies
are performed. Autopsy is one of the most effective methcds to detect

the effects of the H-bomb. Though there may be technical difficulties
involved in performing such in this remote district and difficulties in
securing the consent of the local people, it is hoped that the medical
survey team and the Government of Micronesia can cooperate in overcoming

these difficulties. If it is not possible to perform autopsy on the whole
body, I strongly recommend study be made of the thyroid glands at least,

where disturbances are most obviously present.

c. The examinees willingly underwent physical examinations and
their attitude was friendly. It was observed that members of the medical

survey team were making efforts to explain the results of examination in

full detail so that they might be easily understood. However, when the
opinions of those examined were sought later, I received the impression
that some of them did not seem to have a complete comprehension of the

results. This is considered not due to inadequate efforts on the part of
the medical survey team, but dtie to the problem of language and lack of

knowledge by the examifiees. It is necessary to devise a mechanism whereby

the results of examinations can be fully utilized for the health preserva-
tion of the examinees.

d. From the above point of view, the following countermeasure can
be considered. A mechanism whereby a medical record containing the contents

-W’010411
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of laboratory test results with the doctores opinion is prepared for each

individual and arrangements be made for one copy to be retained by the

Government of Micronesia so that it can be referred to at any time as

required by doctors or a person OX similar qualifications. I recommend
also ~hat more highly trained health aids be stationed on the islands and
have doctors visit the island 3-4 times a year for examination and consul-
tation, and that both the doctors and health aids cooperate in maintaining
the health of the residents.

2. a. I shall limit my report to-thyroid diseases.

Surgical Treatment:

The operations for thyroid cancer that have been conducted are

appropriate. It is usually the case with adenomatous goiter that operation

is performed only after the tumor becomes enlarged cacsing disturbances.

Therefore, for small adenomatous goiters as seen in many of the exposed,

total thyroidectomy or similar operations are not required. It is enough
to closely follow the course and perform an operation only when cancer is

strongly suspecked. HGwever, for the following reasons, the trzatment
given in the past is considered to have been inevitable.

(1) Under the present system where one examination is made

per year, it is not possible to make detailed follow-up observations.

Therefore, it is safer to perform such operations on cases with even the
slightest suspicion.

(2) From the biopsy specimens prepared from surgical material,
I received the impression that some parts showed severe cell abnormality.

Considerations must be given to the possibility of such areas developing

into cancer in the future. From the standpoint of preventing radiation
induced cancer from occurring, i.tis safer to perform such operations.

I

Medical Treatment:

(1) Treatment with Synthyroid after operation of the thyroid
is considered as having been properly administered in view of the fact that

the patients failed to show symptoms considered as due to hypothyroidism.

(.2) Administration of .Synthyroid for prevention of thyroid
diseases is also considered as being properly handlecl, though some patients
were found not to be taking the medicine as instructed by the doctor. This

is considered due to the reason stated in 1-c, and the necessity for a means

to more effectively utilize the results of examinations as stated in l-d

was keenly felt.

b. The above stated opinions are presented on the basis of my
knowledge, experience and reference from medical literature.

3. Additional Comments

Item 1. This is beyond the realm of my specialty.
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Item 2. All of my opinions have been stated above.

Item 3. This is beyond the realm of my specialty.

NOTE : The Medical Survey Team of Brookhaven National Laboratory . AEC
is conducting the survey with a sincere attitude in a way considered appro-

priate from the medical point of view and is not only contributing much to

the treatment and prevention of diseases among the exposed people, but also

is providing service to the health preservation of the local people in

general. I am deeply impressed by the great effort being devoted to this

-difficult work which is being carried out in the inconveniently located areas.

It shall make me very happy if what I have stated will serve as some reference

in achieving even better accomplishments.

Har.o &aki, M.D.

Professor
Department of Surgery
Hiroshima University
School of Medicine

,-,
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NATIONALINSTITUTEOFRADIOLOGICALS(UNCES

9-1,4-chome,Anagawa,Chiba-shi,Japan

Senator Olympio T. Borja
Congress of Micronesia
Saipan, Mariana Islands, 96950 October 27, 1972

Dear Senator Borja;

I have the honor to submit the report concerning the
medical examination of exposed Marshallese. Also enclosed

please findour short communication as a reference forthe
additionalcomments, paragraph 2.

Iappreciate your kind information. Dr. Conard also

informed me of the results of the survey. 1 regret the

occurrence of a leukemia.

With the understanding thatthe information containedis
con fidentialin nature, a copy of thisreport was given to
Dr. IL Misono, Director of our Institute,by his request.

I hope thisreport willbe of use for the futuremedical
examinations.

Respectfullysubmitted,

yours sincerely,

Encl.
Tk:tk

Toshifiki Kurnatori, M. D.
Head, Divisionof Radiation

Health

“s,010481
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Report to the Special Joint Committee Concerning

Rongelap and Utirik Atollsj Congress of Micronesia

This report was preapred in response to the request from the

“Special Joint Committee. The comments in this report are arranged

in the same order of the subjects of discussion in Memorandum of

Understanding which I received on September 21, 1972.

Comments on:

l-a, I think that medical examination of the exposed Marshallese

on once a year basis is justifiableconsidering an island situation.

However, since the immigration into other islands of the Rongelapese

For thispurpose, those

of the Rongelapese and

who

and Utirikeseisunexpectedly frequent, I feelthatitis necessary to

take firm hold of actualcircumstances.

bear the responsibilityof health control

Utirikese should inform the Trust Territory Government and

Dr. Conard of these circumstances periodically. These actionswill

be very usefulfor the followingexaminations.

l-b. The present A~C tearnlsexamination methods which seem to

attachimportance to thyroidfunctionare adequate to protectthe health

of exposed people. However, when we consider thatthe radiationhealth

controlforms a linkinthe chain of general healthcontroland that

detectionof subtlelateeffectsin the exposed people is necessary,
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9-1,4-chome, Anagawa, Chiba-shi,Japan

itis desirable, as an ideal,to add some other examinations to the

present ones, f.e. chest X-ray examination to allresidents,liver

functiontests,more detailedhematological examinations, cytogenetical

study, etc.. Without saying, expensive equipments and man power

willbe required to perform such examinations. Moreover, closer

co-operationof Marshallese is inevitable,because more frequent

blood sampling and other procedures can not be avoided.

l-c. This time, the A13C team and the observers had meetings to

discuss several

the beginning of

helpful to carry

problems with the Rongelapese and Utirikese before

the examinations, I think that these meetings were

out the examinations smoothly. Nevertheless, I still

feel that the difference of languages is the biggest obstacle which may

sometimes disturb mutual understandings.

In general, personnel who are engaged in healthcontrolofthe

Rongelapese and Utirikese should be more trained. With the help

of these personnel doctor-patientrelationshipbetween the AEC team

and the people being examined willbe much more improved.

l-d. As mentioned in the comment on paragraph l-b, more detailed

examinations are desirableas far as possible. Ipropose thatTrust

Territory Government own a ship which has enough rooms to complete

the examinations. The ship should be equipped with an automatic
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9-1,4-chome,Anagawa,Chiba-shi,Japan

blood analys er, an automatic blood cell counter and other small

examination rooms including a culture room and a dark room,

With the use of

availablemore

the ship most of the results of examinations will be

quickly than at present.

2-a. I feelthat the present treatment of AEC team is adequate,

Most remarkable late effects of the exposed Marshallese were

thyroid abnormalities. The methods of the treatment of these

abnormalities are quite adequate according to the Brookhaven

National Laboratory Report.

2-b. The Rongelapese were irradiated by following three ways;

external irradiation by ~ -ray, ~-radiation to skin, and internal

irradiation. The treatments of the injuries due to ~ -ray and

P
-ray irradiation were reasonable.

According to the present knowledge, when the uptake of radio-

active iodine is suspected, inorganic iodine, f.e. NaI should be

given to the suspicious patients as soon after irradiation as possible.

The R.ongelapese were evacuated about 2 days after the initialexposure.

Even ifthese people had been given a dose of NaI containing 200 mg

of stable iodine at that time, uptake of radioactive iodine might not

have been much reduced.
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Furthermore, considering that the rescue operation was done

18 years ago, I don h think that the treatment without giving them

inorganic iodine was inadequate.

Additional comments on:

1. The body burden of the Rongelapese and Utirikese is considered

to have been increased by the fallout due to the following test explosion

after their return to Rongelap and Utirik. However, the amount of

fallout was not so much to injure them. At that time, namely in 1954

and 1957, if they found some benefit in returning to their home islands

and wished to live there, I feel that it was not necessarily wrong to

have made them return.’

2. On the exposed Japanese fishermen the cytogenetical studies have

been continued since 1964 by the staffs of our Division. The chromosome

analyses are done by 2 day cultureof peripheral lymphocytes. %me of

the resultsare summarized in the attachedpaper. We found intimate

correlationbetween the frequency of stablechromosome aberrations

and estimated externaldose or minimum value of neutrophilswhich

indicatesthe severityof early radiationsyndrome.

According

correlationof
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to the report by Lisco and Conard “(BNL 50029, p. 137),

chromosomal aberrations and severity of early radiation
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syndrome was not apparent. However, Dr. M. S. Sasaki, Dept. of

Human Cytogenetics, Tokyo Medical and Dental University, has found

a difference between the 175-rad group and the 70-rad group of the

exposed Marshallese (Radiation Biology Research Communication 3:

3-21, 1968, in Japanese) from the data of Lisco and

157: 445-447, 1967) using the method with which the

Conard (Science

estimate for

atomic bomb survivors was made 22 years after exposure (Nature 220:

1189-1193, 1968).

Taking above mentioned facts into consideration, I would like to

suggest that cytogenetical examination be done

in near future. This study is considered to be

the late effects.

on the selectedcases

important to detect

3. Since I am not a specialist in the field of radiation dosimetry,

I asked an authority of our Institute. According to his opinion, the

ways of estimation described in BNL repmt are reasonable. ‘

In addition to these comments, I would like to make a proposal

that Trust Territory Government request the United Nations to have

an international scientific meeting on the effects of radiation- ex~osed

people including the Marshallese. I believe that such a meeting is

useful to dispel several misunderstandings.
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Lastly I would like to take this opportunity to express my

great admiration for the excellent results which have been obtained

under the co-operation of AEC team, Trust Territory Government

and many other authorities after overcoming many difficulties.

Toshiyuki Kumatori, M, D,
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R~sum# of Professional Background

I was graduated from School of Medicine, Tokyo University
in 1945 and received a degree of Doctor of lledicine. After the
graduation I entered the 3rd Department of InternalMedicine,
Tokyo University as a research fellow. In October 1945 I went
to Hiroshima for the survey and treatment of A-bomb victims
and spent about two months. Ipracticed hematology. From 1948
to 1950 I was also a lecturer of Tokyo Medical and Dental College.

In 1952 I moved to First NationalHospital of Tokyo. When
Bikini radiation accident occured I took charge of the treatment

of Japanese fishermen exposed to fallout radiation in March 1954.

In 1956 I got the scholarship of Japanese Government and studied
radiation hematology for about a year mainly in Oxford University,

Ehgland. I also visited other European countries and U. S. A. for
the study until October in 1957.

In 195!3 I was appointed to Chief of 1st Laboratory of Clinical

Investigation at National Institute of Radiological Sciences. In
October, 1962, I was invited to the scientific meeting on “Diagnosis

and Treatment of Radioactive Poisoning” by the International

Atomic Energy Agency. In March, 1964, I went to the Marshall

Islands to observe the examinations of the exposed Marshallese

with U. S. AEC team. In 1965 Iwas appointed to Head of
Division of Radiation Health at National Institute of Radiological

Sciences. In June, 19662 I went to U. S. A. and several European
countries as a leader of a party of investigation on “Medical

Supervision of Plutonium Operator”. In August, 1970, I attended
to the 13th International Congress of Hematology which was held

in Munich. Since 1954, I have continued the follow-up studies on
above mentioned Japanese fishermen. I have published many
papers on the subjects of hematology and radiation effects on

human being.

Toshi$uki Kumatori, M. D.
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SIOrCd in lhc J)unched JxIfJcr lapc for rch’ospm!tivc

studies. The origi]]ill inusgc stored in LIICdisc is l])cn

proccsscdinto an inlclligcnl paltcrn for visuul inlcr-

prctalion by mCaIM of snloo[Jlil]g and rcslor~tio]],

and dispkrycd on CR~, lillc printer or curve plotlcr’

(17ig. 8). ml{:irbovc procedl,rcs arc also progmm,ncd

in an on-line morlc so that all instructions arc i]l-

itiatcd at Lhc kcylsoord of lhc input-output lypc-

writcr quipped irl the scurlliing room. Tllc vicwrx is

allowccl to clloosc any im+gc proccssin: tcchniquc

employed in progrtirn aIICl to repeat the display until

}Ic frnds t}lc bcsl onc 10 bc pllotogrirphcd for

diqyosis. These IIighspccd vcrsirlilc [unctions o(l’cr

the physicians Irony adrlilional diagrloslic irlfornkr-

lion which cannot bc obtainc(] by l\Ic collvrmlion:il

mctllods. Dct.ails will bc soorl pllhlisl]cd.

Chromosome Abnormalities of Japanese Fisl]ermen

Exposed to Fallout Radiation in 1954

ToshiyukiKunm(ori,Takaaki[shihara,Sci-ichiKohno

and hfachiko Jnah

Twcnlytllrcc. japirIlcsc t’isllcrmcll were exposed 10

fallout radiation ill tl,c Pacific Occarl 0!1 Llnrch 1,

1954.. ‘1’hc fis}lcrmcn were irrtldialcrl cxtcrnilily [rulrl

the radioactive matcriols dcposilcd ot] lI]c Lo:![, i[l-

lcrnally from tllosc nmtcriills wllicll cnlcrccl vorious

orgms ancl by t}losc tlIal adllcrcd to tllc body s{lr-

fncc. AJthougll tllc cstillultiotl of CXIIOSC(Idose was

very difficult, tllc external ~llnm:i radiation dose of

cac.h person was inferred as 170-690 R for 14

clays, nearly 6070 of \vllicll Ivas rcccivcd 011 lIIC first

day. TIIC cxtcrnul irradiation SCCIIIS to II;IVC takcII nrl

importa]lt role in Lhcir rndiation synrlro]ric.

Follow-up studies on tl)c fisllcrtncll lI:ivc hccn

pcr[orrncd 011 :In annual bwjis by tl]c aulhots. Num-

ber 0[ persons cxalnincd irl CLICII ymr were 15–18,

w{licl~ corresponded to aho~]t 70–[10% of exposed

fishermen.

‘rhc cytogcnclicx] studies ]lavc bccrl colllinucd

since 1964.The chrolllosornc anaJyscs were done by

tile culture rncthod of pcripl)eral blood, At first Ivn

did 72 III-S. cul~ure, I)UL sillcc dIc 1966esamirm.

(ions, 2 days crrlturc has been udoptcd. ‘Mc results

of chromosome analyses arc summarizrxl as follows;

1. The frequency of ancuploid cells was 2–3%,,

which was not so high cornparcd will! tllot of u

normal person.

2. ‘1’lIc frcqucllcy of slabk and unstable chronlo-

sonlc abnormalities was remarkable high, Cornparcd

wit}] tll:ll of a normal person, lhc frequency of

slabic CCIISwas 10—20 limes higher, and f,lirly con-

slanl in cJch annutil csamination.

According LO LIICSCresults il was sug:cstcd that

an intinmlc corrclalioll might exist bclwccn chromo-

some aberration rutc and lhc cxlcrndly irradiated

dmc of cacl I person. This correlation wns examined

on LIIC findings 0[ 1969 survey. The abcrmtion rate

USCd \VilS tll~t 0[ tll C SlalllC CCIIS. 300 cells 0!1 all

average were olrscrvcd in each case for tl~c calcula-

tion of llIc ratv. As shown in Fig. 9 lhcclosecor-
rckrlion hclwccrl St:lbl(: calls pcrccnlagc ancl external

doses were proved (1’<0.01).In addition a similar

CIOSCrclillionship existed Imlwcen these abcrmlion

roles illld minimum values of IIeutroplrils, which

were observed :It LIICcritical shgc (4–7 weeks after

exposure) ~{lld idnIOSl corrcspondccl 10 the scvr!rity

of acute radiation sylldronw 0[ c.uch fisllcrrncn. Fig.

10 slIows lilis relationship (1’<0.01).

Although lllcSigrlificilllCC of chromosome al)-

norlll:llilics slloul(l lJc elucidated by further follow-

up sludics, il is l~olcd tllal tllc cxamin:ltioj~ of

cllromosonwabrrornmlilics is wrluablc for the risk

cstilllalioll 0[ radiahon exposed persons.

(Unpublished)
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Fig, !). Corr&rliOIl Lctwccrl chromosome atrcrrat,ons (Cs

cclk) and cstirmtcd external doses.
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l;i~. 10, Corrcl:t(ion bclwc.cn cl)rolnosotnc .ilxrrzliolls ((k

CCIIS)JIKI minimu!n V:IIIICS of ncutrophils.

Common Clone Cells with Structural Chromosome

Aberrations in Peripheral Lymphocytes and in Bone

Marrow of Irradiated Humans

Taka:lki lshiham, Sci-ichi Kohno

and Toshlyuki Kumatori

‘II( [’11’ cllrolllosomlt irl (ljrorli{; gr,lll(llocytic

Icllkclllia is known 10 ill. ljr(st.i][ III granulocytic,

crylllrocv[ic aIl(l mcgakaryo(:ylic CCIIS in I)onc, l]]ar-

row, 1)111 !)01 ill pcripllcrol lyIlll)lloc!lcs Wiliclt ;Irc

slir!llll:llct] 10 divi[lc ill cullurt: rcspunclin: 10 PIIA.

‘1’llc rvi(lol)ce lIas Ic(l lU :111 i(lca 11101 tl]osc lympl)u-

cyLr% ]nigllthc dcvclopcd fro!l~ a scp;lratc !il)c w})(lc

Lhc former tltrcc CC![ scri(!s arc derived from a conl-

nlo I\ slc III CCII. in [nit{: an({ rals. 011 lIIC olllcr lland,

lh( J1rcscllcc or tnullipotr!!l lyl]~[}llo-llcrn:l to})oiclic

S11:1!1 calls !1[1S lJ~Cll sU&@C(].

As a means or irpproacl]in: the prohlcm on [I)(:

derivation of Iylnphocytrs if) L1lcir rclatioll to bone

marrow CCIIS in lIIIma IIS, L~)rc(! radiiltion.exposed in-

dividltals who slLowcd [JrcscIlcc of dislinct Clollcs

with strllctural chronlowmc al)norrrlalltics in l)o!tc

marrow were stuclicrl ill order 10 find out whether

or not clond cells common to peripheral lylllpllo-

cyl~s :111(I bone marrow arc prcsc]lt.

The results 0[ lIICclwomosomc analysis both in

the bone marrow and ill the cultured lymphocyhx

of the lllrcc cases arc prcscntcd in ‘1’able 2. An SCCII

in 111[,t~l)lc,co]nlnondone c(!llsilltheltt’otissues

did cxisl i]]cxscsR-17find‘~1)-3.

III case B-17, OIIC of t]w [ishrr]llcn csposed LO

falloul raclifitior] al Bikini in 1954, il clone w,itll a

L:]ryotypc of 47, Xl’, m:ir+ occurred in the Ijonc

marrow with a rrcqocncy 0[ about 107.. In the

}J]ood culturrx four uf Lhc 690 c(:lls(0.5[l%) slI()\vcd

llrc karyotypc of this clone.

111 case ‘~h-3, a mall injcctcd will] ‘~llorolraslill

19<15,21 of LhL’519 cells(~~o)illlhc~r.rncmarrow

an[]700[ the3,398cclls(29i)inlllci.slooslcultures

5110wc(IiInir.icnlical Iiaryolypc of 46, X?’,(;q-”!,

t(2p-Gp+)
111caseRT-1,a ccrvic cancer with hypoplasiic

ilncmia rcccivcd wdio-therapy, nearly 100% of the

CCIISin the bone rrlarrow were rncmbrxs of a single

cksnc showing a k:iryo Lypc of 4.6,XX, t(Bp+;Cq–)
and lIIC derivatives, hut no],c of the 273 cells

snalyzcd in Lhc blood culturvs showed this karyo -

type.

‘~hc idcntificution of cclki wil}llhcsame radk-

tion-incluccr] markers among tlic dividing CCIIS in

PIIA-stilllulatcck lyll~pllocytc~ and in bone marrow irl

cases B-17 and Th-3 seems to bc corlclusivc cvidcncc

for lhc prcscncc of a [ymplm-hcmatopoietic stem

cell in man yielding lJrJ(h lymphoid and hone mar-

row rlesccndants.

The present ciata iron) irra(iiatcxl humans clc~rly

dcmonshatfdth:lLPflA-rcsporlsivcpcripltcra}lymphoc-

ytes arc ltlC progeny 0[ tllc mlnc stcrll ceil for

bu!lc marrow CCIIS, I)llt dlcy do riot csplilin L[)c

reason for tllc absrncc in pcripilcrai lymphocytes U[

cells wiLh the 1)1]’ chromosome irl chronic ganlr -

Iocytiu Ic(lkcrnia or of

wl)ich arc obsf. rw~(l iLS

lJOllc J1131TOW. ‘1’llis iso

in fulurc.

lilt Clone rx’lls of case Rr-1,

tile majority of tile cells in

serious prohlcm to he solved

(Unpubiisl,cd)
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MRC Department of Clinical Research

University College Hospital Medical

school

University Street, London WCIE 6JJ

MRC

IIedical Researcl~ Council telephone 01 - 387 9300 ext 188

reference 6th November 1972

TO : The Chairman

The Special Joint Committee Concerning

Rongelap and Utirik Atolls

Congress of ;.Micronesia

Sir,

I nave pleasure in reporting to you on the medical examinations
made during September 1972 by the Broo!ihaven U.S. National Laboratory
team and their consultants, and on the subjects specified in the
Memorandum of Understanding between Representative lians !,!ilianderand

the consultants to your Committee.

I accompanied the team from September 6th to 23rd, and either

observed or took part in examinations, including that of the thyroid

gland, of most of the people seen on Rongelap and Utirik, and of about
6(Iof tile 80 people to be seen on ~lajuro. I also examined microscopic

sections of thyroid glands removed at operations on these people, and
have studied reports of previous surveys and estimates of radiation dose.

I will comment on tile lines indicated in the }[cmorandum of

Agreement but think it may be useful to the Committee if I refer first

to the aims of these surveys as I observed them.

It seems to me thah the surveys have, and have had, three aims

which are to a large extent interdependent.

(a) As a primary purpose, to detect at an early stage any

radiation-induced abnormality, so that early treatment can be given,

e.g. by removal of benign nodules to prevent malignant development, and

of malignant nodules to prevent their spread beyond the thyroid or the

neck; or to start or supervise treatment designeci to prevent such changes

occurring (e.g. by giving “Synthroid”).

(b) In addition, to maintain a record of the frequency of any

observed thyroid or other changes, in relation to the radiation exposure

of thyroid glands. Hhen detailed examinations need to be made anyhow as
under (a) , this record involves no additional examination or study except
of the normal frecluency of changes occurring in people who have not been
exposed, ancl of the radiation dose likely to have been received by those

exposed. It is however of very considerable importance in the proper

planning of radiation protection measures, to know the changes that may

-WwH
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occur after a given exposure and the frequency with which they occ,ur.
This incident ~i information therefore has widely recognized importance,

for example .n the International Commission on Radiological Protection,

and in tile Jnitecl Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of

Atomic Radiation, particularly in view of the careful clinical examina-
tions that are made on the }larshallese people.

(c) To offer any treatment, or advice about treatment, for any
condition detected by the general medical examinations, although

unrelated to radiation. It is obvious that if a strongly qualified

and equipped medical team is making rat!~er extensive examinations in
any case to detect and treat any radiation induced condition, the team

would wish to offer treatment of any other condition as well. In fact

I think that this general and nonradiation aspect of the visit clearly

occupied a major proportion of the team’s effort. A general “sick-call”

for any ill member of tile community was announced and held on each day

(in Rongelap and Utirilc), and each patient so seen was discussed in
detail by the whole group in the light of the different findings

(clinical examination, blood COUnt, X-ray etc.). The rather full clinical

examination of the radiation exposed people was also supplemented by eye

examinations and by electrocardiographic, blood and chest X–ray and urine
examinations in many cases, and tl~esewere of evident value in general
medical surveillance, as judged by conditions detected which were
unrelated to radiation but which required treatment.

Coming to tile points raised in our memorandum of agreement,

l(a) . It is difficult to say at all exactly wl]at interval is

necessary, but new nodules have been detected on this visit in two
people, and possib].y a further instance of depression of thyroid function

(tl~e latter diagnosis ~epende[[ partly on later cl~ernicalanalysis of the
blood sample). Both these conditions call for rather prompt action: for

the nodules, to cstabl.isllby surgical removal that they are benign and
that they cannot become malignant, or to plan appropriate operation if
either slioulcl prove to be malignant; and for tl~edepression of thyroid
function, if confirmed, to start or increase tl}yroxine (“Synthroid”)
dosage.

I understand that one radiation exposed person has been found to
have a significantly IOW wlli.~e blood cell count, and this will require

immediate investigation and probably treatment.

The thyroid tumours of the type liable to follow radiation are

relatively S1OW ~rowin~, even if malignant, and the apparently successful
complete removal of all. tl}at]]avc previously occurred i.s reassuring.

Whetllcr this WOUld Ilave been the case with less frequent examinations is
uncertain. l’here \Ioulclclearly be greater risk, l~owever, even at this
stage after exposure, illwidening tileinterval considerably, since annual
thyroid examinations help in ensuring that a malignant nodule is detected
early enough for it to be Conlpletely removed before it has spread too far

22-3 / continued . . .
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to be removable.

l(l)) . Present examination methods appeared to me to be

extensive, detailed and careful. In particular, the clinical examina-

tion of the thyroid was ordinarily done by one of the team and one
observer, with two others of the team and two other observers also in

any case of doubt. The laboratory tests used highly sensitive modern

methods of detecting any threatened, as well as any actual, depression

of thyroid function (by measuring the blood concentration of the thyroid
stimulating hormone as well as of the thyroid hormone itself). They

are in general of the same type and range as those that I use in my own

work in excluding depression of thyroid activity. Apart from additional

tests that were made occasionally of the reserve of thyroid function
(by injection of thyroid stimulating hormone in a few cases), these are

the orthodox routine tests ordinarily done in sound advanced thyroid

clinics - given that thyroid scans need to be specially arranged outside
the Trust Territories if shown to be required.

I therefore do not see other thyroid tests which should be added,
or any present ones deleted. Nor do I see any tests for radiation

effects which should be added or deleted, It is a matter of opinion

whether any tests carried out as part of general medical care and

surveillance, and presumably irrelevant to radiation effects, for example
by electrocardiograms or tests on the urine, should be deleted. If an
expert team with the necessary facilities is on these islands in any

case , and if these tests detect treatable disease that had not otherwise
been detected, I think it would not be appropriate to delete them, even

thougl~ from the narrower point of view their deletion would probably not
impair the necessary care of these peoples in regard to purely radiation

induced effects. Unless equally detailed medical examination is available
to these (and other) islanders from other sources, therefore, it would

seem to me wrong to diminish this general health protection, even though

the size of the team could be reduced if its work were confined to

radiation effects alone and if “sick calls” and general surveillance
were excluded. As it stands, I think it could in fact even be held that
the exposed islanders may actually have had better health than other

islanders - by virtue of non-radiation diseases detected and treated and

despite the radiation induced thyroid conditions that have required
treatment.

l(c). With so little common language between most members of the

team and the people examined, an impression of brusqueness could easily
be created, but I did not consider that tl~emany examinations that I
saw were inconsiderate. It was particularly obvious that Dr. Conard was
being greeted as an old friend, and Dr. Sutow’s gentleness and charm in
dealing with children and young people were very evident. In general

the difficulties seemed to be only tl~ose that, for example, I find in
London in examining a patient with whom I nave no common language: namely

that one cannot verbally express reassurance, cannot indicate in detail
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what examinations one is about to make, and cannot explain the

purpose or results of each.

It was of outstanding value that Dr. Ezra Rilclon first obtained

from all who were being examined, an account of any sympotoms they
had, and then explained the nature of the intended examinations. In

addition, if any abnormality was detected or suspected from the
exainination, he asked, or interpreted, additional questions to amplify

the “history” and to make sure that the individual understood the

position and any necessary action. I understand that this arrangement

was introduced on this 1972 visit and I would expect that difficulties

in communication will have been much reduced by this, particularly in

view of i~is sympathy and his deeply humane and positive personality.

On tl~is general point, I understand that unirradiated people had

questioned why they also should be examined and should be exposed to

blcmd sampling and other tests. I was concerned to hear tl~is since,

if so, it would imply that their help had not been clearly aslced for,

or understood to be, on the voluntary basis that such help would be
valuable, or essential, to the proper care of their irradiated fellow
people. Ihe point here is that if, for example, thyroid nodules were

common in unirradiated islanders and did not progress to.malignant
forms, the proper management of nodules appearing in the exposed people
might be quite different from that if such nodules were rarely seen in

tileunexposed. It woulcl certainly suggest a failure of communication
if the co-operation of unexposed people had not been asked for and

interpreted as an offer of their help.

l(d). I exanined microscopic sections of nodules removed at
operation and see no Zrounds for disagreeing with the diap,noses - of
benign or filali~nantfornM - that have been made. The pathologists who
l~ave examined and reported on these sections include men who are

internationally accepted as expert in thyroid pathology.

2(a) . Past medical treatment seems to me to have been on normal
and orthodox lines, and appears appropriate.

In particular,

(i) Tile treatment of any significant depression of thyroid activity

by a syntl~ctic tilyroxine preparation - in this case “Synthroid” - is a

routine, and the regular blood tests (for protein bound iodine and,

w!len the test became available, for tile thyroid stimulating hormone)
enable deficiencies to be detected early. Taking the whole weekly dose

of Syntl~roid at one time once a week is reasonable, given the slow

utilisation of this hormone, and makes. it more likely that the appropriate
average will be maintained t.llanif doses are to be given daily. It is

of course important that i,[edicalAides should check that correct supplies

of tablets are in fact collected rcZularly.
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(ii) A temporary cessation of this administration of Synthroid

is necessary wi~en tests for remaining activity are needed in patients
who I]ave been treated for thyroid cancer, as was done in tl~efour

affected patients in 1968. The period of withdrawal then used was in
my view longer than needed and I have discussed thjs point with Dr.

Conard . I find that 1 montl~ is needed, whereas 3 months were used

(1 of which apparently arose from delay in travel of patients for t!le
“ tests). The effect of tl~iswould not be, and evidently was not,

substantial in causing return of any severe hypothyroid symptoms, and
at least it will have made tests to exclude the persistence of tumour
tissue more rigorous.

(iii) The administration of thyroxine preparations to decrease
the likelihood of nodules developing is also generally accepted
practice, and the dosages used are normal ones. The basis for this

practice is a tl~eoretical one (to avoid stimulation of the thyroid

cells by the body’s own production of thyroid stimulating l~ormone) and

it is not known by experience ‘how fully effective it is. It cannot be

completely effective, since a nodule has appeared this year in a young
woman who was receiving tili.s treatment.

(iv) Ti)e removal of “solitary” nodules is normal medical practice
if they arise spontaneously, particularly in younger people ancl often
also in older people if tl~ey do not decrease after tl)yroxine administra-

tion. I?hen they arise after thyroid irradiation, and if Only occ~~rr~ng

rarely in unirradiated people of t~lesame race and way of life, there
is a much stronger case for removal. to exclude possible malignancy.

2(b). Present and proposed treatments continuing on these lines
appear appropriate and adequate. I a~ee with the opinion in the team
ti]at the nodules newly detected in two young people (by the time of my

leaving liajuro) should be removed surgically, with whatever removal of
thyroid tissue or local lymph nodes is indicated by their histological
nature (benign or malignant).

A particular problem comes up in testing for the completeness of
removal of any malignant tllyroicltissue. All the four people from whom
thyroid cancers have been removed ~~ere examined in detail at the time

of ol>cration, and by clinical examinations since, to exclude any remain-
ing tumour tissue, and no evidence !las been found of any. They have in
addition had scans in 1968 v:}~icllare reported as showing no concentration
of radioiodine in any position whic}l would necessarily indicate tumour

tissue Eo be remaining, no uptake having apparently been found except in

positions consistent with remaining normal tissue. I have discussed in

detail with Dr. Conard certain additional and sensitive tests t}latwe

currently use in ti~is situation, but these might present greater difficul-
ties than those q,lready used, either because of the hi~h concentrations
of a cilaracteristic iodoprotein wllicllis present norrnal.lyin the blood

Soul”vlfj
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themselves involve appreciable additional racliation,or specialized
linear scanning equipment which is not available in many centres.

On the three additional points on which the Committee requests

comment :

1. It is inevitably difficult to assess the li!celi!~oodthat

. further tests, after the return of tileRon.gelapese and Utirikese, might
have added substantially to their radiation exposure, if only because

this assessment would depend upon the detailed planning arrangements

laid down for conducting these tests in t!~e light of current meteorolo-
gical reports, height and power of detonation, fission/fusion yield, etc.

In retrospect, however, the measurements of background radiation and
body burden of radionuclides appear to indicate that in fact the amount

of whole body radiation was little increase(i, probably by less than 3X

of that initially received, followin~ the return, eitl~er from a raised
background or from subsequent tests. The percentage increase in thyroid
radiation is likely to have been even smaller. I l~ave not attempted to

make any exact determination of this increase, but tileabove estimate

shot7s that the decision did not increase substantially the exnosures

received.

2. The team’s general medical examinations, both of the exposet!
people and of tl~e unexposed people attending “sicl: call” illustrated the

value that periodic medical examinations always have for people livillf!
in relatively isolated small communities in any part of the (~orld. :’(JI]r

present practice and development of periodic medical visits to the
Marshallese and other islands is tl~us of obvious importance in detection

and treatment of chronic illnesses. I.was impressed llo~~everby tl~c
frequency of recent or “acute” illnesses or minor epidemics, tilemana~e-
ment of some of (.:hichwould be beyond the facilities of Iiealth Aicles.
This point is not strictly witlli.nmy remit as your consultant. 1 wonde red
however whether tiledevelopment of simple ancl rcl,iable raclio links, anc!

appropriate arrangements for discussion wl~en necessary ‘between dispensaries

and “nospitals in tl~e area, migl~t not give l~elp ~~hicllcould be econornical.1~~

practicable and rapidly introduced, and which would not ;mly allow discus--
sion of difficult pro-bl.em~,but mi~~lt also provicle a valua:le form of
continuing training and stimu].us, particularly for Ilealth Iides in 1:’lcIl!c!l’r

isolated situation,~. I appreciate, however, E;lcprot)lmts of s{lp:~l’:in~and
maintaining equipment, and of implementing advice t}latmixht be Riven IIY
hospitals, ancl that questions of this type IJill. certainly Ilave been
reviewed already l.Iyyour Congress.

3. I cannot comment as an exl]crton E!}enurely p!l!ysi.calcstjmate of
external radiation exposure or ti]edata from ~~llicllthey arc cler+.vcd.
‘fhesedose estimates, }]owever,appear to have ?>ecnrcliahly based on
early and subse{[uentreadinss, on conventional calculations as t.otile
decrease in fallout radioactivity witl)time, and on reasoriabl.cestimates
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of the relevant period of exposure.

‘1’Ileestimates of internal exposure in the initial phases depend
upon three ty~)es of assumption:

(i) Tile size o: the thyroid glands into w!licllt!~eradioactive

iodine was concentrated, and the way in which gland size varies !,~ith

age. Estimates of gland size made in different countries do not

vary greatly, and tl~e sizes assumed for tile]larshallese children, in

the absence of direct data, are typical averap,e values.

(ii) Tl~e types of radioiodine taken into the body, and w!lether

by inhalation, drinking water or food (since t!~is affects the time

and duration of exposure). ‘rl~e types of radioiodine present at any

time since nuclear fission are well established on physical grounds,

and the assumed modes and durations of intake seem reasonable.

(iii) The amount of these radioiodines incorporated in the

thyroid and hence the radiation exposure of glands of any given size.
~iere the estimate i~as to be based on measurements of the amounts

excreted in pooled urine specimens taken 15 days after ex?osure, and

on assumptions as to tileprol)ortion of the initial uptake that will be
excreted during this 15th clay. Tile original assumption was that 0.05

to 0.2% of tl~einitial uptake voulcl be excreted on that day. I have

recalculated this figure on the basis of the best later estimates of
which I am aware for the speed of discharge of iodine from the normal

thyroid ancl its appearance in the urine, and obtain a figure of P.09;<,

in good a~reement with tl~e central value for the original assumptions.

I have also seen a calculation by I)r. Rail and Dr. Berman based directly

on measurements of iodine turnover in five ifarsllallesepeople. l’his
gives a !Iigilerpercentage, and therefore a lower estimate of radiation

exposure as based on the measured urinary excretion. It should abO t)e

added that, if the thyroid radiation itself altered any of these (normal)

values , it would do so by acceleratin~ the discharge of iodine from tl~e

gland, and perhaps also by increasing the proportion excreted in the
urine. Botil these changes wotild thus lower tile estimate of t?lyroid dose.

Tl~e average. thyroid dose may tl~ushave been lower than estimated, and

it seems unlikely to have been higher. It must be em:>hasizeclhowever

that tinese are estimates of tile likely avera~e dose from internal

radiation, Doses received by different c;~ildren are likely to have

differed considerably from the average appropriate for their axe, o~~ing

to individual variations in size of gland, in amount of contaminated

water drunlc, or air inhaled, ancl in tiledischar~e rate of iodine from.

the tl~yroid gland.

I apologize for tl~econsiderable lengtl~ of tl~is re!>ort and

recognize tl)at much of it deals witl~ minor points of technical or medical

detail. I felt however that, on questions of the type which your
Committee has raised and with wilich it nust !>G concerned, i.tr’as
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preferable to state the basis for opinions, even if the detail is
technical, rather than to give general conclusions without supportin%

reasons. I l~ope that my comments deal adequately with the information

and opinions that you require, and that you will not hesitate to

raise witil me any other questions that your Committee may wish.

Yours sincerely,

E. Eric Pochin CBE ~J.~FRCP.
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Dr. E. Eric POCl{IN, CBE XD FRCP

Director of the (Britisl~) ‘Iecticall?esearch Council’s Department of

Clinical Research, in University College Hospital ?ledical SChool,

London; and Consultant Physician in University College liospital,
and Honorary Lecturer in the l.ledicalSchool.

Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians since 1946, and member of

its Council from 1966 to 1968. !lember of t;leAssociation of Physicians
of Gt. Britain and X. Ireland, of the Royal Society of Medicine, and
of tileBritish Yedical Association. Member of the lZtl~icsCommittee of
the School and }Iospital.

Engaged since appointment as Director of the Department in 1946 in

clinical work in thyroid and otl~er diseases, in medical teacl~ing, and

in research, particularly into tileinvestigation and treatment of
thyroid disease, the treatment of thyroid over-activity, and t}lestudy of
the diagnosis, metabolism and therapy of tl~yroid cancer; ancl author of
various papers on thyroid cancer and disease:

Member of tileEuropean ‘lllyroidAssociation, the Thyroid Club of London,

and (corresponding member) of the American Thyroicl Association.

lfember of tile International Commission on radiological Protection,
formerly Vice Cl~airman (1~59-62) and Chairman (1962-69) of this Commis-
sion and member of its Committee on Internal Dose.

;lember, formerly Cilairman, of tileBritish tiedical R.esearcllCouncil’s
Committee on Protection against I.onisinG Radiation and member of its

Committee on lnCernal Dose.

Ilember of the British Institute of Radiologyj and lionorary Nernber of

the Faculty of Racliologists, Britisl~ Radiation Protection Association
and tl~eJapanese Radiological Society.

U[< Representative on United t~ations Scientific committee on the effects

of Atomic Radiation since 1956, and formerly Chairman of its 13iological

Section.
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l)~j, BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY

~U,I ASSOCIATED UNIVERSITIES, [NC., UPTON, L_.,,. NY, 11’973

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT TfLEPtiOW: (516) 345- 3577

October 13, 1972

Senator Olympio T. Borja

Chairman, Special Joint Committee
Concerning Rongelap & Utirik Atolls

Congress of Micronasirl
Saipan, Mariana Islands 96950

Dear Senator Borja:

Thank you for your letter of October 4, 1972. I was glad
we were able to successfully complete the medical examinations

of the Rongelap and Utirik people. I am sorry you were not able
to be with us. Please extend to Vice-Chairman Wiliander and

other members of the Committee that were with us our appreciation

for their efforts in helping make for a successful survey. I am
also most grateful for the help of the distinguished physicians

of the medical observing group who participated actively in the

medical examinations and contributed a great deal to the success

of the survey.

I am enclosing a copy of my answer to Mr. Farley’s letter

summarizing in a preliminary way results of the examinations.

I am most regretful about the leukemia case and can only assure

you that everything possible is being done for him.

With regard to your return visit to Rongelap and Utirik, I
would like very much to send along a brief statement to the

peoples of these two islands concerning the results of our

examinations in September. I will have the statement translated

into Marshallese and will send you both versions prior to your
departure. Please let me know when you expect to leave.

If I can be of any further help, please let me knw .

Sincerely,

-+pL#-- (4. ta-=z-
Robert A. Conard, M. D.

RAc:ls
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jj”~~ BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY

ik~~ ASSOCIATED UNIVERSITIES. INC.. UPTON, L I, IN.Y. 11973
==._.

MFCNCA1DEPARTMENT
TELIPHOHE: (516) 345-3577

October 13, 1972

Mr. Brian l?arley
Staff Member
Special Joint Committee Concerning
Rongelap and Utirik Atolls

Congress of Micronesia
Saipan, Mariana Islands 96950

.
Dear Mr. Farley:

Thank you for your letter of October 4, 1972. You requested
a rough summary of the survey. The following summary must be
considered preliminary in nature. The medical records and equip-
ment have not yet arrived from the islands. I understand that the
quarantine due to the influenza epidemic held up the Militobi
departure for Kwajalein, where our material was to be airshipped

from.

You will remember that in the March survey we were able to
complete the examinations on the Rongelap and Utirik people at

Ebeye. Therefore, the following examinations were performed at

Rongelap, Utirik and Majuro atolls:

Rongelap

Children

Utirik

Rongelap

Children

Total

E?2u12 Rongelap Utirik &@2.

exposed 23 9
of exposed 16 14

46 30

unexposed 6 2 8
of unexposed 4 6

49 48 67

In addition, a large number of other people were examined and
treated for routine ailments during sick call each morning at Rongelap

and Utirik. At Rongelap an epidemic of severe gastrointestinal
infection, frequently complicated by upper respiratory infection and,
in some cases, by pneumonitis, were treated. At least a dozen children
were involved. A total of some 40-50 people were treated at sick call
at Rongelap. At Utirilc also a large number of children (26 in one
morning) and some 20-30 adults were treated for various ailments. At
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Majuro also treatment was recommended on some of the people examined

to the local medical officers. In the interest of trying to promote
a better communication between the examining doctors and the Marshallese

examined, an attempt was made at the completion of each examination to
explain to the person through an interpreter the general results”of
the examination and possible treatment recommended.

At each island clinical conferences were held by the physicians,
including the medical observers Dr. Riklon and the health aide, to
evaluate all cases examined and to recommend treatment and disposition.

In some cases, the health aide was advised as to further treatment.

In other cases, Dr. Knudsen.,was asked to see certain cases on his
return visit to the islands. In other cases transfer to the Majuro
hospital were recommended for further evaluation and treatment. At

Rongelap there were two hospital cases and at Utirik five cases.
We took them with us on the Militobi to Majuro. None of these people
appeared to have conditions related to radiation exposure. When we
left Majuro at the end of the survey, the two Rongelap women were
being further examined. Four of the five Utirik cases were found to
have conditions that could be treated on their home island and they
were to be returned, The other case frcxn Utirik needed further
consultation .

There were important findings in three exposed people who lived
at Majuro. Two young exposed girls had developed thyroid nodules
since last examined in 1971. They were Billiam Jabwe (female, age 19)
who had been exposed at one year of age at Ailingnae. The other girl

was Rokko Iso (female, 29) who had been exposed on Rongelap at age 12.
Surgical removal of these nodules is of course necessary. Dr. Brown

Dobyns at the Cleveland Metropolitan General Hospital, who operated
on many of the other Marshallese thyroid cases, has agreed to operate
OL1 these as soon as it is possible to arrange transportation of the

patients to Cleveland. Reliminary arrangements have already been
started for this.

The third case is more serious. Lekoj Anjain, male, age 19, who
was exposed at one year of age on Rongelap was found to have a low

white blood cell count during the survey. A repeat count later in
the survey was even-lower. This boy had previously had thyroid surgery
for removal of benigq nodules of that gland in 1968 and when last

examined in &rch 1971 he was found to be healthy. In view of the

alarmingly low blood count and after consultation with MS father, we
took Lekoj with us to Tripler Army Hospital in Honolulu. They were

unable, however, to get a successful bone marrow examination and we
decided to take him back to Brookhaven National Laboratory. I am

sorry co report that the diagnosis of acute myelogenous leukemia was
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Mr. Brian Farley -3- October 13, 1972

established. In view of the extensive treatment that would be

needed for this patient, we arranged to have him admitted to the

National Cancer Institute, Clinical Center, in Bethesda, Maryland.

This is the leading hospital in the United States for treatment of

such cases. On October 3, I took the patient down by hospital plane

to Maryland. Cablegrams were sent requesting that the mother and

father of Lekoj be sent to Washington, D. C. as soon as possible at

AEC expense. Also, Sebeo Shoniber, a health aide at Majuro was

requested as interpreter. The father, John Anjain and Sebeo, arrived

Friday, October 6 and are with the patient. We have not yet been

notified of the arrangements for the motherfs travel.

Examination of the Utirik people did not reveal any unusual or
unexpected conditions that might be related to radiation exposure.

The incidence of thyroid abnormalities was quite low and not different

from that to be expected in any island group.

At both Rongelap and Utirik, recommendations were made to the

Trust Territory health services personnel concerning requisition of
certain additional drugs and equipment and checking of drugs and so

on. A better arrangement for local record-keaping on the islands was
discussed including data from our aledical examinations, thyroid treat-

ment and transfer of such information when individuals move to another

is land. These matters are still under discussion.

After our records have arrived and analyses ,of blood data have been

made we will be in a position to report more comprehensively on findings

of the past survey. If I can be of any further help at this time please

let me know. )

With best regards,

Sincerely,

Robert A. Conard, M. D.

MC: 1s
P. s.: I am enclosing an updated table of thyroid lesions to include

the latest two cases.



THYROID LESIONS IN MARSHALLESE EXPOSED TO FALLOUT

Marshall Island group

(radiation dose-gamma)

Rongelap (175 rads

gamma exposure)

Rongelap (on Ailingnae

Island-69 rade gamma
exposure)

Utirik5 (14 rads gatmna
exposure)

Rongelap unexposed

Likiep unexposed

Age at

exposure

< 10

11-20

> 20

all

< 10

> 10
all

< 10
> 10

all

< 10

> 10

all

< 10

(AS OF SEPT. 1972)6

> 10
all

Estimated Thyroid
thyroid lesions

dose-radel percent 2

500-1400
335-500
335

200-500
1323

40-80
224

1
Dose from

131, 132, 133, 135
I plus gamma dose

2
Baaed on number living. In parentheses number

89,5 (17/19)
12.5(1/8)
16.5 (3/26)
39.6 (21/53)

16.6 (1/6)
12.5 (1/8)
14.3 (2/14)

0.0 (0/55)
5.8 (4/69)
3.2 (4/124)

0.0 (0/61)
3.8 (5/133)
2.6 (5/194)

0.0 (0/31)
4.7 (5/104)
3.6 (5/137)

Thyroid
surgery

15
0
2

17

0
1
1

0
1
1

0
1
1

0
0
0

Malignant
lesions
percentz

5.3 (1/19)

7,7 (2/26)

5?7 (3/53)

1.4 (1/69)
0.8 (1/124)

of cases/total number in group.

3
One child 10-17 years of age at exposure received estimated thyroid doses between
132 and 200 rads.

4
Fifteen children 10-17 years of age at exposure in this group received estimated
thyroid dosee between 22 and 4.0 rads.

5
The more energetic shorter-lived isotopee of iodine contributed less to the total
thyroid doac in the Utirik peoplo due to later fallout, Oflc might .Yurm~Hc tll~rof(~t”r
t]ltttIll@ htOlOU~CUl @i:~t3C~f,V@ll(~Hh or dt)(! ~llyUOiL! dof~{~ 1)~~~

group,
t’udwo(tld bo ldl~fi1.o Ll)&L

6
In addition to thyroid leaiona, one case of acute myelogenous leukemia Was discovered
in a 19-year-old Rongelap boy who had received 175 rad gamma radiation at 1 year of age.

i

I
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Initial Report to Committee

by Dr. Y.S. Cole
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20201

August 2, 1972
SURGEON GENERAL

OF THE

PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE

Senator Olympio T. Borja
Chairman, Special Joint Committee

Concerning Rongelap and Utirik Atolls
Congress of Micronesia
Saipan, Marianna Islands 96950

Dear Senator Borja:

Enclosed i,s the report of Dr. William S. Cole,
summarizing his recent visit to the Trust Territory.

I hope this report and Dr. Cole’s attendance at your
recent Subcommittee’s investigation will be useful
to you. We, of course, continue to be available to
assist the High Commissioner and the Congress of
Micronesia in whatever ways may be appropriate.

Sincerely yours,

S~rgeon Gen#ral

Enclosure
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE

FOOD AND DRUG ADM1NISTRATION
ROCKVILLE. MARYLAND 20852

July 31, 1972

Senator Olympio T. Borja
Chairman, Special Joint Committee
Concerr)*ngRongelap and Utirik Atolls

Congress of Micronesia
Saipan,Marianna Islands 96950

Dear Senator Borja:

The attached document represents my report to you as an invited

radiological consultant from the United States Public Health Service

during the lisits of your Committee to Majuro, Utirik, Rongelap,

and Kwajalein (Ebeye) Atolls on July 16-20, 1972.

In order to condens. he subject matter, I have made my observations
and recommendations .LL the findings on Rongelap and Utirik although

we interviewed some of these people on Majuro and Ebeye.

My report will be released to you through the office of Surgeon

Genera; .Iesse L. Steinfeld, U.S. Public Health Service, as you
requested at the Executive Session of your Committee on July 20, 1972.

I trust my report will be of assistance in the preparation of your

official report to the Special Session of the Congress of Micronesia

on August 15, 1972.

Sincerely yours.~-

William S. Cole, M.D.
\

Associate Director
Bureau of Radiological Health

Enclosure
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REPORT O??FIELD TRIP TO THE MARSHALL ISLANDS, TRUST TERRITORY OF

THE PACIFIC ISLANDS, AS A RADIOLOGICAL CONSULTANT TO THE SPECIAL

COMMITTEE CONCERNING RONGELAP AND UTIRIK ATOLLS, CONGRESS OF

MICRONESIA, ON JULY

Introduction

This is a report of my observations
field trip in the Marshall Islands,
Islands, with the Special Committee
individuals:

16-20, 1972

and recommendations based on a
TrU6t Territory of the Pacific
composed of the following

Senator Olympio T. Borja, Chairman
Representative Timothy Olkeriil, Member
Representative Hans Wiliander, Member
Representative Ataji Bales, Interpreter
Dr. Masao Kumangai, Deputy Director of Health, Trust Territory
Mr. Brian M. Farley, Researcher, Trust Territory
Dr. William S. Cole, Radiological Consultant
Mr. Henry Moses, Majuro Atoll, Interpreter

The purpose of the visit to Rongelap and Utirik Atolls was to
interview those people living on those Islands at the time of
the detonation of the thermonuclear device at Bikini Atoll on
March 1, 1954, This resulted in exposure to fallout radiation
of those people due to an unpredicted shift in winds at the time
of the explosion. Sixty–four persons on Rongelap received an
estimated 175 rads of whole-body radiation and severe contamination

of the skin; an additional 18 Rongelap people on a fishing trip

received an estimated 69 rads of whole-body radiation; and 157 people
on Utirik received an estimated 14 rads of whole-body radiation.
Twenty-three Japanese fishermen aboard the vessel, the Lucky Dragon,
also received significant whole-body radiation. These data are
reported by the Brookhaven National Laboratory Medical Survey Team.

In the 18 years following the radiation exposure, an undetetined
number of the exposed persons have died and others have moved to
different atolls. The Committee for this reason interviewed people
on Majuro and Ebeye. The four sessions were attended by approxi-
mately 300 people including exposed persons, families of deceased
exposed persons, and numerous persons in the control groups.
Although the interviews were carried out through Marshallese
interpreters, there was little difficulty in following the
proceedings.

The Chairman of the Committee, Senator OIYUIPiO T. Borja, Presided

at each of the four sessions. At the onset of each session, he

stated the purpose of the visit of the Committee was as follows:

. . iiomm
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1. To determine the extent of personal injury to the people
of Rongelap and Utirik Atolls as a result of the radiation

exposure.

2. To
trees,

3. To

4. To
injury
Utirik

determine the extent of the damage to the land and

obtain additional medical examinations and treatment.

obtain reasonable and just compensation for personal
and damage to the land and trees of Rongelap and
Atolls .

Observations

A. Medical Problems:

The examinations conducted by the medical team from the Brookhaven

National Laboratory are now resented by the involved people, both

exposed and control groups. I am deeply concerned that the Marshallese
have apparently lost confidence in the medical examinations and the

aborted effort in March 1972 did little to restore it. I am of the

opinion that a major source of trouble has been a lack of understanding

by the people of the purpose of the examinations. At all four sessions,
it was repeatedly asserted by the people that they were not informed of

the findings and that treatment and medications were not available.

The people attribute any and all sickness to the effects of the radiation

and believe thet the medical team should treat them. The control groups

appear to most resent the examination because of the lack of understanding

as to its purpose. For example, the people from Utirik asserted they were
told they were not injured and therefore not entitled to compensation, yet

were forcecl to submit to the examinations. As a result, many refused to

be examined. They resent the taking of large samples of blood and feel
that they should receive compensation for this procedure.

I repeatedly heard that the involved people will submit to additional

examinations in September or October only if independent physicians from

Japan, WHO, and the U.S. Public Health Service accompany the team.

The Health Aides of Rongelap and Utirik have difficulty in administering

the prescribed thyroid medication due to the lack of written records on

the patients. The Aide on Rongelap stated he thought the records were
in the trailers but were not available to him. There are apparently no

records in Marshallese for the use of the Health Aides or Medical Prac-

titioners that periodically visit the Atolls.
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At all four sessions, the women repeatedly stated that there have
been more miscarriages and abnormal babies on both Utirik and

Rongelap since the explosion. Those from Utirik stated this

occurred during the first year after the return to their Island.

Specific dates and instances could not be determined. Apparently

there were four abnormal babies born to the exposed women of
Rongelap who were not pregnant at the time of exposure. After
much discussion among themselves, the spokesman for the women
stated that there continues to be an increase in the number of
miscarriages on Rongelap,

According to statements made at the sessions, approximately

19 exposed persons living on Rongelap at the time of the explosion,
who were under the age of 10, have developed thyroid nodules requiring

surgery. Although biopsy reports indicate only 2-3 of these to be

malignant, the involved patients believe that all have cancer. They
are not able to distinguish between benign and malignant lesions. It

is apparent that some of these patients are not taking thyroxine as

instructed. I emphasized at all four sessions that the prescribed

medication was necessary for their health and welfare.

In summary, the apparent lack of communication and understanding

between the people and the medical team has been a major problem.

There have been difficulties with interpretation between English

and Marshallese in the past but it is not a major factor.

B. Compensation:

Although I did not actively participate in the sessions devoted

to compensation, the following complaints were registered:

1. The exposed people of Utirik Atoll believe that they

have sustained physical injury from the radiation and are

entitled to just compensation. Those now living on Majuro

and Ebeye stated they wanted to return to their home but

were afraid of the radioactivity that remains.

2. The exposed people of Rongelap do not believe that the
compensation paid to them in 1964 was adequate because of
the bhyroid abnormalities that have developed since that
time. The Rongelapese now living on Majuro and Ebeye will
not return to their home because of the residual radioactivity
and the fear of related sickness.
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3. The people of both Atolls bdkil~ tlw land and trees were
damaged by the radiation and that they should receive just
compensation for this damage. Tileywould agree to have such
compensation placed in trust funds for the good of both groups.

4. The control groups believe they shouldreceive compensation
for submittingto the medical examinations.

c. Recommendations:

As a physician concerned with the health aud welfare of the exposed
people, I urge that the next medical examination proceed without
further delay. In order to have the examination proceed without
difficulty, the following recommendations should be seriously con-
sidered by the Special Joint Committee:

1. Independent physicicms from Japan$ WHO, and the U.S. Public
Health Service should acco-mpariyand maiceindividual reports to
the Special Committee.

2. The physicians from Japan should ‘be.-

Dr. Haruo Ezaki., University of Hiroshima

Dr. Toshiyuki Kumstori, Naticrral Institute of

Radiological Sciences

The importance of the prefienc~oi’these t~~ophysicians cannot
be overemphasized. In uIyopifiicm,if they are not present
the involved people will ~efuse to be examined. Due to
possible complications in clearance 02 these physicians, the
proposed date of September 7, 1972, my have to be delayed.

3. The Director of Health, Trust Terri.tcjryof the Pacific
Islands, should be reque~ted to sznd lledicalOfficers with
the examining team to treat local diseases. Such treatment
would be advantageous from ripubSic relations standpoint
and should lead to more cooperation by all concerned.

4. Every effort must be uade to iiiprove communication between
the physician and the people under study. A better understanding
of the purpose of the examinations meld remove an apparent major
source of resentment now evident. A ti-dtt~n translation of the
major findings into liarshalle:j~sk,tiLIld be made for the use of the
Health Aides and the 14edicalPractitiowrs.

5010512
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5. The Trust Territory ehould provide additional medical
wum-inations and treatment to the people of Utirik and
Rongelap. This would supplement that provided by the
annual surveys by the Brookhaven National Laboratory
Medical Team.
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APPENDIX NO. 4

Statement of Dr. E.P. Cronkite Concerning Exposure of Persons as a Result of

March 1, 1954 “Bravo” S}lot

(From Radioactivel?alloutand lts Effectson Man, U.S. Congress, 1957)
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“The estimated whole-body gamma dose to natives .evacuated from the island

of Utirik following the March 1, 1954, detonation at the Pacific Proving Ground
was about 15 roentgens for a period of about 3 days, but no beta burns appeared.

It i.s fair to assume here that direct contamination took place due to their
mode of living, including housing that was quite open to air currents. Ganuna

dose rate readings were taken over the bodies of the natives at about H+78 hours

both on the beach and after boarding the ship. On the beach the personnel
readings averaged about 20 mr. per hour gamma (but this probably included some

contribution from the ground contamination) , and after wading through the
surf and boarding the ship the levels averaged 7 mr. per hour gamma.

“The 18 natives on Sifo ISland, Ailinginae Atoll, received an estimated

wholeybody gamma dose of 75 roentgens in about 2 l/4 days, Of these, 14
later.experienced slight beta burns, 2, moderate burns, and none showed ePilation.

“In the case of the Rongelap natives, the estimated whole-body dose was

about 170 roentgens in about 2 days. All 64 natives later experienced beta
burns to some degree from slight to severe, and over half of the natives showed

epilation from slight to severe.

“The 16 natives from Rongelap evacuated directly by air to Kwajalein had
personnel gamma dose-rate levels generally 80 to 100 mr. per hour although 1

was as high as 240 mr. per hour and 1 as low as 10 mr. per’ hour (at H+ about
55 hours). The remaining 48 natives evacuated by ship were reported to have

personnel readings that “averaged” 60 mr. per hour before decontamination.
The picture is further confused because some of the natives had bathed and some

had not before the arrival of the evacuation team.

“Most of the 28 United States service personnel stationed on Eniwetok
Island, Rongerik Atoll, received about 40 to 50 roentgens, based on film badge
readings. Three members of the group who were located for part of the time

in another section of the island were estimated to have received somewhat
higher doses. Seventeen of the twenty-eight personnel showed only slight,

superficial lesions with one questionable case of epilation. It should be

pointed out that the personnel were in metal buildings during some of the
fallout time and for most of the time thereafter until evacuation. This

reduced the direct contamination as well as the whole-body gamma dose. A

film badge hanging on the center pole of a tent at one end of the island
read 98 roentgens. Calculations based on dose-rate readings at another part
of the island indicated somewhat lower doses, if personnel had remained in
the open for the period of time from fallout (about H+7,5 hours) to evacuation

(at about H+34 hours). Upon arrival at Kwajalein 1 personnel gamma dose rate

reading was as high as 250 mr, per hour at about H+35 hours.
“The above data do suggest that there may be possible a rough bracketing

o~ gamma-beta doses versus beta burns. On the one har,d, the natives from
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.

Utirik received an estimated whole-body gamma dose of 15 roentgens and showed no

evidence of beta burns. On the other hand, the natives on Sifo Island,
Ailinginae Atoll, received about an estimated whole-body gamma dose of 75
roentgens, with 14 personnel showing slight burns, 2, moderate burns, 2, no
burns, 3 with moderate epilation, and 15 with no epilation. In addition,
Rongelap natives received 170 roentgens whole-body gamma dose, and about 90
percent showed some degree of lesions and”56 percent some degree of epilation.

“It is to be recalled that: (a) The natives probably were out of doors
and received the full fallout; (b) the oily hair, seminaked, perspiring
bodies, including bare feet, and lack of bathing for most, would tend to
collect and hold the fallout material; (c) the time of delivery of essentially
all of the doses was 2 to 3 days. Further, it may be speculated that the
fallout on the more dist~t island of Utirik (about 300 statute miles) would

consist of smaller particles and also perhaps lesser possibility of overlapping

of radiation fields from these particles.”
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Appendix No. 5

“Mike” and “Bravo” Wind Charts

(From Radioactive Fallout and Its Effects on Man, U.S. Congress, 1957)
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APPENDIX NO. 6

Atomic Energy Commission Off-site Public Relations Program

for Hevada Proving Ground

(From Radioactive Fallout and Its Effects on Man, U.S. Congress 1957)



“4. PUBLIC RELATIONS

“It was recognized that adequate public relations is necessary
to the successful operation of the Nevada test site. The off-site
program was designed to facilitate good public relations. This was
accomplished by contacts and talks prior to the series, by the system

-of zone commanders who were largely responsible for good relations
within a specified area, by following up each incident reported
immediately and, of course, by the general program carried out by the
Joint Off’iceof Test Information.

“The public relations program during the operation laid the general
ground work for a continuing public relations program to be carried out
in the interim periods.

“In general, relations with the off-site populace were good..
People were particularly appreciative of the fact that monitors were
permanently stationed in their communities. Opinions expressed to
monitors indicated that 10CEQ.populations felt more secure with this
arrangement with regard to radiation hazards and that they appreciate
having a local contact to go to for information or with complaints.
Off-site personnel were able to carry out a continuous educational
program since full advantage of their presence in the community was
taken and they were asked to be on the programs of civic clubs and

other organizations, to furnish material for radio programs and news-
papers and to aid in school programs.

“Prior arrangements .--Prior to the start of the series, all of the
large population centers in the area were visited by off-site personnel
to inform people of the forthcoming tests and the manner in which off-

site problems would be handled.

“Immediately before the start of the series most of these com-
munities were revisited by a group consisting of the Test Manager,

Scientific Advisor, Test Director, Support Director, Information
Director, Off-Site Operations Chief, and the senior PHS officer. A

series of talks were given in Caliente, Pioche, Ely, and Tonopah,

Nev., and St. George and Salt Lake City, Utah. In these talks the

value of continental nuclear tests to the country was stressed and the
precautionary measures to be taken with regard to public safety were

outlined. People were informed of the plans to station monitors in
their community and that these men were expected to become a part of
the community during their stay and to be of service to it in regard

to public safety, information or in any other way.

“From 7 to 10 days before the initial detonation, the monitors

with their equipment moved into the community, familiarized them-

selves with the area, made acquaintances and actively took over the

job of public relations.
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“Liaison activities.-–Arrangements were made to keep thoke health
officials who might be primarily concerned, informed of the activities
at the test site. The States normally involved were Nevada, Utah,
California,-and Arizona, and the State health officers of these States
were advised routinely by phone of any fallout situation that might
affect areas under their jurisdiction. The personnel advised in these
instances were:

“ Nevada: Dr. Daniel J. Hurley, State health officer.
Utah: Dr. George A. Spendlove, State health officer.
California: Dr. John M. Heslep, designate of State health officer.
Arizona: Dr. C. G. Salsbury, State health officer.

“In addition to these arrangements, contacts were made with affected
USPHS officials and with local health officials.

“Activities of zone personnel. --Zone personnel conducted a public-

relations program on an informal and down-to-earth basis. They formed

a wide acquaintance in their respective areas, participated in local

events and took their instructions to become a part of the community
seriously; as for example, the monitor at Glendale who became a Sunday

school teacher, or the one in Alamo who plastered a ceiling in one
of the hotel rooms. Such intimate association with the people in the
area was good practical public relations, and while it may not have
altered completely basic public opinion regarding the tests, it at least
made the explanations of zone personnel more acceptable.

RADIOACTIVE FALLOUT AND ITS EFFECTS ON MAN

“Every opportunity to reach the public through talks and film show-
ings was accepted. Practically every person throughout the off-site
area saw at least one film and listened to at least one discussion by
monitors. This was accomplished through civic clubs, schools and PTA,
and other groups. In this connection, it should be stated that the new
film Atomic Tests in Nevada received enthusiastic reception. From the

remarks made to zone personnel, it appears that general feeling was
that, for the first time, the public was being shown exactly what happened
during a shot.

“A complete listing of public relations contacts is not available,
but the partial list of film showings tabulated in table 1 will indicate%
the scope of this activity:

- 5010523
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I
Table l.--Public relations--llovies

.—..—— — ___ —

Zone Location Date
...———-—

P.lano------------------- Alamo ------------------- Feb. 9----
-__d~-------------------- Feb. 10---

Caliente ---------------- Lincoln Cou~ty High ~~ay___-___

school .
Elementary school ------- --do ------

I,incoln County High --do ------
sc~oo~ .

Rlementav school (sci– Flay 12-----

ence and physics class)
Cedar City----------–--– _-----.___-__-—----------- ___________

x~~;-.---–----------–-––––– Lions, ~Ot~~y, ~n~ ch~– ~eb- 9----
be~ Of co~~.e~ce.

Ely k!oman’sClub---–--–– Feb. 10-––
Ely ElkS’ Club---------- --do------
Roadrunners‘ }~otorcycle Feb. 13---

Club .
El;{--------------------- Ely .PTA----------------- Feb. lb---

VFW and auxiliary ------- Feb. 1~---
Ruth-Kimberly PTA-------- Feb. 21---

Society of Professional Feb. 22---
Engineers.

Steptoe Hospital staff-- Feb. 2jJ--

Shut-ins ---------------- Feb. 26---

Fire department --------- Nar. 1----

Duckwater--------------- Mar. 4----
Baker ETA---------------- Mar. 5–-–-
Eureka School----------–Mar. 11--–
Austin School ----------- Mar. 15--–

I

Film
-—

Target Nevada -------------
Atoms in Agriculture

(shown twice).

Atomic Tests in llevada,
and Atoms in Agriculture

---do---------------------
Nuclear Reactors----------

---do ---------------------

Atomic Tests in Nevada----
A Is for Atom -------------

Operation Ivy-------------

Target Nevada --------------

‘Target Nevada, and A

Is for Atom.

A Is for Atom----------–-–

---do ---------------------
Operation Ivy, and A Is -

for Atom.

Operation Ivy, and A is
for Atom.

---do ---------------------
Operation Ivy-------------
__-do _____________________

---do ---------------------
Operation Ivy, and A Is

for Atom.
_-_do ----------------------

---do ----------------------
---do ---------------------
A Is for Atom -------------

Operation Iwy-------------

J.ttendance

100
25

2G0

80
30

38

1,180
870

36
36

100

51
30

.—--—----——

75



Zone
.—

Glendale ----------------

Lincoln Kine ------------
Pioche-–––––-----------–

St. George--––----–--–––

Table l.--Public relations--Movies--Continued .

-—.— , —-_.— .—

Location ?)ate
—

Mesquite School–-–––--–– Apr. 7----

Bunkervill’e School ------ Apr. 8----

Overton School ---------- Apr. 11---

Mesquite Theatre -------- Apr. 15---

Overton High School ----- Apr. 21---

Overton Veterans’ Club Apr. 25---

(attending: Sports-
men, firemen, and
California civil

defense).
Lincoln Mine Theater---- Apr. 24-30

Pioche ------------------ ----------

Volunteer fire departmen-. ----------

Pioche ------------------ ----------

--do -------------------- --—---————

Young women’s literary -------———

club .
Latter-day Saints Chinch Apr. 17---

Glendale, Uteh, PTA---–– Mar. l&--
Kanab PTA--------------- Apr. h----

Kanab High School ------- Apr. 5----
Orderville PTA---------- Apr. 11---
St. GeorEe firemen------- --do----–-
Ladies’ relief society --do------

Latter-day Saints.
___do_____________–_____ ADr. 12---

Elementary school ------- Apr. 13---
Dixie College-–-––-–--–– --do ------
vp\,I_____________________ --do------

Film

A Is for P.tom, and Target
~!evada,

Target Nevada---=--x--------

Target Nevada,
Atom Tests in Nevada.

---do ---------------------

A Is for Aton -------------
Atomic Tests in Nevada,

and Target Nevada.

Atomic Tests in l!evada

A Is for Atom -------------

——

Attendance
—.

60

105
175

150
4fl
88

500
20

---do --------------------- ———— ----------

Operation Ivy------------- -------------—

Operation Doorstep -------- ----.-————----—

A Is for Atom ------------- ------— -------

Atomic Tests in Nevada 35
35Targetl!evada-------------—

Ato~ic Tests in Nevada h~

---do --------------------- ~60

---do --------------------- 35
---do --------------------- 12
___do _____________________ 200

---do --------------------- 40
---do --------------------- 230
---do--------------------- 180
Atomic Tests in Nevada, 32

and Target Nevada.



I
Table 1 .--hblic relatiOns--kfovies--Continued .

I

—.

Attendance
-—

ZoEe Location Date Film
————

Chamber of commerce -----

High school ______________

--do ------

).m. 14---
Atomic Tests in Nevada

Atomic Tests in Nevada,

and Target Nevada.

Atomic Tests in Nevada

40
400

Ladies ‘ relief and
faculty ---------------

Lady Elks ---------------

National Guard---------–
Virgin PTA--------------

Cormnunity church ----------

High school -------------

Apr. 15--- 60

--~c)------

Apr. 14-––

Apr. 2~___

Apr. 22---
_-—— ______

-__do _____________________

---do-–----------------––-

---do ---------------------
___do ______________________

Target Nevada (shown

3 times).
Tar~et lJevada–--------–--–
___do ----------------------

----do---------------------
---do ----------------------
---do ----------------------

38
73
60
18
260?ono13zh------------------

;.fizp~~ ~otel____-–––__--

Colifielci ?l}:s-----------
Fish Lake ------------------
;Jan~~t~~p_________________

Round ;~nuntain––----_–_–

Wellington 3otary -------

?onopah (2 cLu’cs)--------

Round ?!ocatzi~-----------
Goldfielc ---------------
Wellington--------------

—_________
~~b. ~&-__
--—— ______

Feb. 23--–
Feb . 21+__

---do ---------------------

Atomic Energy---––------––

---do ---------------------
___do ---------------------

---do ---------------------

---_— -----
-———______
-———______

Other:

Beatty, Ne-~------–.--– TarRet llevada, and

Atomic Energy.

Atomic Tests in Nevada

Atomic Tests in Nevada

(sho~m twice).
---do ---------------------

----—— ..-——--—-—---——---- --_-_--__—

60
175

Do -----------

~o-------------------
Apr. 11---

Apr. 14-15

-———..-_______—__-_— _____

High school ----------------

Ck3ttanooC2, Term---- Division of Health anti
Safety, TVA.

~W 9----



.
.
i.

JT-.

—>‘-=...

L.n

r-a
_:

Zone
—

Other--Continued

Fort Ogiethorpe, Ga--
Floren~e, A~~_---__-_

LOS Q.ngeles, Calif–––

‘TOtal people seeing
films .

——

Attendance

Table l.--ublicic relations--Novies--Continued

Imcation Date Film
%

Kiwanis Club ------------ !iay 10---- Atomic Tests in PJevada 26
Lions’ Club ------------- May 16---- ---do ---------------------- 45
ASCII. sanitzry section--- May 25---- ---do --------------------- . 50

——.—

17,550

— . —— —- — -——. ——————.—. .—.- -—

1 Not a full count. Conservative estimate made when attendance figure was missinr.!.J
Lm
_\



“In addition to these semiformal contacts, a large number of
individual contacts were made. One interesting example of this
indicates the public relations value of the film badge program.

During a routine change of a personnel film badge in Goldfield,

Nev. , the wearer remarked that “there must be some fine people at
the test, site, since they were taking such precautions even in a
small place like Goldfield.” It must be recognized, however, that
although relations throughout. the off--site area were generally

good, there are some specific areas of difficulty. An example of
this is the attitude of the newspaper editor in Tonapah, who

contrary to editorial opinion in general, has maintained a highly
critical attitude toward test activities.

“Other informational material was distributed. The news release
of the Joint Office of Test Information were widely used by monitors.

However, the most valuable piece of educational material was the little

yellow booklet, Atomic Test Effects in the Nevada Test Site Region.
Thousands of these were distributed through schools, post offices,
motels, and by other means throughout southern Nevada and Utah, and in
parts of Arizona and California. This was very well receivecl. In fact,

some people thought so highly of. it that they requested copies to dis-
tribute on their own. Many of these booklets were picked up by tourists
and were probably carried to all parts of the Nation.

“Special investigations .--It was inevitable that numerous incidents
requiring investigation should arise. These were of three types, as
they effecteL material things, people, or livestock. All that came to

the attention of the off-site progran~ were investigated and are docu-
mentefi in the files.

“With respec’t to material things, the greatest number of complaints
were from prospectors. An explanation of the transient nature of radio-
activity from fallout was generally acceptable. In all cases where
blast damage was reported, forms for damage claims were mailed and these
are being processed in the customary manner. In those cases where
contamination from radiation were reported, such as on vehicles, the
zone personnel investigated and were generally able to satisfy people

during these visits that no hazard existed.

A number of cases of radiation damage to people were reported.

These were investigated by the Cedar City Zone commander, Dr. Clinton

G. Powell, who is a PHS doctor. This procedure was GO useful that it
became apparent that it was a mistake to require medical personnel to
also act as zone commanders. In any future operation, a qualified
doctor with radiation experience should be available within the off-
s’ite program for the sole purpose of investigating claims of personal
radiation inJury.

“Prior contacts were made with the local doctors. All investiga-

tions were made by working with local doctors. This procedure

eliminated any chance of criticism about. professional ethics, increased

the patient’s confidence in the procedure and did much to educate the

local ph~fsicians in regard to radiation matters.

-,-,,
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The general procedure was to have the patient brought to the
local doctor’s office. If necessary, off-site monitors provided the
transportation. There both doctors examined the patient and arrived
at a decision. Any costs were billed through Reyno16s Electrical &
Engineering, Inc.

“In no case, of those examined, were there slymptomsthat could
be definitely attributed to radiation injury. Many cases turned out
to be some common ailment, diaper rash, in one case. However, the
reports of eye irritation were so persistent that this matter shoulci
be investigated in order to prove or ref’cte the wiciespread beiief that

this is due to test, activities.

“Reports of injury to livestock were reported by zofiepersonnel
and investigated during the series by veterinarians (!w:. Grant Kuhn
and Col. Bernard Trum) from the AllC--Universityof Tennessee Agricul-
tural Farm at oak Ridge or by Dr. Wendell Brooksby, of the Utah State
Agricultural College. There is little doubt that reputed livestock
damage will continue to be reported for some time after the tests since
livestock culture is such an important part of the econovic life of
the area. This suggests the desirability of the comi.nuous services
of a veterinarian with radiological traiilir,j~ .. znd of a sound investiga-
tive program.”
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The Committee in Tokyo during June. From left to r!ght [1 to r) arc:

Acting LcglSlatlVG counsel MamOru Nakamura, or. KUmat Ocl,

Representative Ataji r3alos, Chairman OIYmP10 T. Borla, and MC.

Matashigi Oshi, a former crew !membcr of the LuckY Drawn.

At the Of f#cc of the Governor of l+iros hima Prefecture, Ch3!rn1~11
Dorja (I) cxp!ains tlIc Comnl!ttee’s mlssiun to the Honorable Itsuo
Nagano (r] whllc tnteroretcr looks on (cCnt Cr].

I“ H)roshima near ttlc PEaCe Park Memorial, (1 tO f]

Rcpresc”tallve Bales, Actln!l Leglslativc C0Un5el Nakamura,

chairman Bofja, Represent allvc TimOthY CItkerill, Staff

member nctan FarlcY, and Or. MaSa O Kurlla Wal.

●

The Cormmittcc poses rOr ,1 Pucture wtth the staff of I!>c
Htrosh!ma Ar3cc (1 (o r) Of, Kaio, Or. Mak!, Dr. SICcr, Chair lnall
r30rja, Dr. Allen. RcPrescnta~ivc OlkC?lil, Or. Kuf~n~$””~ji

r3clskY, Reprcscnlatlvc Eldlos, Acttng Lcgisl.3tlv@

Nakam”, a, Stafr mernhef FJrlcY clml Dr. Woda.
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At the Hlroshlma A-bomb Red Cross Hospital are: Dr. Shlgelo,

Chairman BOrla, Foreign Affairs Chief Kaoru Ogura, and \he other

members of the Comm!ttee.

The remains of the industrial Promotion Hall in Hiroshima, now

preserved as a monument.

At the Institute for NtlClear Medlc!nc and Biology of H!roshima

Universtly are (1 to r) two Unidcn!if)ed Staff fll.2mb.2rs,

Representative Olkcrlil, staff Member Far IeY, Dr Noamasa

OkamOt O, Director of the Institute, Rcprcsentativo BaIOS, or.
Ezaki, Acting Legislative Counsel Nakamura, and Representative

Hans Wiltander.

-J----- . . . ..
,-.— ,. I

The Committee

ii —-.— .—.+. . -.

on the steps of the Nagasaki ABCC. 1“ tile
center of the group wear!nq whltc is Or. Sa-da hisa Kawamoto of
the ABCC department of reed, cine.

,>, , ,, -.. .

~1 I

Y
$
b

5010532
EklcrlY survlvor$ of ttlc Nagasaki A.bofllb tlonor the C0mn18tt CQ

w!tll a dance It ttlc Old Agc Survivors Ffomc In Nagasa k!.
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Or. Kumangal [1) and Chairman Borla [r) compare notes as the

Committee heads back to SaiPan from Japan.

SOITVJ of the Paraphernalia of the surveY team aboard tlle

Mllitobi during the scptembcr survey.

?.. 1. ,.. . . . \; ,
.,,.., :~.-

i

. >’.,-. . . .
,. ,. ”... :,

.;. .,. , ,.... :.-. .“ -.

At the Majuro dock Prnor to depart log for the islands in July,

In the foreground, part! ally factng away from tlle camera is

the former magistrate of Rongelap, John Anjain, whose son

Lekoj died of Ieukcmia in NovCmb W of 1972.

or, Cole of the U.S. Publ$c Health Scrvicc aboafd ttlc M/V

Hafa Pda, a% the CcmnI,l:e C clcpar[cd fCX $[5 flr5t VISil tO

pongelap and Utlrlk.
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Dr. Conard un the bridge of the N?!lilobi, at the bcglnning

of the September survey.

. .. ..l -C. ,,. .

. .::/:,,,,

>. -A. -,,
- . ..! -*,., ..,: .,;

. . . .. . . . . . .

,.,.,,.,.,..t .:: :“,.,,-.,:e, ,~{
,,

.. :..:

View Of the Cnd Of ROngela L Island Showlmj (0r!_7er Rad Saf C sIle

corastructect after ttc 1954 incident.

Memb6rs of the f?NL team aboard tl~e M/V Mllitobi (1 (o r)

Cr. Kundscn, Dr. Sutov,, Dr. Cmard, cr. Cole (cons ullznt)

and Dr. Lar Sen.

,,,. -.. .
.

., \’ -- \
. .,

L)ecorations and flags were a Pnrt of the welcome the people of

R0n9ela P gave the Commit teedurtng Its July trip.

The Committee during the July trip to Rongelap (1 to r) Henry TIIC AEC jeep and trailer on Rongelap
Moses of the Marshall Islands 131strict Administrator, s Offlc 12,Dr.

COIC, Representative W#t(ander, CIIalrlTIa,I Bo,la, RcPre~c”ta~lvc

Bales, Health Aide Joe Saul, Laboratory Technician Nelson
Zcti,,.
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.,-. ,“ . . :“”.’”,..:

The AEC delsel tractor used to load and unload equipment during the

surveys on Rongelap.

*,
,. --,,- :
,---

The $mdll tra!lcr On Rongelap u$ed for the taking of blood sam PleS

J d

Tha generator, in another bUlldiflg on

flongelap, which provides electricity for

tho team’s work during the survey.

The A-frame bulldlng used by thr?
f3NL team as Ilving quarters during Its
stay on RongelaP.
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A resident of Rongelap ha;ing his X-raY photograptl taken.

.,

. .
.’ ..- : --.. .,,-. .

,. ,,.,----

The other lalge trailer used as an examination room during the survey.

,, ,2 -.-J* ,
;.::,., .“/,- ,,. -.h .. . .,

., ..:- ., .4. -,,,. ,. -, ~ :.,.. ~
., -.,, .,. . ‘~ 4.; -,.,., ,- ..1’,”.. ,.,:~;, .. ,,,.,:.,

: . ~,,,: ., .,
.

Dr. Kumatorl (1) and Dr. Ezakl during Iho September survey.Trust Terrlt OrY Lab Oral OrY Tcchnic[an S*1O 5h0nlber

taking .3 blood 5amplC.
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Dr. canard checks for th!frold noclules during examination of

a resident of Rongelap.

--- -,
d

. -.-,4- ,

Tho people of Ron9elap at a publlc meetln9 rMIue5t@ bY the Commlttcc.

i= “$, {/..

i“’ $

An attentive listener at the me@tin9 of the committee With

the people of Rongela P.

captain Willle pOznanskl preparing tO pllOt the MllltObl

through the Utlfik Pa$$.
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Membels of the survey team with Captain Willie on the flying

bridge of the Militobj as It navigates the tricky Pass at Utirlk.
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The village PathwaY at Utlrlk.
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Another view after the same meeting.
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Chairman Borja and people from Rongclap and Utirik durln9 a JUIY mcctln9 In EbcYc.
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Commlttec member Wiliandcr talking with Dr. Rik0ndurin9

the September survey.
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The M!li:.3bi returns to Majuro after the RongelaP ana Utlrlk

survey.

The Commit tco’s consultants: (1 to r) Dr. W.S. Cole (Unii@ Sta(cs), Dr. Kumatori and

Dr. Ezaki (Japan), and or. E.E. Pochir? (United Klngdoml PKlOr to thclr dcPariurc frOm

MFI]”r O at the end IYf the SUrvCY.
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I

SePtember survey team (1 to r) First Row: Dental Aide Kumura Riklon, Health A!de Joe Saul,
Laboratory Technician Nel$On Zetika, Dr. W.W.

Sutow, Assistant Medical Equipment Repair Specialist Kosang Mizutoni,
Dr. Robert A. Conard, Or. Haruo Ezaki. Second ROW, 5tandin9:

~ab~rat~ry Te~hnici.3n supervisor Seb, o Shoniber, BNL s~aff member Mike Makar, Or. Jetton Anjain, BNL Staff Member Wliliam Scott, Or.
Ez, a Riklo r!, Or. Knud Knudsen, Dr. W,!l, am S. Cole, BNL S[aff mCmb CI 00U9 Clarc us, Or. Austin LOwer Y, Or. E.E. Pochln, Or. TOshl Yuki
kumatori, and Or. Lar$en.
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